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FOREWORD
The International Conference „ACOUSTICS 2019 High Tatras“, which took place at
beautiful environment of Štrbské Pleso in High Tatras, was joint conference of MAP and
ATF conferences which are yearly organized by Slovak Acoustical Society (SKAS),
Technical University in Zvolen, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava and KU
Leuven.
The nowadays methodological trend in science is characterized by an increasing degree
of specialization, which on one hand leads to improved focussing of efforts, but on the
other hand to fragmentation of know-how and loss of overview. Interdisciplinary activities
are an efficient way to connect different scientific fields, and exploit opportunities for
synergy.
One of the main goals of this conference was to allow experts from different disciplines in
acoustics, building engineering and architecture to regain overview, to seed new
collaborations, and to bring experience theory and practice together.
The conference „ACOUSTICS 2019 High Tatras“, hosted two keynote speakers –
Arianna Astolfi, who is expert in the field of architectural acoustics especially classroom
acoustics and Nelly Moensens – expert and teacher in artificial and daylight in
architecture. Many interesting papers were presented and discussed.
All of the contributed papers were reviewed by at least 2 members of scientific
committee. The reviewers provided written feedback on the quality of manuscripts. The
organizing committee wishes to thank the scientific committee and the authors for their
cooperation and time to enable this review process to occur.
Conference Chairs
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KEYNOTE LECTURE
CLASSROOM ACOUSTICS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Arianna Astolfi
Arianna Astolfi graduated with honors in Architecture from the
Politecnico di Torino and obtained her PhD in Technical Physics from
the University of Genova. She is associate professor of building
physics at the Department of Energy of the Politecnico di Torino
since 2015, where she teaches building physics and applied
acoustics and is responsible for the Applied Acoustics Laboratory.
She is a member of the academic council of the PhD course in
"Management, production and design" of the Politecnico di Torino
and of the National council of the Italian Acoustic Association. She is
co-chair of the technical committee of Room and Building Acoustics
of the European Acoustical Association and is a member of the UK
Institute of Acoustics and of the Acoustical Society of America. She created two start-ups incubated in
the I3P incubator of the Politecnico di Torino. In 2017 she obtained the national scientific qualification
for the role of full professor in Italian universities. She is author of more than 50 peer-reviewed articles
published in international journals on the themes of classroom acoustics, voice monitoring, concert-hall
acoustics, acoustic materials, soundscape and sound insulation.

DAYLIGHT AND ARTIFICIAL LIGHT IN EDUCATION OF ARCHITECTS
Nelly Moenssens
Nelly Moenssens holds a M. degree in Architecture from KU Leuven
Faculty of Architecture (campus Sint-Lucas, Ghent). Since 2000 she
has been participating in research concerning indoor climate and
building physics and collaboration of multidisciplinary building teams
in education. Now she is part of the research group ACE
(Architecture, Comfort and Energy) of the Faculty of Architecture.
The main research interests of Nelly Moenssens are related to
perception of light, in particular human perception of daylight. Since
2010 she has been teaching daylight and artificial lighting in the
curriculum of architects and interior architects at the KU Leuven Faculty of Architecture in Ghent and
Brussels.
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CLASSROOM ACOUSTICS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Arianna Astolfi
The effect of classroom acoustics has:
• consequences on learning
...it is mandatory to guarantee speech
intelligibility
• consequences on teaching
...it is mandatory to reduce teachers’
vocal effort and load
But...how can it support an effective
teaching-learning interaction?

Conclusions
Good classroom acoustics is mandatory especially for younger children in primary school
classrooms. Further research is needed to address:
• Requirements for bilingual and SHCN children
• Optimal configuration of sound absorption and diffusion in classrooms
• Room acoustics parameters related to learning performance
For teachers in classrooms of different grades, progresses have been made over ten years on
vocal effort and load and on the influence of noise and reverberation on vocal output,
thanks to voice monitoring. Future research should investigate:
• Optimal reverberation time for both teachers and pupils
• Relationships between voice emission and perception in realistic complex and challenging
auditory scenes

Contact Address
Arianna Astolfi
Dipartimento Energia, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
arianna.astolfi@polito.it
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DAYLIGHT AND ARTIFICIAL LIGHT IN THE EDUCATION OF ARCHITECTS
Nelly Moenssens

The education of architecture at the Faculty
of Architecture of KU Leuven in Belgium,
emphasizes a designer’s approach and hence
is strongly related to arts. The architectural
design is addressed as a holistic concept: it is
a result of a multidisciplinary process. In the
education program of architecture the design
is supported by 3 domains: an artistic
exploration, the context of architecture and
building technology. The knowledge
students acquire in these 3 domains,
assembles in the design. In this design light
is evaluated in the architectural concepts
created in design studio’s, though light
education is embedded in the domain
building technology. The content beneath
summarizes the approach of this light
education.

1 Awareness of lights’ nature
During the first bachelor year students are introduced in daylight and artificial light education
by the theoretical course ‘visual comfort’. This first step in light education aims at an
increasing of students’ awareness of light with a primary focus on natural light. For students,
at a level of unconsciousness, light is often obvious, but many times slightly reflected on. A
deficiency of knowledge is underlying this, as well as the nature of light itself. Like sound,
light is intangible, not something that can be grasped and handled. Its’ complexity makes it
difficult to design with, although it is imperative to the design of architecture. Many past and
present architects understand the value of light, in particular natural light, on their
architecture: it is “the beautifier of the building” Frank Lloyd Wright quoted (1941). The
objective in the theory course is for students to consider light as a building material to design
the lit indoor environment and to understand that light needs to be reflected on in preliminary
design stage regarding its’ impact. This presumes an elemental insight in the behaviour of
light to be able to observe and read design strategies. Such as recognizing that the spectral
composition of natural light does not only provoke colourshifts offering a nice image, but that
these colours of light also affect our circadian system and thus influence human health [4)],
[6)]. In this context human centric lighting is introduced, that applies the benefits of daylight
in artificial lighting [5)].
Understanding light comprises notion of the atmosphere created by its absence or presence. It
can make people feel safe or at the contrary can hold a threat. This is easily sensed when
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lights would fall out in a windowless room presuming no emergency lights would be
available. Absence of light obstructs visibility and in worst case causes disorientation and
hence panic. A similar atmosphere was created by the artificial fog the Danish-Icelandic artist
Olafur Eliasson in the installation Feelings are facts (2010) whereby people got disoriented in
space and time [12)].
Light affects human’s perception: people’s mood in a space is affected by how they perceive
that space. A recent study at the Energy and Building Physics Laboratory in Lausanne,
Switzerland, shows that the thermal comfort of people occupying a room, is influenced by the
amount of daylight in that room: the temperature of a less bright room was appreciated more
although the temperature was a fixed parameter [7)]. And earlier studies have indicated the
preference of a warm colour temperature [1)], [8)].
The holistic approach allows for students to think about responding occupants needs while
shaping the architectural environment. These occupants needs are one of the main objectives
in the daylight education at the Faculty of Architecture of KU Leuven. Dr. Joseph G. Allen, of
the Healthy Buildings program at the Harvard School of Public Health stated: “Buildings are
the places where we express our culture, share our traditions and nurture our bodies and
minds. Yet, the way we design, construct and operate our buildings determines if they will be
an assault on our health or promote our wellbeing” (D/A 2018, issue 29, p.2). A building
proposal that meets the requirements of today’s legislation, is not necessarily appraised
‘satisfying’ by its occupants [1)]. Moreover, building requirements are often only expressed in
quantifiable parameters. However, the implementation of human-related parameters is a
valuable progress to assess the health performance of a building proposal. Such is the
equivalent melanopic lux used in the WELL building standard rating system that is based on
vertical eye illuminances rather than horizontal illuminances [14)].
These properties of daylight are pragmatically taught in the 1st bachelor year by examining
cases as examples of good practice that illustrate daylight design strategies. Examples
showing that the concept of form and texture affects the lit indoor environment, examples
illustrating an improved daylight distribution by use of daylight guiding systems, such as
louvre systems or anidolic systems,…etc. By examining all these concepts of daylight design
in an integrated way, students achieve a mindset for smart design that is not only addressed by
energy goals but also by well-being of occupants. This mindset is a premise for a holistic
approach [10)].

2 Simulating light
From the 2nd bachelor year on, students start simulating daylight and artificial light in
Dialux© (by DIAL), a digital tool that allows for visualisation. This is an important feature
for designers that read and interpret visual information. Dialux© is used in a 2nd year course
of building technology to assess the light in a design proposal alike a small office building or
a day-nursery. The assignment not only focusses on light, but also integrates other
components of building technology such as indoor air comfort, thermal comfort and fire
safety. Therefore the format of this assignment is a teamwork. The difficulty for students
regarding digital simulation comprises the verification of the outcome of a digital simulation,
since these results are numeric while architectural designers in the first place read and
interpret visual information [14)]. Though, the graphical output of false colour or isolux-lines
helps in visualising the path of light. For students there seems to be a gap between
modifications in their design and the numeric outputs as a result of these modifications. Also,
14
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in general, if students are asked to provide for a better daylight distribution, their key answer
is resizing the window opening or adjusting the reflection of the wall. The impact of ceiling
reflections is foremost not considered, although ceiling reflections have a significant
contribution to the distribution of daylight [12)]. Translating the numeric result to a spatial
condition is burdensome and requires lots of exercises.

Student work simulations in Dialux© in 2nd bachelor year of architecture 2015.

3 Experiencing light
The challenge in education exists in a comprehensive way of explaining and experiencing,
how numbers and graphs can render the desired ambiance in a space.
Fieldwork helps experiencing the indoor environment on site: seeing, feeling, touching,…
improves students’ awareness and comprehension. A basic knowledge is required for accurate
surveying and therefore fieldwork is integrated in the courses of building technology from 3rd
bachelor year on. In a design studio of 1st master year of interior architecture, students
themselves produced the graphic outputs of on-site measurements of light, sound and
temperature to have a better understanding of the behaviour of light. The assignment in the
design studio comprised a refurbishment of a semi-public space. By modelling the desired
new ambiance, and combining the model to a digital simulation, in the Velux daylight
simulation tool Daylight Visualizer©, students seemed to be better aware of the impact of
adaptations. The design studio definitely is an advantage in this case since it is better fit for
try-outs that take time, which is very limited in building technology courses.

Student work simulations in Dialux© in 3rd bachelor year of interior architecture 2016.
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Student work modelling and simulations in Daylight Visualizer© in 1st master year of interior architecture 2011.

Past practise of students’ work demonstrated light education needs a combination of
fieldwork, modelling and digital tools and a basic knowledge to comprehend as a premise to
shape the desired and requested light in a space.
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QUANTIFICATION AND PARAMETRISATION OF SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE
PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Patrik Aláč, Blanka Giertliová, Martin Čulík

1 Introduction
Wood is currently becoming a key renewable resource. The emerging market for ecosystem
services responding to the global climatic changes is one of the global tendencies that may
affect the production of wood and its use in the wood processing industry. The optimal used
of this raw material is therefore becoming a key factor in the efficiency of business processes.
Analyses of value chains should be focused on specification of so called bottle necks which
mention those activities that disable to increase business margin. At the same time, these
analyses show the inefficiency caused by oversized of some activities regarding to lower level
of assurance and lower performance of other business activities.
Importance of multicriteria decision-making methods for evaluation of alternatives doesn´t lie
in definite increasing of results objectivity although it should lead to that. Priority of this
method lies mainly in simplification of manager´s decision making. It allows managers to
arrange alternatives according to extensive file of criteria, it describes particular steps of
solution and its logical sequence, this methodology also requires from managers to express
their understanding of various criteria importance. All this process of solution is transparent,
repeatable and there are evident starting assumptions and also how these assumptions,
situations, criteria and incidents affect reached results.

2 Dynamic monitoring of production processes
Complexity, extensiveness and variability of contemporary technical, social respectively
combined objects requires application of such a methods that allow explicitly and objectively
to handle, to project and further to manage those features which characterise synthesis of
functional parts into one unit.
Requirements on systemic model can be gathered into the following items. So, for the
systemic model it is necessary:
• to reflect systemic features of an object, so it means to take into account all parts, events
and processes of an object which share on the generation of these features,
• to simplify primary complexity of an object in order to be technically managed,
• to unify model heterogeneity of particular parts of an object and by that to allow
application of formalised tools,
• that the form of a model could allow quantification and metrics of monitored parameters.
Petri nets is a graph which contains only nodes of two types: places (represented by a circle)
and transitions (represented by a segment). Each transition has input places (the arrow is
directed from a place to the transition) and output places (the arrow is directed from the
transition to a place).
Petri nets can be defined as an important mathematical and graphical tool in modelling and
performance evaluation of real systems with discrete events that are characterized as being
concurrent, synchronous, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic, and stochastic,
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such as computer systems, communication networks and production systems, etc. Net is
created by two kinds of peaks:
• traditional set of peaks which describes status parameters – it means elements (situations)
of a system,
• untraditional set of peaks which describes transitions between various statuses of two
near-by elements, respectively it causes the change of a status in the following element
caused by the impact in the previous element.
Transition (element from the non-standard set of elements) differs from situations. It is not
associated as a one element feature but it is independent element like virtual item which
initiates situation. It is also presentation of dynamic feature of a connection within the system
structure. Transition is real holder of the element ability to change its status.
Report of the system structure is completed by modification of incident function (ZHANG, LU,
WU, 2011):
• connections which describe relation from the element to the transition – “transition”
incident functions,
• connections in opposite direction, it means coming from element back to transition (to that
which caused the change of given element) – “feedback” incident functions.
On the base of the above mentioned process, Petri Nets can be described:
(1)
PN = { P , T , F , B , M o }
,P∩T =0
where: P, T – related sets of elements and transitions,
F, B – incident transition and feedback functions,
Mo
– initial system line-up.
Implementation of transition and feedback incident functions allow to divide investigation of
how elements are prepared for the realisation of transitions (matrix F) or how elements are
prepared to accept incidents of transitions (matrix B). Both matrixes can be joined into one
matrix E.
E ⊆ ( PxT ) ∪ ( TxP )
(2)
Logistics systems in wood-processing are dynamic, with permanent adaptation to turbulent
market environment and they integrate all functions of material management, starting with
assessment of material and resources demands and ending with selling of final products.

3 Literature review of multi criteria decision-making methods
1) Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)
Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) (FISHBURN, 1967; KEENEY, 1977) was the most
commonly utilized multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) method. MAUT is essentially an
extension of Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) (KEENEY, 1974) and is “a more rigorous
methodology for how to incorporate risk preferences and uncertainty into multi criteria
decision support methods” (LOKEN, 2007). Earlier research in MAUT compared it to thencurrent MCDM methods. Siskos, Wascher, and Winkels (1983), for example, summarized
outranking methods in decision making as well as Multiple Attribute Utility Theory. In the
last decade, various authors have become to use MAUT in order to assist decision analysis in
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real-world problems. Canbolat, Chelst, and Garg (2007) applied a MAUT model to assist in
selecting the location of a global manufacturing facility. Ananda and Herath (2005) also used
MAUT in a real-world application to analyze risk preferences with regards to forest land-use
in Australia. MAUT was utilized due to its common use in natural resource management
problems. Their approach centered around societal risk preferences and they utilized a survey
to obtain and examine desirable attributes. Gomez-Limon, Arriaza, and Riesgo (2003) utilized
multi-criteria decision making analysis in regards to risk aversion. MAUT is an expected
utility theory that can decide the best course of action in a given problem by assigning a
utility to every possible consequence and calculating the best possible utility (KONIDARI AND
MAVRAKIS, 2007). The major advantage of MAUT is that it takes uncertainty into account.
2) Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method similar in popularity to MAVT/MAUT is the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1980). For MAUT and AHP, “the two methods rest on
different assumptions on value measurements and AHP is developed independently of other
decision theories. The major characteristic of the AHP method is the use of pair-wise
comparisons, which are used both to compare the alternatives with respect to the various
criteria and to estimate criteria weights” (LOKEN, 2007, P. 1587).
It is one of the more popular methods of MCDM and has many advantages, as well as
disadvantages. One of its advantages is its ease of use. Its use of pairwise comparisons can
allow decision makers to weight coefficients and compare alternatives with relative ease. It is
scalable, and can easily adjust in size to accommodate decision making problems due to its
hierarchical structure. And although it requires enough data to properly perform pairwise
comparisons, it is not nearly as data intensive as MAUT. The method has experienced
problems of interdependence between criteria and alternatives. Due to the approach of
pairwise comparisons, it can also be subject to inconsistencies in judgment and ranking
criteria and it “does not allow [individuals] to grade one instrument in isolation, but in
comparison with the rest, without identifying weaknesses and strengths” (KONIDARI AND
MAVRAKIS, 2007, P. 6238).
3) Fuzzy Theory
Fuzzy Theory (ZADEH, 1965) has existed now for several decades. Fuzzy logic itself has
proven to be an effective MCDM method. Khadam and Kaluarachchi (2003) addressed the
use of cost-benefit analysis as the primary method for decision analysis when addressing
environmental projects.
Fuzzy set theory is an extension of classical set theory that “allows solving a lot of problems
related to dealing the imprecise and uncertain data” (BALMAT, 2011, P. 172). It has many
advantages. Fuzzy logic “takes into account the insufficient information and the evolution of
available knowledge” (BALMAT, 2011, P. 172). It allows imprecise input. It allows for a few
rules to encompass problems with great complexity. For disadvantages, fuzzy systems can
sometimes be difficult to develop. In many cases, they can require numerous simulations
before being able to be used in the real world. Fuzzy set theory is established and has been
used in applications such as engineering, economic, environmental, social, medical, and
management. Many of these types of problems take advantage of the availability of imprecise
input.
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4) Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART)
Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) is one of the simplest forms of MAUT. It
requires two assumptions, namely “utility independence and preferential independence”
(CHEN, OKUDAN, AND RILEY, 2010, P. 666). This method conveniently converts importance
weights into actual numbers. Major advantages of SMART, in addition to those described in
MAUT, are that it is simple to use and it actually allows for any type of weight assignment
techniques (i.e., relative, absolute, etc.). It requires less effort by decision makers than
MAUT. It also handles data well under each criterion. A disadvantage is that the “procedure
for determining work is not convenient considering the complicated framework” (KONIDARI
AND MAVRAKIS, 2007, P. 6238). SMART’s common applications are in construction,
transportation and logistics, military, manufacturing and assembly problems. Its ease of use
helps in situations where a fair amount of information is available and access to decisionmakers is easy to obtain. Its simplicity appears to be what keeps this method fairly popular.
5) Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a multi-criteria decision making method that retrieves cases
similar to a problem from an existing database of cases, and proposes a solution to a decisionmaking problem based on the most similar cases (DAENGDEJ, LUKOSE, AND MURISON, 1999).
This provides the first of its advantages, which is that it requires little effort in terms of
acquiring additional data. It also requires little maintenance as the database will already be
existing and requires little upkeep. One major advantage that it has over most MCDM
methods is that it can improve over time, especially as more cases are added to the database.
It can also adapt to changes in environment with its database of cases. Its major drawback is
its sensitivity to inconsistency in data (DAENGDEJ, LUKOSE, & MURISON, 1999). Previous
cases could be invalid or special cases may results in invalid answers.

4 Performance measurement and decision making
Behaviour of a customer can be characterized by the uncertain conditions in the quality,
quantity and time demand of particular product. According to Song and Hong (2008), in a
time of globalization and an increasingly competitive environment, measuring performance
has become critical to business success. From Kanji (2002), the first condition to improve and
to achieve business excellence, is to develop and implement a system for performance
measurement (PM). The term performance measurement, is defined as the process of
quantifying the efficiency and effectiveness of actions (Neely, 2002). The literature presents
the following popular performance measurement frameworks, such as, performance
measurement matrix, Balanced Scorecard (BSC), performance pyramid, European Foundation
for Quality Management (EFQM) excellence model, performance prism (PP), and lastly, the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) model, to name just a few.
Application of PMS can be described through three factors: decision support, work
integration and communication. Decision support factor concerns the extent to which the
PMS is used for problem solving, data, causality and relationships analyzing. Second factor
explains and justifies decisions and the third factor tries to improve the effectiveness of
decision making process. It is also necessary to allocate responsibilities and decisions and set
the goals of performance.
The quantification of performance measurement is closely defined by multi criteria decisionmaking methods. So that a PMS can be characterized as a multi-criteria tool, made from a set
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of metrics. Many enterprises are aware that the management of logistics needs a clear PM
methodology. Therefore our research focuses on the area of metrics, decisions and criteria
within the supply chain and material flow of particular wood-processing enterprise.

5 Supply chain model and methodology for performance measurement
Proposal of supply chain model is described by the tool of Petri Nets in combination with
multi attribute decision making which can be mentioned as the combination of MAUT and
AHP methodology. Petri Net describes and expresses decision situations within the whole
material flow. There are also quantified criteria by so called transitions and elements
(situations). It could be used also other graphical methods for the presentation of material
flow like CPM, PERT, Gantt chart or Decision tree. PERT and CPM are most suitable for the
time planning, and time spending of particular processes while decision tree with the
combination of MAUT or AHP could bring the same effect like Petri Net. The following
Figure 1. presents simplified and general supply chain which can be used for the production
of musical instruments but also it can be applied on any type of production.
P4

P3
t2 (c, q, f, m)

t1 (q, m, a, t, c)
P5

P2

P1

P = {P1,P2, P3, P4, P5}
T = {t1, t2}
P4

– warehouse of final product,

P3

– any value added processes,

P2

– manipulation and debarking,

P1

– warehouse of logs,

P5

– supplier of logs.
Figure 1. Proposed model of supply chain (ALÁČ, 2005).
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• Knot P1, place – warehouse of logs
Table 1. presents the first knot of the chain is warehouse of logs. We can see that there is no
transition “t“ before this knot. Inputs must be bought in the market from external supplier. Of
course, it is necessary to make choice among suppliers what has further impact on the quality
of production and final product. It is necessary to assess some specific demanded parameters
on wood raw inputs in order to monitor and evaluate this process of warehousing.
Table 1.

Criteria for the monitoring of knot “Warehouse of logs“.

Criteria
Volume
Time of order
Safety stock
Qualitative requirements
Inventory costs

Agree
over X m³
X days
X m³
given by the standard
over X Eur

Disagree
below X m³
less or more than X days
below X m³
other than in standard
over X Eur

• Knot P2, place – manipulation and debarking
Every log which is moved to saw mill has to go through this place. Again, it must be assessed
parameters of the process in order to monitor it, to evaluate it and to control it. Proposal is
given in the following Table 2.
Table 2.

Criteria for the monitoring of manipulation and debarking process.

Criteria
Diameter ø
Duration of the process
Length of a log
Costs

Agree
between X-Y cm
X min
between X-Y m
below X Eur

Disagree
Out of interval X-Y cm
X min
Out of interval X-Y m
Over X Eur

• Knot P3, place – value added processes; transition t2
Before the entry of logs into any value added process, there is a transition „t2 “ where it is
necessary to apply so called Make or Buy decisions – if it is more efficient to use own
capacity or whether to buy it from outside the company from external supplier as it presents
Table 3. This choice depends on the meeting particular technological and economic criteria.
Table 3.
Criteria

Decision making matrix of the transition „t2“ - value added processes.

Costs (c)

Weight
(importance) (v)
v1

Quality (q)
Flexibility of a supply (f)
Supplied volume (m)

v2
v3
v4

Own supply

External supply

X €, respectively given as
a lower or higher than from
external supplier
Standard
Over or below X days, hours
Over or below X m³

X €, respectively given as
a lower or higher than from
internal supplier
Standard
Over or below X days, hours
Over or below X m³

Table 4 presents value added process „cutting“ and properties necessary for its monitoring.
Cutting is the most important operation in the whole material flow of timber manufacturing. It
is very important to deal with the selection, evaluation and monitoring of criteria which have
impact the quality of this process. It should be necessary to monitor not only yield of the
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cutting and quality of a timber, but it is necessary to focus on costs and time of given process
because these parameters highly affect satisfaction of a customer.
Table 4.
Criteria
Yield
Time of the process
Timber quality
Costs of the process

Criteria for the monitoring of cutting process.
Agree
X%
X mins
given by the standard
Less than X Eur

Disagree
less than X %
more than X mins
deviation from the standard
More than X Eur

• Knot P4, place – warehouse of final product; transition t1
The last knot in the is warehouse of final product (musical instrument). Company can use own
warehouse or external warehouse. All products are made only for concrete order (ČULÍK –
KIČÁK, 2008; ČULÍK, 2011). Every product must meet market demand specifications and also
particular qualitative parameters given by the standard. All these should be monitored and
controlled also in the final products warehouse. Except of qualitative parameters it should be
suggested also others like it is given in the following Table 5. Because of the simplification of
the final product classification, we had used only 3 qualitative classes. Of course, this
simplification did not impact presented results.
Table 5.

Criteria for the monitoring of knot “warehouse of final product“ and transition t1 “market“.

Criteria
Quality (q)
Produced volume (per 1 day, per 1
shift, per 1 order) (m)
Amount in % from the total volume
(per 1 day, per 1 shift, per 1 order)
(a)
Average production time (including
idle times) for the 1 m³ (t)
Costs (c)

Class 1
given by the standard
m³

Class 2
given by the standard
m³

Class 3
given by the standard
m³

X%

X%

X%

X hrs
X Eur / Y Eur

X Eur / Y Eur

X Eur / Y Eur

6 Conclusion
Given decision-making model is the complex of various applied methods. Proposed model
could be used as the suitable tool for supply chain management and in purchasing logistics.
This research and proposals did not try to say which method is the best suitable. It is not about
finding the best one suitable methodology of performance and material flow evaluation. As it
is presented above, there is used combination of more methods. It can be said that other
graphical and analytical methods could bring similar results.
Traditional procedure of decision making process was very often solved only intuitive, on the
base of experiences and according to professional feeling for given situation. But, at the same
time it can be said that intuitive decision making should also lead to very good results but this
decision doesn´t take into account feedback from qualitative part of decisions. When
the problem rise it is very hard to choose particular step and situation where the problem is
and what did occur it. The above mentioned methods should decrease the subjectivity and
intuition and it could lead to better performance measurement of particular processes and
finally better results of the whole company performance.
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One of the most important assumption for managers is to quantify results, risk, opportunities
and to think in alternatives. All these above mentioned methods are helpful for parameters
quantification, for processes description and parametrization what can lead to more objective
decision-making in all managerial levels and among various areas of enterprising.
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Summary
Quantification and parametrisation of supply chain in the production of musical
Instruments. This paper deals with the description of supply chain and decision making
processes. It tries to design a model of supply chain which consists quantification,
measurement and optimization of various decisions which should be made in whatever supply
chain or material flow in whatever company. It is necessary to suggest relevant file of criteria
and indicators which should be measured and evaluated. It should be also specified places in
supply chain where the decisions will be made. Visibility of operation presented by Petri nets
can lead to easier detection of possible defects in these operations and their effects. So, the
main purpose of the paper lies in the suggestion of an objective and quantified managerial
tool for the decision making.
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NOISY EXCHANGE – THE ACOUSTIC STUDENTS EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Ewelina Kapusta, Aleksandra Klimek, Kinga Ziomek, Gabriela Czupryńska, Alicja Jasińska,
Daniel Urbán, Vojtech Chmelík, Karolina Jaruszewska

1 Introduction
The idea of Noisy Exchange project was created by a group of students, members of the
Audio Engineering Society on Wroclaw University of Science and Technology. The project
aims to create a partnership among technical universities and students’ organizations from
Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, intended to lay the foundation for future
cooperation in scientific research. The Project is fully financed by Visegrad Fund.
As a part of the exchange, participants will have an opportunity to spend three days in each of
the partner universities. The host university will prepare its training plan that best suits its
specialization: methods of predicting and preventing noise pollution, noise perception and
noise visualization.
The exchange program is directed not only to acoustic students but also to students of every
similar scientific discipline. The main objective of recruitment is to find students who are
active in university life or scientific life, e.g. members of students organizations or students
wanting to conduct their own research.

2 General exchange schedule
Schedule of the exchange consists of three events, each one organized in a different city. This
will enable the participants to visit all three partner universities as well as prove themselves as
hosts. The first meeting, taking place in Wroclaw in October 2019, will be focused on
environmental noise, the second one held in Bratislava in March 2020 will be concentrated on
noise perception and the final one in Prague in October 2020 will consider sound
visualization. The whole program is supposed to provide the participants with well-rounded
noise-related knowledge. Moreover, each meeting is planned to present both theoretical and
practical issues and include series of lectures and trainings all delivered by academic and
industry specialists. Invited guests will offer insight to practical issues they face in their dayto-day professional work. We believe training in small multinational groups will produce the
desired effect of establishing academic bonds between the participants. In addition, informal
meetings are in schedule to help develop a good rapport.

2.1 Environmental noise – Wroclaw, October 2019
A three-day meeting in Wroclaw will be the first opportunity for the participants to meet in
person. The first host university is the Wroclaw University of Science and Technology and
the majority of classes will be conducted in the Chair of Acoustics and Multimedia facilities.
Combined with practical training it will provide knowledge in acoustical measurement
methods and their applications in measurement of environmental noise. Participants whose
knowledge of noise pollution is basic will have an opportunity to learn the principals of sound
wave propagation as well as measurement methods. Those who are acquainted with the basics
will gain perspective on the subject and see differences in attitudes of universities and
companies.
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2.1.1 Lecture day schedule
The lecture day is one of the most crucial elements of the entire exchange program. The main
purpose is to familiarize the participants with the basics of acoustics, measuring equipment
and the review of environmental noise analysis methods. Therefore, we decided to invite
specialists in the field of environmental acoustic. The specific lecture schedule is presented in
a Table 1.
Table 1.
Tittle
Description

Lecturer

Tittle

Description

Lecturer

Tittle
Description

Lecturer

Tittle

Description

Lecturer

The lecture day schedule.

Lecture 1
How sound can be described by numbers?
Why we use logarithmic scales to describe the sound? What are dBs for? Can the
same numbers describe completely different sound signals? During the lecture,
participants will try to answer these skiing questions, but above all to understand
what the numbers with which one can describe the sound really mean.
Magdalena Piotrowska is a mastering engineer and a researcher. In 2016 she
received a PhD at a Gdansk University of Technology (GUT) with her thesis
dedicated to Music Information Retrieval. She is an active member of Audio
Engineering Society, where she served as a Chair of the Education Committee,
among others. Her goal is to is make connections between science and practical
application in the field of audio technology.
Lecture 2
Acoustic measurements
This lecture will concern basic knowledge on the use of measuring equipment, such
as sound level meter, intensity probe and acoustic camera. Properties and features
as well as applications of the measuring equipment will be explained and operation
of the equipment will be rehearsed in practice during the lecture. The lecture will
take place in an acoustic chamber.
Bartosz Chmielewski is the Head of R&D (Research & Development) Department
in KFB Acoustics – one of top companies in Lower Silesia dealing with the
protection against noise pollution.
Lecture 3
Environmental acoustics – what, for what, and why?
What is the noise and what are the sources of noise in the environment? – This
lecture will answer these questions and much more. The participants will learn how
to make a proper acoustic analysis – what is that for, how to achieve the targets and
how to identify the problems.
Tomasz Malec is the Head of Acoustics Department in KFB. He received the PhD
degree for measurements and analysis of infrasound signals generated by the
operation of high-power wind turbines.
Lecture 4
Environmental noise control and management in European and domestic
legislation.
During the lecture, students will be introduced to European and domestic
environmental legislation regarding environmental noise control. Environmental
regulations cover multiple areas one of which is noise control. This control is
managed in several ways, such as formal procedures and administrative tools. Most
of them have been introduced in Europe and Poland in recent two decades,
therefore some experience in the field has already been gathered and one can
discuss it during the lecture.
Jarosław Kowalczyk is the representative of Ecoplan – one of the leading
companies in Lower Silesia dealing with the protection of the environment,
including protection against noise pollution.
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2.1.2 Workshops day schedule
Workshops day is the time for participants to put their newfound knowledge to the test. This
part aims to practice skills of handling measuring equipment and acoustic measurements. The
workshops will consist of performing the tasks related to the previous day of the lecture. The
students will face the noise problems in the environment and learn basic measurement, such
as defining the sound power level (with use of sound pressure meter as well as the intensity
probe). Apart from that, they will identify the main noise source (using an acoustic camera) or
measure the indoor sound pressure level from traffic or industry noise etc.
2.1.3 Event summary
The last day of the event will be devoted to an overview of the work done during the meeting
and brainstorm considering noise prevention methods. After the discussion, participants will
complete 2 short surveys: the first - anonymous, individual one to check the overall opinion
on the quality of the educational program and the assessment of the organization of the event.
The second survey will be completed in 3-person international groups. It will be more precise
than the first survey, since it will contain questions regarding the most powerful aspects and
the shortcomings of first event, that need to be transferred or eliminated on the following two
events. Except that, the survey will encourage to share the ideas on the future cooperation, to
help the participants to start the educational partnership with each other.

2.2 Noise perception – Bratislava, March 2020
The Slovak University of Technology is a modern educational and scientific institution which
offers education mainly in technical, technological, technical-economical, technicalinformation and technical-artistic fields of study. The modern methods of education are used
to pass knowledge to students. The education at our university includes practical training as
well as working in well-equipped laboratories.
The second event of the project will be organized at Faculty of Civil Engineering. It is one of
the faculties of The Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The topic of the event is
“Subjective perception of noise.” The group of researchers at the Department of Architecture
recently introduced new facility, which is aimed on subjective evaluation of sounds and it is
unique in our country. The second event of Noisy Exchange project will consist of theoretical
and practical part. Within the theoretical part, several lectures will be given by professionals
in field of acoustics (building and room acoustics, psychoacoustics and subjective evaluation
of sound). Participants will learn the basics of subjective testing by means of laboratory
listening tests and further analysis and description of the obtained results. Commonly used
psychological methods of testing will be introduced. The practical part (workshop) will
include designing of own listening tests within group, respectively any other method of
testing (Poulsen, 2007). Subsequently chosen participants will be tested to obtain statistically
sufficient results.

2.3 Noise visualizations – Prague, October 2020
Czech Technical University of Prague (CTU) is the oldest technical university in Czech
Republic (established in 1707). It has rich experience in research and has raised a number of
world-renowned specialists. Its goal is not only to provide knowledge and practical abilities,
but also to cooperate on international level and share variable paths of self-development. The
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Faculty of Electrical Engineering which participates in the project offers a fresh point of view
on issues of noise, sound propagation and visualization.
The last of the training schools that are planned in during the project will be organized by
Department of physics at Faculty of Electrical Engineering of CTU in Prague. During the
meeting there are planed both theoretical (lectures) and practical (measurements and data
processing) classes connected with visualization of sound and acoustic holography.
Department of physics includes several working groups in acoustics field (basic acoustics,
nonlinear acoustics, ultrasound etc.), there will be wide variability of the theoretical and
practical parts of the training school. Group of 45 students will be trained in the sound quality,
active sound and vibration control, sound field modelling and evaluation, acoustic
measurements and introduced in the nonlinear acoustics field. The training will consist of one
day of theoretical lectures and one day of practical training of laboratory measurements.

3 Quality assurance and popularization of the project
The popularization of education and its support at particular levels when one is a student, PhD
student or research worker is a crucial aspect of every educational project. As one of the main
objectives of such projects, it plays a significant role in improving the quality of teaching and
allows to disseminate science among various educational institutions in the world. The
popularization of education needs to build a stable system, which will be appropriate units
using commonly available tools that will help to maintain a constant flow of information.

3.1 Dissemination strategy
The dissemination strategy will consist in building a system of connected units, based mainly
on the project website (noisyexchange.pwr.edu.pl), along with supporting elements, such as
social media (Facebook, Instagram) and university websites. The project website will serve as
a platform with news, the lectures materials and workshops result for participants and nonparticipants as well.
During promoting recruitment and before the first meeting in all partner universities
informational posters will be hung.
News about the project and organization on Instagram and Facebook platform will be (and is
at the moment) updated at least once a week to ensure the constant interest.

3.2 Quality evaluation
Assessment of the project will be provided based on the needs of the participants. To
formulate those needs answers from application forms will be used. In application forms, we
will ask for instance: What do you want to gain thanks to the exchange? After every exchange
participant will respond to form questions about his/her opinion on the past event. Apart from
monitoring, the general impression, it will help the following organizers with adjusting their
event to participants. The most important issue during the whole exchange is to create a
partnership between universities based on the positive experiences of its participants.

4 Summary
The participant of Noisy Exchange will take part in 3 events. Firstly, he/she will learn about
the threats to environmental noise and the possibilities to fight them. It does not matter
whether the participant is an experienced or inexperienced person because the composition of
the classes is all-embracing – the program will include introductory classes as well as those
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that will develop the knowledge of more experienced people. Besides the classes, the
mentioned student will spend a good time (hopefully) while meeting new foreign colleagues
on integration events. After returning home, he/she will be not abandoned but will receive
constant pieces of information, such as lecture materials, plans for the following event or
simply the photos with short memories from the previous one.
The second meeting, held in Bratislava, will enable the participant to continue to explore the
subject of sound and noise. After learning about noise propagation and measurement, the
natural question which arises is How the noise pollution influence a human? The training
sessions will provide knowledge about the noise impact on individuals and how to measure it.
It will also be an opportunity to strengthen the bonds between the participants and organizers.
The last meeting will be focused on the subject of sound visualizations and acoustics
holography. It will complete the participant' knowledge gained in previous meetings by
presenting to him/her the achievements of modern science when considering noise pollution.
We hope that by the end of the project, the participant will gain knowledge broadening his
horizons and acquaintances, thanks to which he will be able to establish a partnership in
research.
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Summary
Noisy Exchange – the acoustic students exchange program. Noisy Exchange is the 1-year
exchange program dedicated mainly for the students of acoustics or those interested in
acoustics. The program consists of three 3-days events organized by three host universities:
Wroclaw University of Science and Technology, The Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava and Czech Technical University of Prague. The exchange starts in 10th-13th of
October in Wroclaw, with the event called Environmental Noise, regarding the methods of
predicting and preventing of the noise pollution. The second event Noise Perception will take
place in Bratislava on March 2020. It will focus on testing subjective noise evaluation. The
program will finish with Noise Visualizations event, on October 2020 in Prague. This last
event will concern the achievements of modern science – the sound visualizations and the
acoustics holography. The aim of the project is not only to introduce the participants with the
basis of noise analysis but above all to strengthen long-term cooperation between these three
universities.
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STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF ROOM ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS ON THE
IMAGE OF THE AUDITORIUM SIZE
Alicja Jasińska, Maurycy Kin

1 Introduction
There are many room acoustic parameters which can be obtained on the base of frequency
response of the room. Subjective research of the room characteristics have shown that the
strong correlation between subjective impressions and these parameters exists. One of such
parameters of the room is a reverberation time which reflects the perceived reverberance
impression (HAMEED et al., 2004). Another one – the sound strength – is the subject of
authors’ interests in the paper.
The sound strength G is an acoustic parameter characterizing a particular room, frequently
used for description of sound distribution in concert halls as well as in the other types of
auditoria. The sound strength G is used mainly for characterization of large halls. In the most
of literature sources, this parameter refers to the halls where the equal distribution of acoustic
pressure, as well as an amplification of sound, have the great importance (BERANEK, 2004).
This parameter takes its values between -2 dB up to +10 dB, mainly for large halls with area
up to 25 000 m2 (HUGHES et al., 2016). Beside the traditional and the revised theory on
sound strength calculations for large venues some ways of adaptation for small chamber
music halls are described in order to assess the accuracy of this approximation (ARETZ et al.,
2009). The second type of research has its interest in relations between the room acoustics
parameters and the speech intelligibility, which features small conference rooms, especially
(ESCOBAR et al., 2011). In the present work, the G values have been obtained for smaller
areas, and the correlation between the sound strength and the auditory sensation in small
spaces have been considered.
Another aspect of a correlation between the room acoustic parameters and the auditory
sensation is to characterize the feeling of a presence in particular place called the auditory
immersion. This phenomenon may allow to control the impression by the specific
combination of parameters and recording techniques, especially the binaural one.
The way bats move is astounding for people. Echolocation is an extraordinary phenomenon,
which allows these blind animals to precisely avoid obstacles and recognize distances from
the surface around them. Using ultrasound, bats can read information about the world around
them, analyzing only the reflected sounds that they perceive after some time.
The perception of the room size is also interesting from the blind person’s point of interest.
Such people use specific signals (made by themselves) to define particular room size by
getting a spatial impression based on the response of the room (ARAC, 2016). To the
astonishment of many people, similar skills have been noted, but in terms of audible sounds,
this phenomenon has been recognized in some visually impaired people. Blind people who
can use human echolocation have skills that go beyond what healthy vision can imagine. The
ability to echolocate allows, to put it straight, to see space through the perception of sounds
coming from the environment. Therefore, could we conclude that such a person is able to
recognize the cubic capacity of the room he or she is in? If so then how do the visioniaries
manage to do it? This article searches for answers to these questions. What is more, it is an
attempt to better understand perception in comparison with human imagination.
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The main aim of this paper is to find the relation between imagination of room size and
natural amplification of sound defined by the sound strength G on the base of binaural
recordings made in the investigated places.

2 Measurement of sound strength, G
Five rooms of different cubic capacity and with different acoustic properties were selected for
the study:
- The lecture hall for 200 people, acoustically adapted.
- The lecture hall for 100 people, acoustically adapted.
- The lecture hall for 50 people.
- The hall designed for practical classes with an acoustic adaptation: one of the walls has
acoustic panels, which can be arranged in three configurations, namely diffusing, reflecting or
absorbing panels. In the study, the room was used with absorbing panels.
Four rooms were analyzed, all of which are located in the buildings of the Faculty of
Electronics of the Wrocław University of Technology. The measurements were carried out
with the use of an omnidirectional source in accordance with the recommendations (ISO
2009). The results of sound strength measurements are presented in Table 1. As shown, the
values obtained differ from the recommended values by approx. 10 dB, and the main reason
for these differences is the small cubic capacity of the tested rooms.
Table 1. G parameter values in the tested rooms.
Auditory and its number

Sound strength
G [dB]

1

Lecture hall for 50 people

14,6

2

Laboratory room with absorbing panels

11,5

3

Lecture hall for 100 people

5,2

4

Lecture hall for 200 people

2,6

Table 2 presents the acoustic quantity together with the subjective impression of the listener,
the octave bands for which the arithmetic mean should be calculated in order to obtain a
single value, the value of the perceived difference for the parameter and the standard range for
one position at the averaged value. In this paper the determination of the sound strength, G,
will be alternately used with other names, namely strength (G) and G.
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Table 2. Extract from the table showing the acoustic quantities grouped by listener aspect,
part concerning Sound Strength G
Subjective aspect
of the listener

Acoustic
parameter

Subjective sound
level

Sound strength,
G. in dB

Average frequency for a
single number
Hz

Noticeable
difference

Typical
rangea

500 to 1000

1 dB

-2 dB;
+10 dB

a Average

frequency values in single positions in unoccupied concert halls and multifunctional halls up
to 25 000m2.

Most of the literature on force (G) contains the results for concert halls, halls and theatres,
where uniform distribution of sound pressure and direct sound amplification are particularly
important.

2.1 Methodology of calculation
By using the results measured according to the method described in the previous section and
by using equations (1) and (2), the values of the sound force, G, can be calculated:

Lp,10- sound pressure level measured at a distance of 10 m in a free field;
Lp - he sound pressure level measured at each measuring point in the room under test; [2].
Where it is not possible to measure in an anechoic chamber with a large volume sufficient to
obtain a source-microphone distance of 10 m, the sound pressure level may be measured at
point d(≥3) from the source (Lp,d), then Lp,10 using the equation:

Lp,d- sound pressure level measured at a distance d ≥ 3 m in the free field;
The standard indicates that the accurate directionality of the source should be included in the
measurement, for this purpose the measurement in an anechoic chamber should be made
every 12,5० around the axis of the sound source. In order to average the directionality of the
sound source, the energy average of the sound pressure exposure levels shall be calculated
from the results.
The obtained results (Table 1) show that for the largest rooms with acoustic adaptation the G
parameter reached the lowest values of 3 dB, while the smaller the room and the more
reverberant, "sound strength" achieved the highest values of 10-15 dB.

3 Listening tests
The listening group consisted of 53 people in the age of 22 – 40 years. There were 24 males
and 29 females. Most of them were familiar with the background of music as well as the
acoustics. All of them had been asked about their conditions of hearing systems and other
diseases in the prepared questionnaire. The participants had been informed previously about
the procedure and the aim of research.
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The binaural recording technique has been applied to the experiment. The binaural recording
set contained the Neumann KU 100 dummy head and DAT Sony DTC-790 ZE as the
recording machine. The prepared samples were presented via Beyerdynamic DT 100
headphones. This technique was used in order to achieve the maximum hearing sensations
during headphones playback: listeners may have an impression of being in the same place
with the particular active source (HIRVONEN et al., 2003, SABINIOK et al., 2018). It should
be noted that using other methods of recording and playback may not probably guarantee the
feeling of the nearness of the source (ROTHAUSER et al., 1966). The distance between the
sources and dummy head was the same and equal to 2 m.
The test signals contained voices of two male speakers, one female speaker, female singing
and darabouka drum sound recorded binaurally in the investigated rooms. The subjects
listened to prepared samples in a random order to avoid the slight change of the parameters
and the listening scenery allowed to obtain the maximal hearing immersing in a phantom
reality created by the sound image (BREGMAN, 1990, CABRERA et al., 2005). Four
variants of perceived room size namely concert hall, small room, three sizes of lecture rooms
and suppressed room, were the possible answers and the listeners task was to check one every
time they here a new sample. Listeners gave their answers on the prepared questionnaire.

4 Results and discussion
The results of proper identification of investigated room is presented in the Figure 1. The
values (in percent) suggest that the listeners could easily identify easy the most suppressed
place in comparison to the more reverberant ones. In author’s opinion this could be caused by
relatively short reverberation time: if the room is suppressed stronger, the perceived room size
gets lower (HUGHES et al., 2016). Moreover, since a room with sound-absorbing properties
increases the impression of small cubic capacity, reverberant properties should increase the
impression of large cubic capacity. One can define a role: if the room amplifies more the
sound, then the listener’s impression will be stronger, and what follows, the great correlation
between the sound strength value and the loudness impression exists (MOORE et al., 1997).
However, in the case of reverberation this is not obvious. If a small room has mostly
reflective surfaces, reverberation will increase, which, as indicated by the results, causes
confusion in the listener's responses. Many times the respondents confused a small lecture hall
with a concert hall or a large lecture venue. As the results show, the absorptive properties of
the room, on the other hand, do not have a misleading effect on the respondents. The authors
believe that direct sound and early reflections are important here. Small rooms of small size
and prevailing reflective surfaces will have reflections after a short time, which, when
combined with the direct wave, will give the effect of amplification (KAPLANIS et al.,
2014), whereas large rooms with reflective properties will have reflections after a later time,
which does not change the fact that amplification can still reach the same high value.
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Percentages %

CORRECT RESPONSE PERCENTAGES
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
1

2

3

4

Auditory number
Figure 1. The correct answer for identification of investigated auditoria (numbers are the same as in Table 1).

In the case of a large room with an acoustic adaptation, not only will air play a large role in
the loss of sound energy, but additionaly small amount of reflective surfaces will cause the
source sound to be slightly amplified, although the first reflections will still be heard, which,
according to the authors of the article, makes the impression of spatiality will always be more
precise in the case of space
ce with a smaller reverberation time. Continuing the auditory aspect
of room size and the characteristics of the listener's environment, the authors decided to
propose a new parameter called the strength of the spatiality experience.
experience. Keeping in mind that
the
he number of correct answers or the percentage of correct answers does not give reliable
results, it has been decided to analyze the standard deviation for the obtained results.
Moreover, considering the literature on the pitch perception (FASTL et al., 1979, YOST,
1996, ZWICKER et al., 1990),
), it is possible
pos
to apply the pitch strength approach to this study,
following this lead and calculating the inverse value of the standard
standard deviation, to obtain the
intensity of the sound spatiality impression.
impression
In this interpretation of the standard deviation, according to the pitch strength, the smaller
value of the standard deviation of the pitch definition means that the pitch impression is
strongly defined. In analogy, if the recognition of the kind of auditoria
auditoria is low (i.e. with the
great value of the standard deviation), this kind of place with specific spatial attributes of
sound will be hardly distinguished. Thus, it means that the particular spatial features evoke
the impression not so strong to be univocally
uni
recognized.
In the Figure 2 the relation between the sound strength and the strength of the spatial
impression is presented for all investigated halls. As it can be noticed,, the spatial impression
is in opposite manner to the sound strength value: for the investigated auditoria if the sound
strength G increases, the spatial impression decreases.
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0,4
14

0,35

12

0,3

10

0,25

8

0,2
0,15

6

0,1

4

0,05

2

0

G parameter [dB]

Strength of spatial impression

S T R E NGT H O F S PAT I A L I M P R E S S I O N
VS . S O U N D S T R E N G H T, G

0
1

2
Strength of spatial impression

3

4
G parameter

Figure 2. The dependences of sound strength and strength of spatial impression for investigated halls (numbers
are the same as in Table 1).

Authors realize
ize that this dependence could be confirmed for greater number of halls (with
various reverberant conditions) so the experiments will be continued.

5 Conclusions
It has been proved that the relation between spatial impression (caused mainly by the
reverberation) and the sound strength exists: the strongly absorbed rooms featured also the
spatial impression. Although, from one point of view the low amount of reverberation is
simply perceived
ed by the listeners, and from another: more suppressed auditoria caused the
imagined room size as the smaller one.
For the auditory size identification, the speech signals (independently of speaker’s sex) are the
most useful stimuli resulting with the smaller
smaller values of standard deviation of obtained results
for all investigated places. The explanation of this fact has its background in everyday life:
people use speech more often than any other ways of communication, so the speech
perception occurs at the high
gh level of consciousness.. This fact suggests
suggest that this kind of
stimuli does not influence the sound image from the semantic point of view (KEMPSTER et
al., 2008). Another way of explanation is that people change places very often and hearing
system collects alll information characterizing the particular objects making some kind of the
“map of moods (or sensations)” in their memories. Such objects feature many parameters and
factors reflecting particular acoustical conditions connected to impression. Thus, the
comparison of spatial impression is done without the praxis, and there is no need to have a
pattern for such evaluation of impression.
impression
The acoustic parameters useful in the auditory recognition may be reverberation time, sound
strength, perceived distance
ce between the source and an observer,
observer as well as the strength of
reverberation. The above mentioned parameters could point a direction for further research.
This experiment will be further developed and continued for different halls with various
acoustical conditions. This type of research allows to make a factor analysis describing the
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influence of particular parameters on the hearing impression and, in consequence, on the
room size recognition.
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Summary
Study of the influence of room acoustic parameters on the image of the auditorium size.
Paper presents the possibility of room identification on the base of binaural recording. Results
of subjective evaluation have been compared to the values of sound strength. Also, a new
term: the strength of spatial impression has been introduced as the reverse of standard
deviation of obtained results. It turned out that the sound strength values might be correlated
with subjectively assessment of the spatial impression, room size in particular, of recording
which can be helpful for room identification process. This may be possible due to the
reverberance impression in a room. Authors are going to continue the research with higher
number of rooms and different types of sound sources.
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Sound strength; auditory immersion; spatial impression.
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MOŽNOSTI ŘÍZENÍ POHLTIVOSTI REZONANČNÍCH POHLTIVÝCH PRVKŮ
Stanislav Bouzek

1 Úvod
V dnešní době je stále častější požadavek na víceúčelové využití nově budovaných i
rekonstruovaných kulturních sálů. V jednom prostoru se často odehrávají různé akce, které ale
mají z pohledu akustiky rozdílné a často i protichůdné požadavky. Pro tyto případy by bylo
velmi výhodné mít možnost jednoduše změnit pohltivost stěn, dle využití například pro
mluvené slovo, živé hudební vystoupení nebo ozvučený koncert. Změna pohltivosti by byla
také využitelná v případě neúplného obsazení sálu diváky. Cílem je, aby z pohledu diváka
byly akustické podmínky pro všechny případy ideální. Zde je nutné zmínit, že již dlouho se
objevují řešení pro změnu akustických parametrů prostoru pomocí mechanických systémů.
Nejčastěji se jedná o změnu poměru pohltivé a odrazivé plochy prostoru pomocí zatažení
odrazivých krytů, naklopení žaluzií, otočení prvků nebo jiných konstrukcí (více např. v [1]).
Pro komplexní řešení celého prostoru se pak jedná o poměrně složitý mechanický systém s
řadou nevýhod (cena, servis). Pro snížení doby dozvuku se běžně používají hlavně dva druhy
pohltivých akustických prvků – prvky na bázi porézních materiálů pro střední a vysoké
frekvence a rezonanční prvky pro pásmo nízkých frekvencí. Právě u nich by nejspíš bylo
možné měnit pohltivost dle výše popsaných požadavků.

2 Pohltivé prvky založené na rezonančním principu
V praxi nejčastěji používanými prvky založenými na rezonančním principu jsou dutinové
rezonátory, kmitající panely a kmitající membrány. Z fyzikálního hlediska se vždy jedná o
kmitání tělesa nebo soustavy těles na pružině. Z mechanicko-akustické analogie je tak možné
sestavit zjednodušené náhradní schéma a výpočtem určit rezonanční frekvenci takového
systému. Tento postup ale uvažuje především znalost vlastností použitých konstrukčních
materiálů. Protože vlastnosti konkrétních materiálů často nejsou známé a zároveň se některé
konstrukční zásady a postupy podřizují jednoduchosti konstrukce, předpokládaná rezonanční
frekvence realizovaného prvku se může od návrhu výrazně lišit. Změna mechanických a
akustických parametrů již nainstalovaného akustického tlumicího prvku obvykle nebývá
možná a znamenala by konstrukční zásah do celého mechanického systému.

2.1 Kmitající panely
Za kmitající panely uvažujeme v ideálním případě pružně uchycené tuhé desky, u kterých lze
zanedbat ohybové kmity a předpokládá se kmitání pístové - v celé ploše se stejnou výchylkou.
Největší výchylka je právě na rezonanční frekvenci, která je dána hmotností desky a
vlastnostmi závěsu. Průběžné změny pohltivosti by bylo možné realizovat pomocí vhodného
elektromechanického aktuátoru, kterým by bylo možné měnit mechanické vlastnosti
rezonančního systému kmitajícího panelu. Nejjednodušší variantou je použití
elektrodynamického systému, který by byl obdobný jako u elektrodynamického reproduktoru.
Konstrukčně by přidaný tlumicí systém mohl být provedený tak jak je na obrázku 1.
Pro tlumení takového systému je možné kromě mechanického odporu, který může být v tomto
případě velmi malý, využít i tlumení v elektrickém obvodu aktuátoru. Výhodou takového
řešení je možnost měnit velmi jednoduše účinnost celého kmitajícího panelu, tedy jeho činitel
zvukové pohltivosti.
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Obrázek 1. Ideové schéma kmitajícího panelu s měnitelnou pohltivostí.

2.2 Kmitající membrány
Na rozdíl od kmitajících panelů považujeme za membrány pružné desky pevně uchycené po
svém obvodu. U membrán se uplatňují především ohybové kmity, tlumení je dáno jednak
materiálem membrány a jednak porézním pohltivým materiálem umístěným do vzduchové
mezery za membránou. Ohybové kmitání membrány závisí na jejích rozměrech a materiálu.
Výpočet kmitů membrány je dán vztahem 1, kde první člen pod odmocninou odpovídá
pístové rezonanci dané plošnou hmotností desky. Druhý člen určuje vlastní ohybové kmity
desky dané jejími rozměry a vlastnostmi materiálu.
݂, =

1 ߩܿ ଶ 4ߨ ଶ  ଶ
 ݍଶ ଶ
ܧℎଷ
ඨ
+
ቀ ቁ + ቀ ቁ ൨
ܾ
2ߨ ݀ܯ
ܽ ܯ
12ሺ1 − ߪ ଶ ሻ

(1)

kde:
ρ – hustota vzduchu v kg·m-3; c – rychlost světla v m·s-1; M – plošná hmotnost membrány v
kg·m-2; d - výška vzduchové mezery v m; p, q – módová čísla příslušného vlastního kmitu; a,
b – rozměr stran obdélníkové membrány v m; E – modul pružnosti v Pa; h – tloušťka
membrány v m; σ – Poissonova elastická konstanta.
Podobně jako v případě kmitajících panelů by bylo možné vhodným elektromechanickým
aktuátorem tlumit kmitání na vybraných tvarech kmitu. Aktuátor na elektromagnetickém nebo
elektrodynamickém principu může být navíc připojený k membráně přes prvek s definovanou
pružností. Tlumením některých tvarů kmitu nemusí být ovlivněny tvary kmitu jiné, takže by
bylo možné jednoduše měnit rezonanční frekvence, na které je prvek naladěný. Pokud by byl
zatlumen například geometrický střed membrány (maximum prvního ohybu), dojde k
omezení pohltivosti na tvarech, které kmitají ve středu plochy. Tím se nabízí jednoduché a
levné řešení pro řízení pohltivosti, realizované například pomocí vhodně umístěných
elektromagnetů.

2.3 Dutinové rezonátory
U předchozích dvou typů rezonančních pohltivých prvků je rezonance dána kmitáním desky
(ať už tuhé nebo pružné). Dutinové rezonátory jsou založeny na principu tzv. Helmholtzova
rezonátoru, kde kmitá vzduch v hrdle spojujícím dutinu o daném objemu s okolním
prostředím. Rezonanční frekvence je dána objemem dutiny a tvarem a rozměrem hrdla. Tím
se nabízí mnoho možností k naladění rezonátoru. V praxi se můžeme setkat s řadou různých
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konstrukčních provedení rezonátorů. Samostatné rezonátory se používají pouze ojediněle,
mnohem častěji jsou k vidění děrované panely s otvory různých tvarů a rozložení. Kombinací
různých velikostí otvorů nebo nestejnoměrného rozmístění v ploše je tak možné vytvořit
panel s širším pásmem pohltivosti. Pomocí mechanického systému by bylo možné měnit
děrování přední desky. Jednoduší změnu parametrů by bylo možné realizovat způsobem,
podobným konstrukci bass-reflexových ozvučnic. Místo běžného tlumení dutinového
rezonátoru porézním materiálem by bylo možné umístit do stěny dutiny elektrodynamický
reproduktor, který bude ovlivňovat poddajnost dutiny a tím i parametry původního
dutinového rezonátoru.

Obrázek 2. Ideové schéma dutinového rezonátoru s měnitelnou pohltivostí.

3 Elektrodynamický reproduktor jako kmitající panel
Pro demonstraci možností změny akustických parametrů rezonančního prvku pracujícího na
principu kmitajícího panelu byla zvolena modelová situace využívající běžný
velkomembránový elektrodynamický reproduktor. Ten lze považovat za principiálně stejný
jako kmitající panel, pokud má dostatečně tuhou membránu, a tedy v pásmu nízkých
frekvencí kmitá pístově. Z měření impedanční charakteristiky reproduktoru lze odhadnout
průběh rychlosti kmitání membrány a tím i pásmo s největším činitelem zvukové pohltivosti
při použití reproduktoru jako pohltivého prvku. Rezonanční frekvence reproduktoru se mění s
jeho zástavbou do ozvučnice. Teoreticky je tedy možné pouze změnou objemu ozvučnice
změnit rezonanční frekvenci (pásmo nejvyšší pohltivosti), i z jednoho typu reproduktorů v
různě objemných ozvučnicích by tedy bylo možné vytvořit pohltivou stěnu s širším pásmem
pohltivosti.
Rezonanční systém tvořený hmotností membrány a poddajností závěsů je tlumen
mechanickým odporem závěsů, mechanickým odporem vzduchu v ozvučnici a elektrickým
odporem cívky. Změnu parametrů rezonančního obvodu je tak možné provést pomocí další
impedance, která bude připojena ke svorkám reproduktoru. Tím je možné jednak zvýšit
tlumení rezonančního obvodu a zároveň je možné do jisté míry i celý rezonanční obvod
přeladit vhodnou kombinací RLC prvků připojených ke svorkám reproduktoru.

3.1 Modelový příklad
Pro rámcové ověření možností změn akustických parametrů byl vybrán 18“ reproduktor firmy
B&C Speakers 18TBW100 zastavěný do ozvučnice o objemu 123 litrů. Tento
velkomembránový reproduktor disponuje velmi tuhou membránou a lze předpokládat, že pro
nízké frekvence kmitá pístově. Předpokládá se, že membrána reproduktoru nejvíce kmitá na
rezonanční frekvenci, v tomto případě 58 Hz. Vzhledem k malé ploše reproduktoru a
předpokládané nejvyšší pohltivosti v pásmech 50 a 63 Hz nelze určit činitel zvukové
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pohltivosti dle normy [2]. V dozvukové komoře FEL ZČU v Plzni byl tedy sledován pouze
vliv umístění reproduktoru do komory na zkrácení doby dozvuku a změnu ekvivalentní
pohltivé plochy komory.
Reproduktor byl umístěn v rohu dozvukové komory a jeho elektrické svorky byly buď
rozpojeny (stav naprázdno) nebo zkratovány. Z výsledků měření je patrné výrazné zkrácení
doby dozvuku v pásmu 50 Hz téměř o 5,5 sekundy (33%) a v pásmu 63 Hz o 4,7 sekundy
(37%) v případě stavu rozpojených svorek reproduktoru oproti době dozvuku prázdné
komory. Při zkratování svorek reproduktoru se vliv zmenší, doba dozvuku se zkrátí o 3,7
sekundy (22%) v pásmu 50 Hz a o 2,1 sekundy (16%) oproti době dozvuku prázdné komory.

Obrázek 3. Vliv umístění reproduktoru do dozvukové komory FEL ZČU v Plzni na její dobu dozvuku.

Vzhledem k tomu jak malá je plocha membrány reproduktoru, v porovnání s ekvivalentní
pohltivou plochou dozvukové komory, jde o velmi solidní demonstraci funkce reproduktoru
jako pohltivého prvku. I v 1/3-oktávových pásmech je patrná změna činitele jakosti celého
rezonančního systému reproduktoru mezi stavy naprázdno a nakrátko.

4 Závěr
Jak prokázal výše popsaný experiment provedený na základě podobnosti kmitajícího panelu a
elektrodynamického reproduktoru, i relativně malá plocha jednoho 18“ reproduktoru snížila
dobu dozvuku v měřitelné a pro akustické úpravy použitelné míře. Pásmo nejvyšší pohltivosti
odpovídá rezonanční frekvenci reproduktoru v uzavřené ozvučnici. Modelová situace
používající elektrodynamický reproduktor v podstatě svým elektromechanickým náhradním
schématem odpovídá i standardní konstrukci kmitajícího panelu, ke kterému bude místo
tlumicího materiálu připojený elektrodynamický systém. Tím bude možné měnit tlumení
panelu v závislosti na požadavcích na parametry prostorové akustiky. Navíc
elektrodynamický systém umožňuje připojení složitějšího RLC obvodu ke kmitající cívce,
takže kromě změny tlumení může dojít k částečné změně frekvence celého kmitajícího
systému a kmitající panel tak částečně přeladit. Takto by bylo možné soustavy kmitajících
panelů jen pomocí jednoduchých elektrických obvodů využít k jednoduché a rychlé změně
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pohltivosti celého tlumeného prostoru. Předpokládá se, že podobně by pomocí vhodného
elektromechanického systému bylo možné měnit pohltivost také u kmitajících membrán a
dutinových rezonátorů.
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Summary
The possibilities of Controlling the Absorption of Resonant Absorbers. This paper deals
with variable room acoustics for multi-purpose cultural halls. There are shown possibilities of
controlling the absorpion of the most used low frequency absorbers – oscillating panels,
vibrating membranes and Helmholtz resonators. The aim is to solve variable room acoustics
by using simple electronically controlled systems compared to the currently used complex
mechanical systems. A practical example of the vibrating panel absorption control is shown in
an experiment with an electrodynamic loudspeaker. The effect of placing an 18 inch
loudspeaker in the reverberation chamber was investigated for two states of the loudspeaker
load. In the first case the connection terminals are open and in second the terminals are shortcircuited.
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SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF WOOD AND WOOD-BASED
MATERIALS USED IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Martin Čulík, Anna Danihelová, Vojtěch Ondrejka, Patrik Aláč

1 Introduction
Based on acoustic measurements or based on prediction, for the acoustic comfort of a human
it is possible to suggest, adjust or recommend application of particular circuit or internal
partition wall construction, including roof and floor of wooden buildings. Many physical
indicators of room acoustics are used during the evaluation of acoustics in closed space (like
a wood construction is). One such an indicator is sound absorption and reflexion of materials.
For the calculation of sound absorption coefficient from the material structure there is no
general method although it could be predicted absorption coefficient of particular material
type (DELANY, BAZLEY, 1970). There are various experimental methods for the calculation of
sound absorption coefficient, e.g. by the measurement in reverberation room (chamber),
impedance tubes and laboratory of anechoic room (chamber).
Our paper deals with the evaluation of sound absorption in the chosen materials which are
utilised in wooden buildings, construction parts of partition walls and ceilings, floors and
walls cover. In the experiment there were used wood species of spruce, maple as well as wood
based materials (agglomerated materials).
Sound absorption in the entity made from wooden fibres or spoons can be easily described by
Rayleigh model where this material is modelled like laminated structure of parallel slots
among which the sound is spread (WASSILIEFF, 1996). SMARDZEWSKI et al. (2015) have
realised the measurement of sound absorption coefficient by the method of 17 various
materials on wood base which are highly utilised in the design and production of furniture.

2 Methodology of measurement
2.1 Experimental material
There were chosen two Central European wood species for the experimental assessment of
sound absorption – Spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) and Maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L.).
Samples of spruce wood were thickness 25 mm and maple wood samples were thickness 22
mm. There were prepared samples from the wood base materials, particularly from oriented
strand board (OSB – Oriented Strand Board) with 12.5 mm thickness, than from raw
particleboard (DTD) with 12 mm thickness and finally it was used material from 7 layers
beech plywood with 8 mm thickness (PDP_BK). Plywood was cross glued by the urea
formaldehyde glue. All samples were cylindered shape with 100 mm diameter. Set of samples
contains 5 pieces per each experimental sample. Figure 1. presents samples of tested
materials.
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Spruce (SM)
thickness = 25 mm

Maple (JV)
thickness = 22 mm

Particleboard (DTD)
thickness = 12 mm

OSB
thickness = 12.5 mm

Beech Plywood
(PDP_BK)
thickness = 8 mm

Figure 1. Samples of tested materials.

2.2 Apparatus and method of measurement
Measurement of sound absorption coefficient was done according to standard STN EN ISO
10534-2 Acoustics – Determination of sound absorption coefficient and impedance in
impedances tubes – Part 2: Transfer-function method.
Method is based on excitement of plane waves in a tube (by the noise or gliding tone)
(NOVÁK, KALINOVÁ, 2004) and on the measurement of sound pressure in two places of
Kundt's impedance tube. Complex acoustic transformation function is calculated from the
reached indicators of complex sound pressure. From that function it can be assessed sound
absorption coefficient. Calculated indicators are the function of frequency (MORGANS ET. AL.,
2004).

Figure 2. Apparatus for the measurement of sound absorption coefficient.

Figure 2. presents facility for the measurement of sound absorption coefficient. It contains
Impedance Tube Kit (50 Hz – 6.4 kHz) Bruel & Kjaer type 4206 with large tube, system
PULSE 14 and one modulus LAN-XI Brüel & Kjær type 3050 with two active inputs and
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CPB analysis, 2 identical microphones, amplifier and finally it contains computer with
software for the presentation and storage of data.
Kundt's impedance tube contains two parts with large tube with d = 100 mm diameter and
small tube with d = 29 mm diameter. Large tube is suitable for the measurement of sound
absorption coefficient under low frequency in the scale f = (0 – 1600) Hz. Small tube is
suitable for the measurement of sound absorption coefficient in the frequency scale f = (0 –
6400) Hz. Results of measurements represent frequency dependency of sound absorption
coefficient under frequency between f = (0 – 6400) Hz with frequency step ∆f = 2 Hz (ČULÍK,
DANIHELOVÁ, 2019).
Sound absorption coefficient α (-) is defined by the formula (1):
P
α= p
(1)
Pd
where: Pp is sound power in W, absorbed by the material; Pd is sound power in W, incident
from the sound source into material. Sound absorption coefficient varied from 0 to 1 and it is
depended on the frequency. α = 1 represents that material totally absorbs sound and α = 0
means that sound is totally reflected from the material.
For the better comparison of sound absorption, it is suitable to use single indicator. This
indicator is noise reduction coefficient αNRC. It can be calculated according to formula (2) as an
arithmetic mean of sound absorption coefficients under the following frequency 250 Hz, 500
Hz, 1000 Hz and 2 000 Hz:
+
+ 
(2)
4
Because experiments were done under frequency f = (0 – 1600) Hz, calculation of NRC
contains sound absorption coefficient under f = 1600 Hz instead of 2 000 Hz.
 =

 + 

3 Results and discussion
Figure 3. presents chart of sound absorption coefficient for five tested materials according to
frequency. It was reached by the software „Acoustic Material Testing“ which run under
LabShop system PULSE connected on Kundt's tube. Measurement was done under laboratory
conditions at 20 °C temperature and 50 % of relative moisture content.
We can see in the chart that sound absorption of Spruce (SM) and Maple (JV) wood is smaller
than absorption of agglomerated materials based on wood. Spruce and Maple have similar
sound absorption coefficients till the frequency f = 700 Hz. Above this frequency it was
measured higher difference in sound absorption. Beech plywood measured under f = 1250 Hz
reached the highest level of coefficient, followed by particleboard under f = 1500 Hz and
finally OSB board under f = 1250 Hz.
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Figure 3. Graphical presentation of sound absorption coefficient for the tested materials.

Table 1. shows α values under particular frequencies. As it is evident that the highest α under
the frequency 1 000 Hz was measured in beech plywood (PDP_BK).
For the further comparison there are presented also NRC indicators in the Table 1. The
highest value was measured in beech plywood (PDP_BK) and particleboard (DTD).
According to standard STN EN ISO 11654 Acoustics. Sound absorbers applied in buildings.
Rating of sound absorption, raw wood can be characterized as reflection material (sound not
absorbed).
Table 1. Sound absorption of spruce and maple wood and wood based materials.
Material
Density
NRC

Spruce

Maple
-3

-3

OSB

Beech Plywood

ρ = 351 kg.m

ρ = 668 kg.m

ρ = 615 kg.m

ρ = 660 kg.m

ρ = 783 kg.m-3

0.07

0.06

0.11

0.10

0.13

-3

Sound absorption coefficient α/ -

f / Hz
50
75
100
125
150
250
500
600
800
1000
1250
1500
1600

Particleboard
-3

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.10
0.14

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.08

0.05
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.16
0.19
0.15

50

0.08
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.07
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.17
0.13
0.12

0.01
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.10
0.16
0.20
0.21
0.17
0.17
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4 Conclusion
Our paper presents sound absorption of wood and the other chosen materials based on wood.
Sound absorption coefficient was measured by the method of transfer-function. The above
mentioned materials were chosen because of their possible utilization in wooden
constructions and ultra-low energy buildings. There were reached the following measured
values of sound absorption coefficient under the frequency 1000 Hz: Spruce α1000= 0.06;
Maple α1000= 0.08; Particleboard α1000= 0.11; OSB α1000= 0.10; Beech plywood α1000= 0.20.
The similar difference was measured also for the noise reduction coefficient αNRC, where the
NRC indicators of wood based materials were higher than in spruce and maple wood.
Reached results show that raw wood (Spruce, Maple) is less absorbent than agglomerated
materials based on wood. Our results should be transformed into predictions in room and
building acoustics projects, particularly in the design and projection of partition wall
constructions but also in the entire interior equipment.
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Summary
Sound absorption coefficient of wood and wood-based materials used in building
construction. When the sound wave touches the material (wall), some fraction reflex the
wall, other fraction is absorbed and the rest fraction of the sound wave will go through the
wall. So, in every closed space we can say about sound absorption (transformation of sound
energy into some other energy). Sound absorption coefficient α (-) can be mentioned as
criteria for the standard of sound absorption by the material. Our paper deals with the
evaluation of sound absorption in the chosen materials which are utilised in wooden
buildings, construction parts of partition walls and ceilings, floors and walls cover. In the
experiment there were used wood species of spruce, maple as well as wood based materials
(agglomerated materials: oriented strand board – OSB, raw particleboard – DTD, material
from 7 layers beech plywood – PDP_BK). Measurement of sound absorption coefficient was
done according to standard STN EN ISO 10534-2:2002 Acoustics – Determination of sound
absorption coefficient and impedance in impedances tubes – Part 2: Transfer-function
method. This method is based on excitement of plane waves in a tube and on the
measurement of sound pressure in two places of Kundt's impedance tube. By this above
mentioned method there were reached the following values of sound absorption coefficient
under the frequency 1000 Hz: Spruce α1000= 0.06; Maple α1000= 0.08; Particleboard α1000=
0.11; OSB α1000= 0.10; Beech plywood α1000= 0.20. Our results should be transformed into
predictions in room and building acoustics, particularly in the design and projection of
partition wall constructions in ultra-low energy buildings but also in the entire interior
equipment.
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CHALLENGES IN SIMULATION OF PCM LAYER IN FAÇADE SYSTEMS
Jakub Čurpek

1 Introduction
The presented study deals with the current possibilities and limitations of the most used
building energy simulation (BES) programs in term of thermal performance evaluation of a
layer with high latent heat capacity - Phase Change Material (PCM) in façade systems.
Thermophysical properties of a PCM have dynamic values mainly through the phase
transition, together with occurring a certain phenomenon (hysteresis, supercooling etc.).
Basically, BES programs work with simplified computational methods and models, therefore
the evaluation of a structure with PCM could be incorrect or underestimated. Accordingly,
certain circumstances should be considered in modelling and simulation of a PCM layer.

2 Mathematical modelling of PCM
Phase change material (PCM) or also referred to as latent heat storage material represents a
special type of responsive material which can absorb high amount of heat energy within its
high latent heat capacity during the phase change in certain narrow range of temperatures
(entropy change). The phase change (isothermal process) means from solid to liquid, from
liquid to gas, or vice versa. In comparison with sensible heat storage (temperature increases
during heat storing), latent heat storage with material phase change is expressed by
temperature-enthalpy (T-E) function (Fig. 1.) and by fundamental heat balance equation (1).
்

்మ

ܳ = න ܥ,௦ . ݀ܶ + ∆ܪ + න ܥ, . ݀ܶ
்భ

(1)

்

Where: Qpcm sensible and latent heat energy stored in PCM [J/g], Cp,s specific heat capacity
(solid) [J/g·K], Cp,l specific heat capacity (liquid) [J/g·K], ∆Hpc heat of fusion [J/g],
Tpc temperature of phase change [°C].

Figure 1. Thermodynamic diagrams of only sensible heat energy storage material (left) and latent heat energy
storage material (right).
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The heat transfer processes within PCM layer needs a special treatment mainly due to
dynamic nature of heat storage and release. The latent heat storage during the phase change
process of PCM is calculated from the enthalpy difference ∆H between the solid/liquid state
unlike the sensible heat storage where the temperature difference is considered. The
computational of the PCM performance requires deeply analysis which will be able to figure
out its non-linear nature problem (moving interfaces – solid/liquid) “Stefan problem” for to
obtain appropriate solutions. The following equation (Stephan condition) describes this
process [1]:
݀)ݐ(ݏ
ߜܶ௦
ߜܶ
߂ܪ ߩ ൬
൰ = ߣ௦ ൬ ൰ − ߣ ൬ ൰
݀ݐ
ߜݐ
ߜݐ

(2)

where ρ is the density (not specified if it is solid or liquid state) [kg/m3], s(t) is the surface
position, t is time [s], λ is the thermal conductivity [W/m.K] and T is the temperature [°C]
(indexes s and l refer to solid and liquid phases respectively).
The basic simple 1-dimensional PCM layer used in analytical model has a few restrictions:
only latent heat is stored, and sensible heat storage is negligible, heat transfer is only by
conduction. The temperature change from the location of the phase changing position at
distance to the surface is linear. Another limitation is the assumption of the sharp phase
change temperature, which means that PCM is considered as a pure material, although many
types of PCM have a narrow range of phase change temperature. However, for detailed
modelling and simulation, it is necessary to integrate numerical model with the system of
partial differential equations, where phase boundary can move with time. The important value
in the numerical model is heat capacity of PCM cpcm (T) during a certain one-time step of
volume element.
Firstly, it is necessary to handle with space grid within PCM volume, determinate its type and
properties which will follow the moving boundary layer. Basically, there are three grid
methods: fixed grid method is the widely used method [2,3], where the boundary layer is
tracked by the auxiliary function; deforming grid method allows the nodes move along with
the boundary layer [4]; and hybrid method which utilizes the properties of both abovementioned methods [5].
The latent heat evolution within PCM layer by fixed grid is accounted by using one of the
most common methods: the enthalpy method, the heat capacity method and their
modifications (temperature transforming model, heat source methods etc.) [6,7].
•

•

The enthalpy method deals with a total amount of energy during phase change process and
includes both latent and sensible heat. It presents heat capacity in terms of its integral
form with respect to the temperature. Nodal temperatures are based on the discrete form of
the temperature-enthalpy relationship. This method is one of the most commonly used
methods for calculation of moving boundary layer.
The heat capacity method is based on the description of temperature change by using the
heat capacity. Basically, it deals with heat capacity as a function of temperature during the
phase change (temperature range) and numerically imitates the enthalpy effect by
controlling the value of heat capacity during the phase change. Within this method, two
theoretical approaches are generally used: the apparent heat capacity and the effective heat
capacity.
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3 PCM in building energy simulations
PCM thermal energy management in façade systems, in essence, is based on heat energy
absorbing during the daytime and subsequently its release during the night time. The intensity
of solar radiation is intermittent and unpredictable (some predictions could be conducted by
test reference years), therefore the selection of an appropriate type and amount of PCM with a
proper phase-change temperature range is very important to provide its complete
melting/solidification cycles throughout a day and fully use the latent heat capacity.
Accordingly, it offers extended period of heat energy availability for night time application.
PCM classification scheme in term of its melting point range and enthalpy is in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Classification of PCMs according to temperature range of phase change [8].

Paraffin is one of the most used type of PCM in building applications, but its phase change
occurs at certain narrow range of temperature in contrast to pure PCMs (fixed phase change
temperature). This thermophysical property determines the heat capacity method as the most
suitable method for a simulation PCM in building systems.

Figure 3. The curves of temperature-enthalpy functions of ideal and common PCMs.
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Currently, only a few building energy simulation (BES) programs have the capability to
simulate thermal behaviour of PCM, however their validation by experimental tests is not
studied in complex. Simulation time step should be adjusted at small value (minutes) due to
iterative methods in each time step and non-achievement of convergence, which means that
the one-year evaluation could be inefficient. The function of T-E curve is important for
solving latent heat problems (Fig. 3.).
However, the reasonable application of PCMs in building structures is based on initial
simulation energy predictions which are based on the correct determination of their physical,
technical and rheological properties. The determination of T-E function h(T) is the main goal
of PCM calorimetric measurements. Enthalpy curves are not always identical for melting and
freezing processes, mainly due to the temperature hysteresis phenomenon and supercooling
(sub-cooling) effect, which strongly depends on the used testing method, type of equipment
and type of testing PCM (Fig. 4.).

Figure 4. Examples of enthalpy curves for melting and solidification processes showing temperature
hysteresis (left) and supercooling (right) [9].

Al-Saadi et al. [6] investigated that the heat capacity method is widely used in BES programs,
despite of its limitations on time and spatial resolutions. However, the deeper investigation is
necessary to designate the efficiency and accuracy of the simulation models. The heat
capacity term in the governing equation of this method simulates the effect of enthalpy
(sensible and latent heat) by increasing the heat capacity value during the phase change
stages. There are two approaches for the heat capacity approximation: apparent heat capacity
and effective heat capacity. The brief overview of some widely used BES programs which can
handle PCM thermal energy calculation is listed in Table 1. with their employed numerical
methods.
EnergyPlus uses Conduction Finite Difference (ConFD) solution algorithm for calculation of
PCM layer in a building zone. This algorithm works with fully-implicit finite difference
scheme based on the heat capacity method with an auxiliary function (temperature-enthalpy
curve is determined by dataset of 16 nodes for latent heat evolution). The second scheme is
Crank Nicholson scheme which can be unstable over time due to abrupt change in boundary
conditions during simulation. The space discretization of the layer is based on the space
discretization constant c [-], the thermal diffusivity of the material α [m2/s] and the time-step
∆t [s]. Tabares-Velasco et al. [10] verified and validated the PCM model in EnergyPlus.
Additionally, a few key limitations and guidelines were identified: time steps should be
adjusted equal to or shorter than three minutes, modelling PCMs with strong hysteresis causes
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accuracy issues, in case of the larger time step (hourly, monthly, yearly) should be used
smaller node space.
Table 1. List of the most used software for PCM calculation [6].
Software

DesignBuilder
(EnergyPlus)

TRNSYS

ESP-r

PCMExpress

BSim
RADCOOL

Numerical formulations and methods
 heat transfer in PCM or variable thermal conductivity is calculated according
Conduction finite difference (ConFD) solution algorithm based on the heat
capacity method with an auxiliary enthalpy-temperature datasheet to account for
latent heat evolution [20]
 two different schemes used for the finite difference (FD) model:
o Fully implicit scheme is also based on an Adams-Moulton solution
algorithm, is considered first order in time, is more stable over time but
may be slower than the second one,
o Crank-Nicholson scheme is semi-implicit and based on an AdamsMoulton solution approach, the algorithm uses an implicit FD scheme
coupled with an enthalpy-temperature function to account for phase
change energy, may be faster than the first one, but unstable over time
when boundary conditions change abruptly and severely.
 discretization depends on a space discretization constant, the thermal diffusivity
of the material and time step,
 uses 1-D FD solution in the construction elements and does not take into account
moisture storage or diffusion,
 hysteresis in PCM is not modelled,
 time step lower than 3 minutes,
 phase change at isothermal temperature is not modelled.
 its modular structure gives the program flexibility, where components modules
“TYPES” are linked together,
 many TYPES have been proposed for modelling PCM heat transfer, where
different numerical methods have been used with various limitations and
constrains.
 uses two methods: the effective heat capacity method and the additional heat
source method,
 four models for PCM simulation, with one that accounts sub-cooling effect by
using special materials function,
 low time step for obtaining accurate results.
 evaluates the economic and technical feasibility of PCM usage during an early
design stage,
 mathematical model is not available
 not very accurate infiltration model in the program.
 uses heat capacity method for PCM simulation,
 low time step to avoid instability.
 one dimensional finite-difference model for a wall with PCM,
 uses heat capacity method.

4 Conclusion
The reliable investigation and evaluation of PCM in façade system have to be done with
adequate data of thermophysical properties of PCM. The data can be obtained by a different
type of calorimetry methods. BES (DesignBuilder) can provide a certain numerical evaluation
of the PCM façade, but only in the case of organic paraffin based PCM is integrated. Paraffin
has a low or no supercooling effect and low hysteresis in comparison with other types of
PCM. DesignBuilder provides only one T-E curve with 16 nodes and this above-mentioned
effect cannot be adequately considered in the simulation. However, the combination of
dynamic climatic nature as exterior boundary conditions (one-year data) together with façade
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systems enhanced with PCM predetermines the complex task for taking appropriate
performance predictions by current simulation programs.
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Summary
Challenges in simulation of PCM layer in Façade systems. Thermal performance
prediction of the material with high latent heat capacity – PCM has certain limitations due to
its internal complexity. Mathematical modelling principles were detailly described together
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with various computational methods. Currently, there are various types of PCM with different
thermal performance and special phenomenon (hysteresis, supercooling). The detail
investigation in case of BES was focused on the computational principles which EnergyPlus
works with them. Additionally, the list of the most used software for PCM calculation
according to the various numerical methods was stated. In conclusion, the certain type of
PCM was evaluated as the best suitable type for simulation in EnergyPlus.
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DOORS FOR ROOMS WITH INCREASED ACOUSTIC REQUIREMENTS
Daniel Szabó, Jakub Čurpek

1 Introduction
The interior spaces with special acoustic conditions (meeting rooms, recording studios or
laboratories for acoustical measurements) requires the doors with special acoustical
parameters especially with suitable level of airborne sound insulation. In general, these doors
consist special combination of different material layers (with various thickness) within their
structure. The application of this acoustic door with sensible mass per unit area can provide
airborne sound insulation at the level of 45 – 50 dB. There are additional aspects which
influence the acoustical parameters, e. g., structure of door frame, amount and quality of the
seal between door and frame, as well as the structure of threshold. However, the problem
occurs at the interior space with the door requirements of airborne sound insulation at the
level of 50 – 60 dB. In this case, where the separating wall has a thickness more than 300 mm,
it is possible to integrate the structure of a double door. Accordingly, the presented paper
deals with the double door between the special interior spaces within recording studio.

2 Recording studio – original state
The presented contribution deals with a design of a new door (between recording and
directing room) with increased level of acoustic insulation. The investigated building of
recording studio consists of two rooms (recording and directing room so called also control
room) according to Figure 1. The directing room is acoustically influenced by the sound
incoming from the recording room.

Figure 1. Floor plan of the recording studio.
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Figure 2. Recording room.

Figure 3. Directing room.

The separating wall within recording studio was built by bricks of autoclaved cellular
concrete Porfix (thickness 375 mm). The both wall surfaces are cladded by mineral wool (60
mm), air cavity (40 mm) and gypsum board (2x12,5 mm). The glazing system (dimensions
2904x1140 mm) is placed between recording and directing rooms and consists of two doubleglass acoustic panes with the air cavity. Information about the structure of the glazing system
was not available currently. The overall view in the recording room, with the glazing system,
separating door and music equipment, is depicted in Figure 2. The view into the directing
room is in Figure 3. The problem of insufficient acoustical insulation was revealed during the
short time of using the building after its finishing. The noise level in recording room is
approximately 100 – 105 dB, during the amplified recording (electric quitar, drums etc.). This
phenomenon influences inside conditions of directing room, where the recording quality
cannot be adequacy assessed. The weakest part of the separating construction between the
rooms is the single tapestried door (Figure 4.) with roughly estimated sound insulation level
Rw = 32-36 dB (insufficient level for this case).
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Figure 4. View on the original door from directing room (left) and from recording room (right).

2.1 Design of the new door
According to owner’s calling for the cooperation together with the door manufacturer, the
design of the new door was based on the requirement of its airborne sound insulation above
the level Rw > 50 dB.
The thickness of the separating wall between recording and directing room was 580 mm. The
door design is based on the application of the structure of double door. This door can provide
required acoustic parameters at adequate level. Views and cross sections on the new door are
depicted in Figure 5. and 6.

Figure 5. View and vertical cross section of the new doors.
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Figure 6. Horizontal cross section of the new doors.

The both doors (within double door) have the same structure of the frame and door panel with
two seals placed between them. The door panel has an asymmetric structure of material layers
with different thickness of steel panes integrated on both sides behind the final layer of MDF
board. The absorbing material (filling layer) has a different thickness as well. At the middle
position, within the structure of the door panel in the layer of absorbing material, additional
material is integrated for increase the mass per unit area. The space between the doors (380
mm) is partially filled with absorbing material covered by perforating plate.
The new double doors were made and realized by company LP MAN s.r.o. which is
specialized on designing and manufacturing of doors with increased performance
requirements (safety, acoustic, fire protection and aesthetics).

Figure 7. View on the new doors from directing room (left) and from recording room (right).
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2.2 Increased acoustic properties of the doors
After the integration of the new structure of the double doors, the measurement of the
airborne sound insulation level between recording and directing room was performed.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure airborne sound insulation of separating wall
with the original door for objective reasons. However, the obtained measurement results
confirm successful achieving of the goal – owner was satisfied with them. In case of closed
both doors, the weighted standardized level difference was evaluated according to STN EN
ISO 717-1:2013: DnT,w (C,Ctr) = 59,2 (-2;-6) dB. The results of airborne sound insulation
measurements are depicted in Figure 8.

DnT,w (C,Ctr) = 59,2 (-2;-6) dB

DnT,w (C;Ctr) = 54,0 (-1;-5) dB

Figure 8. Both doors are closed.

Figure 9. One door is closed.

In case of closed door only from the side of recording room, the weighted standardized level
difference
was
evaluated
according
to
STN
EN
ISO
717-1:2013:
DnT,w (C,Ctr) = 54,0 (-1;-5) dB. The results of airborne sound insulation are depicted in
Figure 9. It was observed from the dependence of airborne sound insulation when one door is
closed and both doors are closed, that there are no remarkable drops in the curves. This
confirms the correct design of the door panel, where the significant resonance and
coincidence did not occur in the range of observed frequencies.

3 Conclusions
The application of the new doors significantly increased airborne sound insulation level of the
separating wall structure between the recording and directing room. The original state of the
wall did not meet the functional acoustical requirements. Estimated airborne sound insulation
of the separating room with the original door was in the range of DnT,w = 40-45 dB. However,
the expected airborne sound insulation of the new doors was at the level 50-55 dB, the
achieved result was higher – DnT,w = 59 dB. The mutual comparison of airborne sound
insulation levels of the new doors in two cases (one door is closed and both doors are closed)
are depicted in Figure 10. According to the good results of airborne sound insulation of
overall separating wall with the new doors, the agreement with door manufacturer was
established about their additional laboratory testing procedures.
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Figure 10. The mutual comparison of airborne sound insulation levels of the new doors in two cases (one door is
closed and both doors are closed).
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Summary
Doors for Rooms with Increased Acoustic Requirements. Generally, there is still some
special requirements for a door with increased acoustical parameters in real practise. The
paper described the design and realization of the doors for recording studio. The new
designed doors with the special construction of the door panel meet requirements for the level
of airborne sound insulation. Their application is possible in cases of required minimum
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airborne sound insulation level 50 dB together with 300 mm thickness of separating wall. One
disadvantage is that the new doors are double doors with two separated door panels.
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Separating structures; airborne sound insulation; doors.
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SELECTED TOPICS REGARDING ACOUSTIC BURDEN IN ENERGYEFFICIENT BUILDINGS
Marián Flimel

1 Introduction
The Energy Union is a strategic concept of the European Union focused, inter alia, on the
development of new technologies, applications of renewable energy sources, smart energy
systems, and energy-efficient buildings. Energy-efficient buildings typically show much
lower energy demand than the values prescribed by the corresponding mandatory
requirements following from the building and energy regulations at the beginning of 21st
century. More stringent requirements for thermal technology have been established due to,
among other reasons, consolidated wording of the standard STN 73 0540 – 2+ Z1 + Z2 (2019)
Thermal Protection of Buildings, Part 2: Functional Requirements [1]. The energy efficiency
of a building is primarily affected by:
a) Level of thermal and insulation characteristics of the building;
b) Application of facility technology, especially the technology based on renewable sources;
c) Measurements and regulation and building management.
Heat loss in energy-efficient buildings during the heating season is often negligible; therefore,
cooling the buildings and providing the required air exchange (ventilation) inside the
buildings in summer have become the key issues. Hence, meeting the requirement to achieve
certain level of energy efficiency of a building also depends on the technology operated inside
the building, efficiency of the sources of heat and cold, energy carriers, etc. When such
facility technology (heat and cold sources, ventilation, and air-conditioning) is operated, it
must be subjected to the requirement of respecting the limits for acoustic parameters in order
to avoid increased acoustic burden in interiors as well as exteriors of buildings. This,
however, requires understanding the entire lifecycle of the facility technology, including
designing, execution, and eventually the management thereof. The 7-step cycle depicted in
Figure 1 represents the process of constant monitoring of noise immission from heat pumps
located near the buildings as well as potential adjustments thereof aimed at reducing the
acoustic burden. Accordingly, the present article only deals with selected issues regarding
potential acoustic burden, in particular, the burden caused by an external heat pump unit, as
measured during the designing stage and during the operation. The operation of a heat pump
produces various levels of noise emission in winter (heating) and in summer (cooling), and
this must be taken into consideration.

2 Alternatives to installing heat pumps in the exterior
Heat pumps collect energy (heat) from various low-temperature heat sources, such as the air,
water, or the earth’s crust (soil) and transform it to a higher heat level. The source of noise in
a heat pump is a fan and a compressor. As for the noise parameters, manufacturers are obliged
to state the emission values: the sound power levels LwA (dB) and the one-third octave
acoustic noise spectra. Many manufacturers state the emission sound pressure levels LA (dB)
within a certain distance from the heat pump, which is not always the information relevant to
the noise prediction [2].
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Figure 1. Simplified Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the heat pump noise.

Emissions of noise from heat pumps depend on the following:
• heat pump type and quality, (A/A air-to-air, A/W air-to-water, W/W water-to-water, and
G/W ground-to-water);
• heat pump power, maximum emission values, number of units – as a single unit or in
groups;
• heat pump operation – exposure (operation time; night, evening, or day intervals);
• heat pump application – heating or cooling and interconnection with other environmental
technology systems;
• location in the area – indoors, outdoors, and a relation to acoustic characteristics of the
given space;
• placement of the heat pump noise source with regard to the protected premises inside a
building,
• noise source directivity (directivity factor Q – it is a dimensionless number that
characterises the directional emission of the noise by the source);
• structural placement and vibroinsulation,
• necessary additional acoustic adjustments (applying covers, acoustic screens, etc.)
• technical condition of a heat pump throughout its service life, maintenance, etc.
Location of heat pumps may affect the architecture of buildings – a visual component and
they may contribute to the noise propagation in the environment (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Risk of placing a heat pump in a goverment consists in acoustic discomfort during ventilation through
open windows.

Appropriate heat pump placement, with regard to the assessed premises, is important already
in the designing stage – in the urban design [3]. Potential solutions of heat pump placement
may be with or without the soundproofing adjustments of the source or of the transmission
route. Within the concept of designing suitable positions of heat pumps in the interaction with
a building, there are several positioning alternatives:
a) placing heat pumps in the exterior in contact with the building – for example by a gable
wall without any windows,
b) placing heat pumps in the exterior – in front of the building and the facade with windows,
c) placing heat pumps in the exterior by an L-shaped corner of the buildings,
d) placing heat pumps in a neighbouring building,
e) placing heat pumps in the designed building - in the basement premises,
f) placing heat pumps in the building on the floor (technical room),
g) placing heat pumps in an enclosed attic below a pitched roof,
h) placing heat pumps on a flat roof on the top floor,
i) placing heat pumps in an open-air section of a pitched roof,
j) placing heat pumps on the external chimney,
k) placing heat pumps on the bottom floor of the receding building,
l) combinations of the above listed solutions.
Depending on the method of placing the noise sources – heat pumps, the modelling should be
carried out while considering the emission of the sound energy in the space using the
directivity factor Q, as shown in the scheme in the following Picture 3.
Table 1. Variability of heat pump layouts.
Layout
Placement in the space*

Alternatives
Indoors: on the floors of the
building, in the attic, on the flat
roof

Outdoors: next to the building
Min. 4 alternatives
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Placement direction with regard to
the protected premises in a
building

Placement with regard to the
surrounding environment

Grouping options

Orientation of suction inlets and
exhaust holes***
- directional characteristics of the
noise source
Location details

Layout cost-efficiency

In contact with the protected
space

Not in contact with the protected
space**
Potential protection using a
different material (acoustic
shade)
Open space

Increasing the absorption capacity of
the space in the machinery room,
increasing the air soundproofness of
the dividing structures, transfers, etc.
As required on the basis of the noise
study requirements
As required on the basis of the noise
study requirements

Installing soundproof screens, covers
- covering hoods, etc.
Grouping several pumps into
Installing soundproof screens, covers,
one group
etc.
Dividing and dislocating into
Installing soundproof screens, covers,
smaller units
etc.
Towards the protected premises
A need for absorbers or screens in the
pipelines
Away from the protected
As required on the basis of the noise
premises (acoustic shade)
study requirements
Placing the unit onto a base;
Vibroinsulation based on the mass or
transfers through the structures
absorbing material or a combination
thereof
Optimised lengths of the pipeline systems, distribution lines to the heat
pumps and to the boiler room – machinery room, assessment of costs of
alternative solutions with regard to the efficiency

Legend to Table 1:
* placement also in terms of the access to the primary medium, types: water-to-water, ground-to-water, air-towater, etc.
** positively perceived by users from the psychology point of view (sensitivity)
*** the unit’s orientation is often limited by the original structure and its static properties

By combining the above listed solutions, an optimal solution may be found, in terms of the
necessary vibroacoustic environmental protection.

Figure 3. Directivity factor Q values depending on the heat pump position in the open space, on the plane, on
the plane and on one vertical surface, or on two vertical surfaces.

Each of the above listed solutions represents a special solution that must be assessed by
modelling and simulation of noise levels in a given urban built-up area by means of a noise
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study. Within the passive protection against noise from heat pumps in a building or near a
building, attention should be paid to the following layouts of technologies listed in the
following table 1. The active protection consists in the regulation of the heat pump output,
regulation of individual pumps (turning on and off) or of their time exposure .

Figure 4. 3D model of the distribution of isophones from a heat pump 3D (Hluk+ software, version 11.profi) –
a situation in the existing residential area and in the individual residential area which currently in the
construction process [4],[5].

3 Example of the in situ measurement of noise from a heat pump
The noise immission measurements were carried out due to complaints raised by neighbours
regarding a disturbing noise burden caused by the construction of family houses. The source
of the noise was an air/water heat pump with the power of 17 kW - AirX 170, installed in the
rear part of the house, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Installed heat pump and measurement points A1 and A2 in the distance of 1 m.[4]
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Figure 6. Measurement point B located near the neighbouring family house [4].

Measurement time: 11:08 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
Exterior conditions: θe = - 5 °C, no wind.
Table 2. List of measured data.
Measurement
number

Operational
conditions measurement
point

Measure
d value
L Aeq
[dB]

57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

A.1

32.6
24.2
47.5
45.9
48.9
38.9
33.0
34.1

A.2

B.

Tonal
components
at
frequency
(Hz)
50
125
125
125
125
125, 250
125
-

Penalisation
for the tonal
component
[dB]

Measurement
uncertainty U
[dB]

Resulting
value
L Aeq [dB]

+5
+5
+5
+5
+5
+5
+5
-

+1.8
+1.8
+1.8
+1.8
+1.8
+1.8
+1.8
+1.8

39.4
31.0
54.3
52.7
55.7
45.7
39.8
35.9

Figure 7. Third-octave spectrum of the noise measurement no. 62.
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On the basis of the previous noise measurements, it is possible to make the following
statements:
• The background has no effect on the measured noise levels;
• For majority of the measured values listed in Table 2, the third-octave analysis indicated
the presence of tonal components of noise; hence the resulting value was adjusted with the
correction of + 5 dB [6];
• Tonal components of noise were in the low-frequency band – 125 and 250 Hz;
• In the distance of 1 m from the heat pump, the average value of 54.2 dB was observed,
including the corrections and measurement uncertainty. Without such corrections, the
average measured value LAeq was 47.43 dB, i.e., more than the catalogue value stated by
the manufacturer - LAeq = 40.0 dB;
• The assessment of the measured values against the allowable limits prescribed by law
(Regulation 549/2007, as amended) showed that the noise limits for the daytime, evening,
and night reference intervals were exceeded around the house which was currently in the
construction process. Moreover, the noise limits for the night reference interval might also
have been exceeded.
• It was recommended to equip the heat pump with an acoustic shield or screen in order to
reduce noise immission and optimise the operation at night.

4 Conslusion
When addressing the acoustic quality of the environment in the application of heat pumps as
external noise sources, the following principles should be applied when choosing the right
locations for the heat pumps:
1. Heat pumps should be installed as far from the border with a neighbouring land as possible;
if this is not possible, a noise study should be carried out to verify that the allowable noise
levels can be respected and acoustic covers or screens should be included in the design.
2. When a heat pump is placed on the windward side, an acoustic screen should be used .
3. Placing a heat pump on the roof or on the building wall can affect the noise levels in the
adjacent interior; therefore, external structures should be designed with the sufficient air
soundproofness and with the vibroinsulation when anchoring the pump to the structure.
4. Heat pumps should be preferably installed on a dilated base in the ground, reducing thus
the transfer of vibration into the building.
5. Construction components reducing the transfer of noise in the exterior – fencing, shading
by other buildings, etc. should be used.
6. If several heat pumps are used, decentralised placement thereof should be considered.
7. Low-noise (silent) heat pumps should be used.
8. External heat pump units should not be located on reflective concrete surfaces and floor
tiles; they should be located on absorptive surfaces covered with gravel or grass.
When addressing the acoustic quality of the environment within the application of heat pumps
as internal noise sources, the following principles should be applied when choosing the right
location for the heat pumps:
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1. Heat pumps should be installed in rooms with sufficient absorption capacity of the
surrounding structures [7].
2. Required values of air soundproofness of the surrounding dividing structures should be
ensured.
3. Sound bridges and transfer of vibrations should be eliminated.
4. Noise should also be eliminated by ventilation elements, if necessary.
The noise prediction represents an important element within the environmental protection.
Therefore, the completion of noise studies should not be underestimated.
General principles of protection against noise consist in the execution of technical, structural,
or organisational measures for a particular technology. They are usually performed on the
source, on the transfer route and in a subject (a person or a building where the person stays).
The noise characteristics of heat pumps must be monitored throughout their life cycle (figure
1) that begins with a design within a noise study ) [8] and ends with monitoring and constant
improvement (Kaizen method) [9].
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Summary
Responsible approach to designing and management of buildings requires possessing
environmental awareness and applying sustainable approaches, with the key theorem being
that quality of the environment predetermines our health, performance and well-being.
Acoustic quality of the environment inside and around the buildings where various technical
equipment and devices (facility technology) are operated may decrease in interiors as well as
exteriors. The present article deals with the issues regarding the acoustic burden caused by the
facility technology, in particular, thermal pumps in energy-efficient buildings and the
methods of elimination thereof.
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS BETWEEN THREE ELLIPTICAL HIGH –
RISE BUILDINGS
Michal Franek

1 Introduction
Wind loads on buildings can be evaluated from codes [Eurocode, 2007], Wind tunnel tests,
CFD and In situ measurements. The data contained in standards are collected and processed
from wind tunnel tests, performed on an isolated model in open exposure. Measurements by
several researchers have shown that wind loads on buildings in close vicinity are considerably
different from those on an isolated building. These discrepancies are due to modifications of
the wind field between the objects. These effects are known as interference effects. They can
either greatly increased or greatly decreased overall wind loads but also peak pressure for
cladding of the building. Wind induced topological and interference effects on structures are
not recent concern. First documented studies are dated in the forties. It is well known issue
but according to Hui et al. [2013], adequately explain the mechanism of the phenomena is
difficult. Over the past several decades these effects have been studied by many researchers.
Recent works are focused on shielding effects of upstream topology, aerodynamic
interference due to tall building, interference effects due to group of buildings and studies of
flow visualization [Hui et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Yan and Li, 2016]. Current works
include study of interference, topology and pedestrian comfort with issue of modelling
atmospheric boundary layer with statistical point of view and computational fluid dynamics
[Blocken, 2015; Blocken et al., 2016].

2 Definition of model
For experimental measurement it was used model of high – rise buildings with elliptical plan
view. Ratio between width, length and height was 1:2.5:2.7; 64:162:175 mm as it is illustrated
in Fig.1. This ratio represents geometry of the existing building in Bratislava. Model contains
16 holes and pressure taps in the middle level.

Figure 1. Geometry of measuring model of elliptical high – rise building.

To analyze interference effects it was designed arrangement of three same buildings, as you
can see in Fig. 2. Central building, which is measured is called principal. Buildings that
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generate interference and are around principal building, are called adjacent buildings.
Arrangement of adjacent buildings was divided from half of the breadth. It was designed
mesh with 42 positions of adjacent buildings. It was measured overall range of wind from 0 °
to 360 ° with increments of 10 °.

Figure 2. Arrangement of measuring – principal building and interference – adjacent buildings.

3 Experimental measurement
Pressure measurement were carried out in a atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel to
simulate the real exposure and wind conditions.

3.1 Characterization of a wind tunnel
It was used Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (BLWT) of Slovak University of Technology. It is
low speed wind tunnel with open circuit and works on negative pressure principle.
Measurement were carried out in rear test section, where the fully turbulent boundary layer
(BL) occurs. Category of the terrain according to Eurocode [2007] is approaching to category
III, because of the turbulence intensity profile. The approaching flow is represented by an
urban wind exposure. Roughness length z0 is equal 0.7 m. BL is generated by turbulence grid,
barrier and uniformly roughness field with dimpled membrane.

3.2 Characterization of an instrumentation
Values of external pressure coefficient cpe were recorded by pressure transducers, type
Scanivalve DSA3217 with 16 temperature compensated piezoresistive pressure sensors with a
pneumatic calibration valve. Transducer recorded differential pressure between measuring
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point and the reference point from Prandtl tube. Devices were calibrated before each
measurement with zero value of the pressure. Transducers were controlled by LabVIEW
system design software. Reference velocity was measured with Dantec´s MiniCTA
Anemometer Package 54T42. System consists of Hot – wire probe with support, BNC probe
cable, MiniCTA anemometer with A/D board and A/D board mounted in a PC with NIDAQ
driver software.

3.3 Methodology of an experiment
For evaluation of the interference effect it was applied the interference factor (IF). It is
defined as:
IFB
IF =
(1)
IB
where IFB is maximal value of cpe on principal building with interfering buildings (-), IB is
maximal value of cpe on isolated building without interfering buildings (-).
From each measurement it was chosen the maximal value of cpe for isolated building and
building in case of interference. Then IF was calculated for each position of adjacent
buildings and wind direction. Results are plotted to the contour maps for better clarity.

4 Results
It was used mesh of arrangement of the adjacent buildings for 42 position. Coordinate 0,0
means the position of principal building. For clarity of results the contour map is used.
Contour map is created from values of IF for each position and between point was used
Matlab´s algorithm for plotting the total area.
To the graphical outputs in the Fig 3 – 5 it was used only one of the worst case and best case.
The worst case means that adjacent buildings create increasing maximal values of IF,
resulting in raised wind loading on the principal building. From results it is clear that the
negative pressure has strong impact on interference effect. Separation of flow from adjacent
building create the negative pressure zone. Behind this zone rise the wake with increasing
wind velocity. This wake has strong impact on principal building. In Fig. 3 it is seen area with
huge increase of IF for direction of wind 100 °. Adjacent buildings create wake zone and
narrow section between buildings
The best case means that adjacent buildings create shield for principal building and reduce the
wind loading. Fig. 4 shows position of adjacent buildings for wind direction 20 °where the
reduction of wind loads occurs.
In Fig. 5 it is illustrated for each position of adjacent buildings the best and worst case with
direction of wind. In case of distribution of pressure, the results will make it possible to
decide, where the optimal position of building will be. But it is necessary to taking into
account the wind direction, roughness of a terrain and geometry of the buildings.
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Figure 3. Contour map of IF for one of the worst case for direction of wind 100 °.

Figure 4. Contour map of IF for one of the best case for direction of wind 20 °.
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Figure 5. Values of IF for a) the best case, b) the worst case, according to position of adjacent building which
shows the direction of wind.

5 Conclusions
It has proven that interference effects significantly affect the wind loads on high – rise
buildings with elliptical plan view. They have impact especially on the negative pressure
zone. Adjacent buildings can create wake, narrow section or shield to the principal building. It
depends on the wind direction and positions of building. This phenomena provides major
opportunities for further research. It would be interesting to investigate the adjacent building
for overall picture of interference effects.
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Summary
Interference effects between three elliptical high – rise building. Wind loads on buildings
can be evaluated from codes, Wind tunnel tests, CFD and In situ measurements.
Measurements by several researchers have shown that wind loads on buildings in close
vicinity are considerably different from those on an isolated building. Article analyses the
impact of the interference effects on the distribution of the external pressure coefficient with
experimental measurement in a wind tunnel. The evaluation parameter of interference effect is
interference factor. The results are processed for peak value of the external pressure
coefficient for various arrangement and wind directions. It has proven that interference effects
significantly affect the wind loads on elliptical towers. It has impact especially on the
negative pressure zone.
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ACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY AS LEARNING TOOL
Štefan Hardoň, Jozef Kúdelčík

1 Introduction
In general, humans can hear sounds with a frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. Ultrasound
refers to a sound wave with a frequency greater than the upper limit of human hearing, which
is over 20 kHz. It consists of a propagated mechanical vibration of the molecules of a
material. Sound waves are classified as longitudinal or transverse, depending on whether the
vibration of each particle is parallel or transverse to the direction of propagation. The type of
sound waves also depends on the medium. Sound travels through the air and liquids as
longitudinal waves (i.e., waves vibrating in the same direction as that of propagation).
Through solids, however, it can be transmitted as both longitudinal waves and transverse
waves (i.e., waves vibrating at the right angle to the direction of propagation) as well as
surface waves. Parameters of an ultrasound wave include frequency, wavelength, velocity,
pressure, power, and intensity. The last two are measures of the “strength” of the wave.
Ultrasound travels through various media including gases, liquids, and solids, but cannot
travel through a vacuum. The speed of sound varies by the medium it travels through. Sound
is likely to travel faster through solids, followed by liquids and gases. For example, the speed
of sound in iron as high as about 5850 m/s, in water is about 1530 m/s and in the air is about
340 meters per second (m/s).
The attenuation is the reduction in amplitude of the sound beam/ ultrasound as a function of
distance and parameters of the material. When ultrasound travels through a medium with
particles there are more effects influence on the final attenuation. It turns out that there are
some quite general peculiarities of ultrasound propagation through liquid colloids that allow
us to simplify the theoretical process. Historically these peculiarities prompted the
introduction of six different mechanisms of sound interaction with colloids. The “viscous”
mechanism is hydrodynamic in nature. It is related to the shear waves generated by the
particle oscillating in the acoustic pressure field. These shear waves appear because of the
difference in the densities of the particles and the medium. The density contrast causes
particle motion with respect to the medium. This mechanism causes losses of acoustic energy
due to shear friction. Viscous losses are dominant for small rigid particles with sizes less than
3 micrometer, such as oxides, pigments, paints, ceramics, cement, and graphite. The viscous
mechanism is closely related to the “electrokinetic” mechanism which is also associated with
the shear waves. The “thermal” mechanism is thermodynamic in nature. It is related to the
temperature gradients generated near the particle surface. These temperature gradients appear
due to the thermodynamic coupling between pressure and temperature. Dissipation of the
acoustic energy in these temperature gradients dominates attenuation effect for soft particles,
including emulsion droplets and latex droplets. The scattering mechanism contributes to the
overall attenuation, and this contribution is significant for larger particles with a diameter
exceeding roughly 3 micrometer. The “intrinsic” mechanism refers to losses of acoustic
energy due to the interaction of the sound wave with the material of the particles and the
medium. The “structural” mechanism links acoustics with rheology. It occurs when particles
are joined together in some network. Oscillation of these inter-particle bonds can cause
additional energy dissipation. Ultrasound applications to the fields of medicine, agriculture,
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and food are relatively recent developments which parallel rapid growth in electronic and
signal processing technologies. The numerous technical applications of sound waves and
ultrasonic may be divided into two groups: as in medicine where X-rays are used for two
completely different purposes, viz. therapeutically for their action on tissue (cancer
irradiation) and diagnostically for studying certain conditions (radioscopy of lungs), so sound
can likewise be med firstly for acting on a given material, and secondly for revealing its
physical condition. The “electrokinetic” mechanism describes the interaction of ultrasound
with the double layer of the particles. Oscillation of the charged particles in the acoustic field
leads to generation of an alternating electrical field, and consequently to an alternating electric
current.

2 The experimental study
2.1 The experimental arrangement
For the study of a biocompatible magnetic fluid, we used two types of acoustic spectrometer.
The first was the commercial acoustic spectrometer DT-100 which measures attenuation of
ultrasound for a set of frequencies, typically from 1 to 100 MHz. The measurement method is
based on transmission pulse technique with two piezo – crystals (sensors) with parallel face
surfaces. The acoustic wave generated by transmitter is attenuated in the dispersion and the
signal is detected by the receiver at the opposite ultrasound transducer and used for the
particle size analysis (Fig. 1(a), filled with the dispersion). The gap between sound transmitter
and receiver is variable from 0.1 to 21 mm; thus a bigger range of dispersion-concentration
can be characterized. It allows the determination of particle sizes in the range of 5 nm to 1000
µm at a concentration range of 0.1 to 50 vol. %. Automatic averaging of large number of
pulses collected at each gap and each frequency allows conducting measurement at the wide
frequency range with high precision, 0.01 dB/cm/MHz. This ultrasound attenuation frequency
spectrum contains information on particle size distribution. The software performs fitting
searching procedure for particle size distribution that provides the best fit to the experimental
data. This software is based on well-developed and verified theory.
b)

a)

Figure 1. The acoustic spectrometer used for specifying of dispersion of nanoparticles (a), experimental
arrangement of our acoustic spectrometer used in a magnetic field (b).

The second type of acoustic spectrometer was developed in our department. The block
diagram of this spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1(b). The measuring signal is generated by the
workstation MATEC, Model 7700 in frequency range 1 -15 MHz with different pulse length.
The hf signal is fed to one of two piezoelectric transducers which generate the acoustic wave
propagated through a magnetic fluid. The distance between these piezoelectric transducers is
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9 mm. The magnetic fluid is placed in the thermostatted closed measuring cell (1.5 x 0.9 x 1
cm) and its temperature stabilization is secured by JULABO F25 with an accuracy ±0.1 °C.
The measuring cell with magnetic fluid is placed between poles of the electromagnet and can
also rotate (measurement of anisotropy). The changes in the acoustic attenuation are measured
by the pulse or echo method. The processed signals from MATEC is displayed by the
oscilloscope and analyzed by computer.

2.2 The studied substance
The studied substance was the biocompatible magnetic fluid based on the water. The
magnetization curve is presented in Fig. 2a and the magnetization of saturation were
3.93 Am2/kg. Based on fitting of the measured magnetization using the Langevin function, the
mean nanoparticle diameter was 64 nm. Taking into account the saturation magnetization
value of the bulk magnetite, the magnetic volume fraction has been determined to be 4 %. The
dispersed phase was composed of magnetite nanoparticles stabilized with oleic acid
(surfactant) as a well-proven way. On the base of measured attenuation spectra in frequency
range 1-100 MHz at different distance of transmitter on receiver and using the ECAH theory
(following the names of its creators: Epstein, Carhart, Allegra, and Hawley) the particle size
distribution (Fig. 2b) were determined. From this distribution results that the mean particle
diameter was 63.98 nm, what very well correspond with result from magnetization
measurement.

b)
a)

Figure 2. (a) Magnetization curve and b) the mean particle diameter of the magnetic fluid of interest.

In the previous experiment with DT-100 cannot be applied a magnetic field. The magnetic
field caused structural rearrangement of magnetic nanoparticles in studied fluid what
influence on the change of the acoustic attenuation. Fig. 3a illustrates these changes for three
different step changes of the magnetic flux density to 100 mT, 200 mT, and 300 mT at 35 °C.
The magnetic field was zero for the first 5 minutes and then it jumped to the selected value
which did not change during the next 30 minutes. After jump change of the magnetic flux
density to a given value, various changes of the acoustic attenuation were observed and their
developments depended on this value. At jump change to the value 100 mT, the acoustic
attenuation only slowly increased during a whole time without achieving a stable value. In
this field, the process of structural changes was more than half an hour. At 300 mT the
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acoustic attenuation increased faster than as at lower fields and the stable value was achieved
after about 12 minutes, but its value was slightly smaller than at 200 mT. This was probably
due to the fact that next process of lateral bonding the structures what resulted in smaller
stable attenuation. After switch off the magnetic field, the acoustic attenuation decreased
during 3 minutes, but it also did not reach the initial value of the acoustic attenuation.
Time development of the change of the acoustic attenuation at a linear increase/decrease of
the magnetic field to 200/0 mT is depicted in Fig. 3b. The acoustic attenuation increased with
the increasing magnetic field and the maximum was reached at 200 mT. Creation of new
structures at the linear increase of the magnetic field was gradual what resulted in a slow
increase of the acoustic attenuation. The decrease of the magnetic field a hysteresis effect was
observed. The acoustic attenuation decreased slowly at the decreasing magnetic field because
even a lower field was sufficient stability and existence of structures. At the magnetic field
below 120 mT, which was a threshold value for the stability of structures, the change of the
acoustic attenuation faster decreased to initial value. Since the acoustic attenuation returned to
the initial value, we can say that all created structures disintegrated.

Figure 3. a) The development of acoustic attenuation at the different jumps changes of magnetic flux density
(■ - 100 mT, ■ - 200 mT, ●– 300 mT) at temperature 35 oC. b) The development of acoustic attenuation at the
linear change of the magnetic field from 0 mT to value 200 mT.

3 Conclusion
The acoustic spectroscopy is an effective tool for study of parameters of various material. The
modern ultrasound spectrometry enables the particle size distribution measurement in
concentrated dispersions. The effect of the external magnetic field (jump and linear change)
on the creation of nanoparticles structures in biocompatible magnetic fluids was confirmed
and their influence on the development of acoustic attenuation was described, too. The
development of the acoustic attenuation after switch off the magnetic flux density clearly
showed that longer chains were decayed in a short time and the lifetime of smaller structures
was longer.
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Summary
Acoustic spectroscopy as learning tool. Magnetic fluids with nanoparticles offer some
attractive possibilities in biomedicine. Biocompatible magnetic fluids are used for diagnostics
and therapy in medical applications, in pharmacy, and in biosensors. These fluids are used as
a delivery system for anticancer agents in a locoregional tumor therapy-magnetic drug
targeting and in hyperthermia. Biocompatible fluids are also used at ophthalmologic surgery
procedures and as a contrasting agent in magnetic resonance imaging. For the study of the
influence of an external magnetic field on the aggregation processes of magnetic particles in
biocompatible magnetic fluids, the acoustic spectroscopy was used. The jump change of the
magnetic flux density to the values 100, 200 and 300 mT at temperature 35 °C were applied to
the investigated fluid. The changes of the acoustic attenuation by the presence of the magnetic
fields confirmed the effect of nanoparticles agglomeration into new structures.
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Biocompatible magnetic fluid; magnetic properties; acoustic attenuation; acoustic
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MOTIVATION TO STUDY PHYSICS, ACOUSTICS AND
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Peter Hockicko, Gabriela Tarjányiová

1 Introduction
An year ago we analyzed the failure of the freshmen at the technical universities and the
possibility of improving their results in study. University of Žilina (UNIZA) was one of the
partners which actively worked on the project readySTEMgo (together with key partners –
KU Leuven and TU Hamburg). The goals of the readySTEMgo project was to deliver the best
scientists and engineers by providing a study environment that (1) optimally supports the
development of STEM skills and (2) engages into learning outcomes that lead to high
employment of future graduates. The main achievements of the readySTEMgo project were
working on lowering the drop-out rate of freshmen, figuring out which intervention tools
seem to be most appropriate and the implementation of intervention tools into our educational
system (PINXTEN ET AL, 2016).
Using the Summer Course of Physics, the Interactive Physics lectures using the video analysis
and simulations (VAS) method of problem tasks and their integration into STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) study program and the implementation of
intervention tools into our educational system (tutor, big brother/sister) as well, the drop-out
rate was reduced to 24% at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology
(FEEIT) after three years from starting implementing the readySTEMgo project (HOCKICKO
ET AL, 2018). By implementing this project, we have started an initiative to support
mathematics and physics, worked on better guidance for students interested in the STEM
study program.
However, it is too late to start with studying mathematics and physics at university, students
should already have elementary mathematical and physical skills in elementary or secondary
school. From that reason UNIZA organizes the Children’s university of Žilina (CUZ) every
year (since 2005) in summertime. The CUZ endeavors to conduce to solving a particularly
important public problem – the increase of education level of the nation with emphasis
especially on the young generation to show the research and development importance for the
future improvement of the society. In this paper we demonstrate, how we can use experiments
from acoustics for the demonstration and the motivation of the study of Physics at every level
of the school system.

2 Interactive acoustic experiments
Acoustic experiments are an appropriate tool that can be used from the early years of primary
schools for the development of science literacy, which was also understood as one of the key
competences in the PISA study. Even at a young school age, it is possible to attract children
to science and technology by explaining them at their level of knowledge the principles of the
machine activities they encounter. This gives children the opportunity to become scientists at
least for a moment so they can discover and explore the devices and phenomena on which
machines operate today.
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2.1 Frequency analysis of sounds
Frequency analysis of sounds is a suitable method for motivation and development of manual
skills and intellectual abilities of students from the early school age, while by gradually
acquiring knowledge of physics (acoustics) and knowledge of mathematical apparatus it is
possible to use this method also in university courses (course of Electroacoustics). This
analysis with the computer, microphone and speakers, the Audacity program, was tested by
elementary school students at the CUZ in Liptovský Mikuláš (Institute of Aurel Stodola –
detached place of FEEIT).

Figure 1. Frequency analysis of sounds by elementary school pupils at CUZ in Liptovský Mikuláš.

This experiment did not cause any problems for primary school pupils. After a brief
introductory briefing (5-10 minutes), the pupils were ready to record the sound, process the
audio and determine the dominant frequency of the recorded sound.

2.2 Chladni Figures
The German physicist Ernst Florens Friedrich Chladni (1756 - 1827), who is considered to be
the founder of experimental acoustics, discovered in 1787 that cork sawdust or grains of sand
or salt, or other crushed material spilled to vibrating plate formed special figures (now named
after him Chladni figures). The original device contained a glass plate with a wooden clamp.
When the bow was pulled across the edge of a board fixed in a clamp fixed to the table, cork
sawdust formed symmetrical patterns around the nodal and non-nodal points.

Figure 2. Plate oscillation analysis.
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The pupils could build ideas about the sound propagation in bodies and on what principle
some musical instruments work. For pupils, the creation of Chladni figures is very illustrative
and inspiring, as it combines auditory perception with the visual one. In addition, pupils could
check the oscillating spots and the spots without motion.

2.3 Kundt's tube
Another in a series of experiments where visual and acoustic perceptions are combined is the
Kundt’s tube demonstration experiment. We can demonstrate to pupils how the spacing of
cork or garlic sawdust changes at significant frequencies of the sound wave, which is related
to the shape of the acoustic wave spreading through the tube.

Figure 3. Kundt’s tube experiment.

2.4 Do we really hear everything?
Interesting results can be obtained using a tone generator and a speaker in a class with
different age composition. It is very surprising for the children themselves that the older
teacher (60 years old) no longer hears sounds higher than 5000 Hz, the 40 year old teacher
hears up to 15-16 kHz, the 20 year old student hears up to 17-18 kHz and they (8-10 years
old) can sense sounds with a frequency of 19 - 20 kHz.
The following Table 1 shows the data of several children for the hearing diagram. Using a
tone generator at a constant power in the frequency range of 250 - 16000 Hz, children
recorded whether they perceived the sound of a given frequency as very quiet, quiet, medium
loud, loud or very loud. Similarly to the youngest school children in Germany (STETZENBACH
ET AL, 2010), the children at the CUZ have determined that their ear is most sensitive to
frequencies in the range of 1000-4000 Hz.
Table 1.
How we perceive
sounds
very loud
loud
medium loud
quiet
very quiet

250 Hz

Survey data for three 12-years old children (x, o, -).
500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

x o -

o x

x o xo -
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4000 Hz

8000 Hz

16000 Hz

o
x o
x -

o
x -
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All these mentioned acoustic experiments can be appropriately incorporated into the teaching
process at elementary schools as demonstration experiments, which acquaint students with
basic natural principles at the level of knowledge - knowledge according to Bloom's
taxonomy of cognitive goals (HOCKICKO , 2010). In higher grades of elementary schools and
later also in technical universities, these experiments can be used to prepare problem tasks,
whether with a well-defined problem or an incompletely defined problem. In this case, the
tasks will be solved at higher levels of Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive goals - analysis,
synthesis or evaluation.
As the questionnaires filled out by children after completing the CUZ summer activities
during 15 years showed (Figure 4), children attending elementary schools would like the
lessons to be conducted in a more playful way, more practical demonstrations and
experiments presented and they would like to work on more experiments in laboratories with
pupils' own activity.

Figure 4. Some of the results from questionnaires in CUZ.
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3 Conclusions
The use of acoustic experiments in teaching from the lowest levels of the education system is
a stimulating path of initiation into science from early childhood. Initial playful
experimentation involving multiple children's senses (hearing, sight and touch) can be a
stimulating factor that will motivate students to analyse and evaluate higher cognitive goals
according to Bloom's taxonomy later in their studies at the technical universities.
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Summary
Motivation to study physics, acoustics and electrotechnology. This paper deals with the
using of acoustic experiments in teaching from the lowest levels of the education system,
motivation and stimulation into science, physics and acoustics from early childhood. Initial
playful experimentation is usually a stimulating factor that will later motivate students to
analyse and evaluate higher cognitive goals in their studies at the technical universities.
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HODNOTENIE KMITANIA DC MOTORČEKA VYUŽITÍM METÓDY ČASOVO
SYNCHRONIZOVANÉHO SPRIEMEROVANIA SIGNÁLU
Ondrej Chlebo, Juraj Úradníček, Miloš Musil

1 Úvod
Časovo synchronizované spriemerovanie signálu je vhodné použiť pri diagnostike strojov
a zariadení ako sú napríklad prevodovky alebo iné zariadenia s viacerými zdrojmi kmitania.
Výhoda spočíva v možnosti odfiltrovania ostatných zdrojov kmitania na hodnotenom
zariadení a diagnostikovať len komponent, ktorý nás zaujíma. V tomto príspevku sme sa
rozhodli využiť túto metódu na hodnotenie kmitania na DC motorčeku s integrovanou
prevodovkou používanom v automobilovom priemysle. Problém s analyzovaným
motorčekom spočíval vo zvýšenej hlučnosti pri jednom smere rotácie pričom pri rotácii
v opačnom smere sa prejavoval ako vyhovujúci. Účelom hodnotenia bolo identifikovať
príčinu nadmerného kmitania ako aj miesta s najväčšou intenzitou vibrácií potenciálne
spôsobujúceho zdroj hluku. Nakoľko motorček tvoril kompaktný celok s prevodovkou
rozhodli sme sa metódu časovo synchronizovaného spriemerovania použiť ako filter, ktorý
nám umožnil analyzovať samotný rotor a jeho uloženie.

2 Teória
Časovo synchronizované spriemerovanie TSA (Time Synchronous Averaging) sa používa na
filtrovanie signálu za účelom minimalizácie vplyvu signálu od komponentov, ktoré nie sú
spojené z frekvenciami analyzovaného komponentu. To uľahčuje proces analýzy napríklad pri
prevodovkách, kde táto metóda umožňuje analyzovať pastorok aj spoluzaberajúce koleso
samostatne. V praxi sa to robí tak, že sa spoločne spriemerujú série signálnych segmentov, z
ktorých každý prislúcha jednej perióde synchronizačného signálu. Teda pre filtrovaný signál
y(t) platí vzťah
(1)
Kde N je celočíselný počet harmonických frekvencií v súbore a T je periodický čas. Čím
vyššia je hodnota N tým je aj výšia účinnosť filtra [1].

3 Metodika experimentu
Pre získanie experimentálnych dát sme vykonali merania na dvadsiatich DC motorčekoch.
Ako záťaž a zároveň aj uloženie motorčeka slúžil mechanizmus okna. Na meranie boli
použité akcelerometre B&K 4508B002 a PCB 352C33. Na záznam signálov bola použitá
meracia karta NI9234 so vzorkovacou frekvenciou 51.2 kHz. Dáta boli spracované pomocou
softvéru MATLAB. Akcelerometre boli upevnené pomocou včelieho vosku a rozmiestnené
tak ako je to znázornené na obrázku 1.
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Obrázok 1. Rozmiestnenie akcelerometrov na hodnotenom DC motorčeku.

4 Frekvenčná analýza
Prvým krokom pri výpočte frekvenčného spektra z využitím časovo synchronizovaného
spriemerovania signálu je zistiť presné otáčky motorčeka. Následne sa mohlo pristúpiť
k výpočtu frekvenčného spektra pre oba smery rotácie (Obr. 2).

Obrázok 2. Frekvenčné spektrum motorčeka pre otváranie okna (vpravo) a zatváranie okna (vľavo).

Z frekvenčných spektier je dobre viditeľný nárast vyšších harmonických frekvencií pri
otváraní okna. To poukazuje na nedostatočnú tuhosť uloženia rotora v statore motorčeka [2,
3]. Nakoľko pri zatváraní sa rotor oprie o axiálne ložisko v prevodovke a pri otváraní
o axiálne ložisko v statore motorčeka, tak sme sa rozhodli urobiť experiment s modifikáciou
potenciálne problematického axiálneho ložiska. Za týmto účelom sme modifikovali motorček
tak ako je to znázornené na obrázku 3. Po odstránení pôvodného voľne vloženého teflonového
axiálneho ložiska sme nalisovali na stator domec pre pevné axiálne klzné ložisko. Ložiskový
domec bol poistený aj epoxidovým lepidlom pre zabezpečenie čo najtuhšieho spojenia domca
so statorom motorčeka.
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Obrázok 3. Modifikované axiálne ložisko.

Obrázok 4. Frekvenčné spektrum pre otváranie okna pôvodného motorčeka (vpravo) a modifikovaného
motorčeka (vľavo).

Z porovnaní grafov na obrázku 4 je viditeľní výrazný pokles amplitúd harmonických
frekvencií. To poukazuje na správnosť predpokladu, že problém je v nesprávnej konštrukcii
zadného axiálneho ložiska. Takéto plávajúce uloženie axiálneho ložiska spôsobovalo
nesúosové uloženie rotora a následnému zvýšeniu dynamického namáhania radiálneho ložiska
ako aj nároky na tuhosť uloženia tohto radiálneho ložiska. Zvýšené dynamické namáhanie
spôsobilo aj rozkmitanie motorčeka a časti rámu okna ktorý fungoval ako membrána
reproduktora a tým zvyšoval aj hladinu akustického výkonu. Z časti za to mohlo aj
nedostatočne tuhé spojenie statora motorčeka s rámom prevodovky.

5 Záver
Pre riešenie problému so zvýšeným akustickým výkonom DC motorčeka pre jeden smer
rotácie sme sa rozhodli využiť metódu časovo synchronizovaného spriemerovania signálu pre
výpočet frekvenčných spektier. Vďaka tejto metóde sme úspešne odfiltrovali signál od
ostatných komponentov DC motorčeka, čo nám umožnilo lepšie analyzovať jeho
problematickú časť a to uloženie rotora v klzných ložiskách na voľnom konci DC motorčeka.
Správnosť analýzy nám potvrdil experiment z konštrukčnou úpravou problematického
ložiska.
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Summary
Evaluation of DC motor vibration using the time synchronized signal average method.
This paper deals with rotor vibrodiagnostics of the DC motor used in automotive industry.
Since the motor includes a gearbox, we decided to use the Time Synchronous Averaging
(TSA) method. This method allowed us to diagnose the rotor more accurately. In this way, we
could identify causes of increased motor acoustic power more accurately. To confirm the
correctness of the analyses, the results were verified by the structural modification of the
problematic component. After the structural modification, acoustic performance of the DC
motor has been improved, as evidenced by a significant decrease in amplitudes of harmonic
frequencies.
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NEROVNOMĚRNĚ TEMPEROVANÉ LADĚNÍ A JEHO KONTROLA SLUCHEM
Karel Irmann

1 Úvod
V posledních třech stoletích se podařilo dokumentačně podchytit přibližně sto druhů
nerovnoměrně temperovaných ladění. Velká pozornost je věnována laděním připisovaným
J. S. Bachovi. V polovině 20. století přichází s výsledky svého bádání prof. Herbert Kelletat.
Předkládaná zpráva obsahuje intervalovou síť, ze které lze vyčíst intervalové vzdálenosti
jednotlivých tónů v centech.
Vztah mezi kmitočty dvou tónů intervalu udávanými v Hz a poměrovým měřítkem
intervalové vzdálenosti definovaným v centech je:
(1)
kde: n = centy; f2 = kmitočet vyššího tónu intervalu; f1 = kmitočet nižšího tónu intervalu.
Při zjišťování odlehlosti dvou tónů hudebního intervalu v centech vynásobíme logaritmické
vyjádření podílu jejich kmitočtu konstantou o hodnotě 3986,3137.

2 Vypracování
Intervalová síť byla vypracována pro tyto intervaly: velká sekunda, malá tercie, velká tercie,
čistá kvarta, čistá kvinta, malá sexta, velká sexta, malá septima. V tabulce 1 tyto intervaly,
definované počtem centů, jsou obsahem sloupců 2 až 9. Získané hodnoty jednotlivých
intervalů v centech jsme vypočetli dle vzorce, který je součástí úvodu této zprávy. Na konci
každého sloupce je uvedena hodnota příslušející tomuto intervalu v čistém přirozeném ladění.
Ve sloupci 1 jsou uvedeny frekvence tónů pro ladění Bach Kelletat od tónu c1 až h1. Tóny
označené příponou -is označují zvýšení o půl tónu, tak jak je v technickém názvosloví
zvykem.
Tabulka 1. dává podnět k hluboké analýze průběhu ladění dle Kelletata. Například můžeme
sledovat průběh velikosti jednotlivých intervalů v chromatickém postupu a porovnávat je
s velikostí čistého přirozeného intervalu. Můžeme sledovat, zda se na sebe navazující
intervaly doplňují do intervalu oktávy. Velikost intervalu oktávy je 1200 centů.
Postup při kontrole správného naladění intervalů je znázorněn v Tabulce 2. Dle dlouholetých
zvyklostí je použit pro sluchové doladění nástroje interval vzestupné čisté kvinty. Jeho průběh
je vyčíslen ve sloupci 6 intervalové sítě. Abychom se udrželi v rozsahu jedné a půl oktávy,
vracíme se v okamžicích vyznačených v Tabulce 2. silnou čarou, sestupnou oktávou 1200
centů. Tato skutečnost je také zřejmá z oktávového značení tónů. Z tabulky 2 použijeme
naznačený postup, přičemž začínáme v malé oktávě tonem h0. Každý interval je v tabulce
doplněn kontrolními údaji definujícími ladění Kelletat. Jsou to kmitočet tónu a jeho centová
odchylka od rovnoměrně temperovaného ladění, Z těchto údajů můžeme také vypočítat
centové rozpětí intervalu a počet záznějů při společném znění obou tónů.
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Tabuľka 1. Intervalová síť, velikost jednotlivých intervalů v centech. Ladění Kelletat.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frekvence
tón

Velká
sekunda

Malá
tercie

Velká
tercie

Čistá
kvarta

Čistá
kvinta

Malá
sexta

Velká
sexta

Malá
septima

262,84
c1

196
d1

294
dis1

387
e1

498
f1

700
g1

792
gis1

892
a1

996
ais1

275,86
cis1

204
dis1

297
e1

408
f1

498
fis1

702
gis1

802
a1

906
ais1

996
h1

294,34
d1

191
e1

302
f1

392
fis1

504
g1

696
a1

800
ais1

890
h1

1004
c2

311,49
dis1

204
f1

294
fis1

406
g1

498
gis1

702
ais1

792
h1

906
c2

996
cis2

328,48
e1

201
fis1

313
g1

405
gis1

504
a1

699
h1

813
c2

903
cis2

1009
d2

350,44
f1

202
g2

294
gis1

394
a1

498
ais1

702
c2

792
cis2

898
d2

996
dis2

369,14
fis1

204
gis1

304
a1

408
ais1

498
h1

702
cis2

808
d2

906
dis2

999
e2

393,81
g1

192
a1

296
ais1

386
h1

500
c2

696
d2

794
dis2

887
e2

998
f2

415,30
gis1

204
ais1

294
h1

408
c2

498
cis2

702
dis2

795
e2

906
f2

996
fis2

440
a1

194
h1

308
c2

398
cis2

504
d2

696
e2

806
f2

896
fis2

1008
g2

467,24
ais1

204
c2

294
cis2

400
d2

498
dis2

702
f2

792
fis2

904
g2

996
gis2

525,67
h1

204
cis2

310
d2

408
dis2

501
e2

702
fis2

814
g2

906
gis2

1006
a2

V čistém
přírodním
ladění

203,9

315,6

386,3

498,0

702,0

813,7

384,0

996,1
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Tabuľka 2. Postup sluchové kontroly ladění Bach-Kelletat.
Tóny
intervalu

h0

fis1

fis1

cis2

cis1

gis1

gis1

dis2

dis1

ais1

Frekvence
Hz

246,08

369,14

369,14

553,73

276,86

415,30

415,30

622,97

311,49

467,24

467,24

700,88

Odchylka
centy

-6

-4

-4

-2

-2

0

0

+2

+2

+4

+4

+6

Odlehlost
tónů
centy

Frekvence
Hz

f2

702

702

702

702

702

702

0

0

0

0

0

0

Zázněje
rázy
Tóny
Intervalu

ais1

f1

c2

c1

g1

g1

d2

d1

a1

a0

e1

e1

h1

350,44

525,67

262,84

393,81

393,81

588,69

294,34

440.00

220,00

328,68

328,68

492,17

+6

+8

+8

+8

+8

+4

+4

0

0

-5

-5

-6

Odchylka
centy
Odlehlost
tónů
centy
Zázněje
rázy

702

700

696

696

695

699

0

0,9

4

3

2,7

1,7

Odlehlost obou tónů intervalu čisté kvinty je dána centovým rozpětím. Čistý přirozený
interval o rozpětí 702 centů není doprovázen žádnými zázněji (interferenčními rázy). Pět
dalších zúžených kvint je doprovázeno vyznačeným počtem záznějů (3).

3 Závěr
Práce na problému nerovnoměrně temperovaného ladění J. S. Bacha dle Kelletata probíhala
postupně od roku 2009. Metodika vyhodnocování byla měněna a nakonec se stala shodnou
s metodikou, kterou používá Edwin Meier v publikaci „Historische Temperaturen“(4). V této
publikaci je vyhodnoceno 95 nerovnoměrných temperatur. Ladění Bach dle Kelletata mezi
nimi není. Hlavním cílem této studie bylo dokázat, jakým způsobem lze definováním
odlehlosti dvou tónů intervalu v centech přiblížit rozdíly jeho rozpětí. Tyto rozdíly nás
zajímají hlavně při rozboru charakteristik jednotlivých historických i novodobých
nerovnoměrných temperatur uplatňovaných při ladění hudebních nástrojů. Postup sluchové
kontroly uvedený v tabulce 2 pomáhá realizovat ladění Bach Kelletat bez měřících přístrojů.
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Summary
Aural fine tuning of uneven tempered tuning. According to the cent deviations from the
uniformly tempered tuning a1 = 440 Hz, the frequencies of tones of historical uneven
tempered J. S. Bach's tuning as per Kelletat have been determined. To determine the
remoteness of two tones in a musical interval in cents, we multiply the logarithmic value of
the ratio of their frequencies by a constant of 3986.3137.
; f2 = higher frequency; f1 = lower frequency
The Bach-Kelletat's tuning interval network is part of the present report.
An interval network has been developed for all musical intervals of the historical J. S. Bach's
tuning according to Herbert Kelletat. The interval size is defined by the number of cents. For
the purpose of aural fine tuning, a tuning procedure has been developed in which the net quint
interval is applied.
Seven intervals of 702 cents sound with no beats (no interference shocks). Two intervals of
700 and 699 cents are accompanied by moderately fast beats at 1.3/s. Three intervals of 696,
696 and 695 cents are accompanied by fast beats at 3/s.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL FEATURES OF NONSPECIFIC INFLUENCE OF NOISE
Iryna Myshchenko, Anatolii Kolhanov

1 Introduction
The most common energy concept of noise and many safety standards [1-4] are based on an
analysis of its specific effects on the human organism resulting in hearing loss of different
degrees. Measuring noise levels is the most important part of a workplace hearing
conservation and noise control program. At the same time, non-auditory, or nonspecific
effects of noise including changes in the cardiovascular and central nervous system such as
hypertension [5], changes in blood pressure and heart rate [6], annoyance [7], sleep-related
disorders [8] should be considered for the estimation of the degree of risk of occupational
pathology in workers exposed to noise.
Fluctuating noise, by its nature, is an information carrier. First, this conception was suggested
by Shannon and Weaver in their communication model in 1948 [9]. According to them,
information can only exist when there is doubt in which case there are at least two alternatives
requiring choice, selection, and discrimination. Entropy measures the rate of information gain
or degree of regularity in a time series. Ideally, entropy should be able to quantify the
complexity of any underlying structure in the series, as well as determine if the variation
arises from a random process. Thus, a high entropy score indicates a random or chaotic series,
whereas a low score indicates a high degree of regularity.
Our observations show that blue-collar workers, working in the noise background, use part of
acoustic signals for the general estimation of the manufacturing process, equipment integrity,
safety so that an acoustic field is an important information source. Necessary to incoming
information ratio determines the quality and intensity of human emotions [10] and the other
physiological responses. The higher level of entropy is, the harder an organism adapts to the
expected acoustic event. Thus, at the same dose of noise, the uncertainty of the acoustic field
might cause additional changes at the physiological level. Taking into account that auditory
analyzer has neural arrays with other nervous centres (reticular formation, limbic system,
sympathetic and parasympathetic centres, cortical structures), the changes in the central and
autonomic nervous systems might be deeper and earlier than hearing impairment [11].
The present article aimed to analyze the contribution of dose and entropy in the nonspecific
effects of noise on organisms of workers.

2 Methods
The study involved metallurgists - rolling mill operators (117 males) aged 27-41 years, having
4–9 years of experience in the industry. Noise levels, their spectral composition, and physical
characteristics of impulses (rise time, peak and maximum values, pulse duration, pauses) were
measured. Noise doses calculated by the formula:
(1)
 =  + 10 lg


8

where LA is the equivalent noise level, T is the total exposure time, hours; 8 is the shift
duration, (hours).
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The entropy Н, an indicator of the uncertainty of the sound field characteristics at the
workplace, was calculated as follows:

(2)
  = −   log 


where pi is the probability of the impulse occurrence (impulse, the sound event with certain
parameters).
The study planned and carried out as a factorial experiment, containing two levels (minimum
and maximum) of each two factors (entropy and noise level), being 2x2 factorial design.
Considering that each factor can be either at maximum or minimum level of variation, four
different combinations were possible. These four combinations allowed us to distinguish four
study subgroups, described in Table 1. D0-1, H0-1 – the levels of noise and entropy are
minimal. D0+1, H0+1 – the levels of noise and entropy are maximal ones.
Table 1.

Age-related characteristics and levels of factors at workplaces.

Signs

Levels of factors
H0-1; D0-1

H0-1; D0+1

H0+1; D0-1

H0+1; D0+1

Sample size

31

28

30

28

Age, years

31.9 ± 1.3

33.9 ± 1.5

31.0 ± 1.6

35.6 ± 1.4

Experience, years

6.6 ± 0.6

7.0 ± 0, 8

6.2 ± 0.5

6.8 ± 0.6

Noise dose, dBA

95.6 ± 0.6

105.4 ± 0.8

95.8 ± 0.5

104.4± 0.9

Entropy, bit / characters

1.59 ± 0.03

1.51 ± 0.04

2.61 ± 0.03

2.58 ±0.09

Indexes, characterizing the functional state of the cardiovascular system (CVS), were
registered before and after the work shift. The reaction of CVS on the physical loads
analyzed after the step-test, expressed in the changes of systolic and diastolic blood pressure
and indexes of the heart rate variability (HRV). Kerdo Index was calculated as:
 =  − / 
(3)
where SBP- systolic blood pressure, mm Hg; DBP – diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg; HR –
heart rate, beats/min.
Stress Index (SI) was calculated by the formula:
 !
(4)
 = 

2 !

∙

$ %

where: Amo - mode amplitude, Mo - mode, MxDMn - variation range.
The functional state of the central nervous system (CNS) evaluated before and after the work
shift by the assessment of hearing/visual-motion time delay, the Landolt's ring test and
measuring of the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF). Evaluation of visual and hearingmotion time delay consisted of measuring the time between visual/auditory signal input and
motor reaction when the participants tapped the button with the index finger. The amount of
information processed, productivity, attention rate and information perception rate before and
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after the work shift assessed by Landolt's ring test. CCF it is the frequency at which an
intermittent light stimulus appears to be completely steady to the human observer. CFF is an
important index which characterized visual temporal processing and an indicator of fatigue
evaluated before and after workload.
Obtained results were analyzed by the principal component analysis method [12] using
ANOVA. Significance of the differences in studied groups was calculated by the Student’s ttest.
The authors declare that they have no competing interests.
Ethics approval
The research complied with the standards and recommendations for biomedical research
involving human subjects adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly, Helsinki, Finland,
June 1964 and the 59th Meeting, Seoul, 2008. Informed written consent was obtained from
each subject prior to enrollment.

3 Results
Analysis of the generalities has revealed that the chosen noise characteristics (dose and
entropy) account for up to 80% (p <0.05) of the dispersion of nonspecific effects. So, the
largest number of significant (p<0.05) differences were between the indicators of the
functional state in groups in which the controlled factors were either at the lower or the upper
level of variation. The data, presented in Figure 1 indicate that in the group exposed to
maximal levels of entropy and dose of noise, systolic pressure, diastolic pressure and index
Kerdo were significantly higher than in polar group (H0-1, D0-1). Such value of Kerdo Index
testifies intensification of sympathetic influences in the regulation of the heart rhythm even
before the workload.
16

120

12
80

10
8

60

6

Kerdo Index

Blood pressure, Hg mm

14
100

40

4
20

2
0

0
H0-1; D0-1

H0-1; D0+1

Systolic blood pressure (SBP), mmHg

H0+1; D0-1

H0+1; D0+1

Diastolic blood pressure (DBP), mmHg

KI

Figure 1. The difference in systolic, diastolic pressure and Kerdo Index in studied groups before the work shift.

The same trend remained after 8 hours work shift. Maximum values of studied indexes of
CVS were in the group H0+1, D0+1 and minimum in the group H0-1, D0-1.
Reaction of CVS on the physical load (step-test) in different studied groups is shown in
Figure 2. Average duration of RR significantly decreases after physical loads which
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corresponds to literature data [6, 14]. At the same time, it’s necessary to notice that duration
of intervals was the lowest in the group of rolling mill operators exposed to the maximum
levels of noise and entropy and the highest one in the opposite group. The same tendency
concerns SI. According to the literature [13, 14], the level of SI≤50 units indicate the
prevalence of vagotonia in regulation of the heart rhythm; individuals with SI within 50-200
belong to the group of normotonia; SI≥200 points on the prevalence of sympathetic nervous
system. As can be seen from the present chart, initial values of SI were different. Participants
exposed to minimum levels of studied factors (H0-1; D0-1) had the lowest level of SI both
before and after step-test, indicating parasympathetic influence in the regulation of the heart
rhythm, whereas the highest values were registered in the group exposed to maximum levels
of dose and entropy.
90

900

734

800

779

70

700

503,4

60

600

50

500

40

400

182,4

30

300

309,3

20

286,8
137,4

95,7

10

Stress Index, units

Duration of RR intervals, ms

80

200
100

0

0
H0-1; D0-1

H0-1; D0+1

H0+1; D0-1

RR intervals, ms
Stress Index (SI)

H0+1; D0+1

RR after step-test, ms
Stress Index (SI) after step-test

Figure 2. Duration of RR intervals and SI before and after step-test in studied groups.

Reaction of the CNS on the workload, accompanied by the different levels of noise and
entropy revealed that there were no significant differences in the time of reaction between
stimulus onsets and motor response between studied groups (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the
number of errors made by rolling mill operators was different. As can be seen, in the group
exposed to minimal levels of noise and entropy number of errors in this test was
approximately the same, in groups exposed to different combination of noise dose and
entropy it significantly increased, reaching the maximum in the group where both controlled
factors were at the upper level of variation.
Indexes of memory and attention variated in much the same way (Table 2) and were the best
in the group (H0+1; D0-1) which regarded as yet another evidence of adaptation to the
anticipated event [15]. Apparently, the expected uncertainty of acoustic parameters at a
relatively small dose helps to mobilize these functions before the start of the work shift.
There was no significant difference in CFF between four studied groups of rolling mill
operators.
In case of simultaneous action of different factors on the resulting function, the question about
the power of their influence can be solved by dispersion analysis. Summarized results
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concerning the contribution of dose and entropy are presented in the Table 3 (only significant
results are shown).
30

1,8
1,6

25
20

Number of errors

Time of response, ms

1,4
1,2
1
15
0,8
10

0,6
0,4

5
0,2
0

0
H0-1; D0-1

H0-1; D0+1

H0+1; D0-1

H0+1; D0+1

HMTD before, ms

HMTD after, ms

VMTD before, ms

VMTD after, ms

Number of errors

Number of errors after

Figure 3. Visual/hearing motion time delay and number of errors before and after work shift in studied groups.
Table 2.

Indexes of memory and attention in Landolt’s ring test.

Indexes

Quantitative values for the levels of variation
H0-1; D0-1

H0-1; D0+1

H0+1; D0-1

H0+1; D0+1

Before the work shift
The amount of processed information, bits

241 ± 16

220 ± 15

235 ± 11

216 ± 12

Productivity, characters

147 ± 17

154 ± 18

110 ± 15

135 ± 19

Attention rate, %

34.6 ± 3.5

20.4 ± 2.2

31.2 ± 2.9

24.0 ± 2.2

Information perception rate, bit/s

1.09±0.05

0.87±0.07

1.02±0.09

0.91± 0.07

After the work shift
The amount of processed information, bits

245 ± 13

192 ± 17

256 ± 16

222 ± 14

Productivity, characters

171 ± 17

169 ± 19

158 ± 17

136 ± 17

Attention rate, %

41.1 ± 5.0

26.7 ± 3.7

58.5 ± 4.8

43.8 ± 6.2

Information perception rate, bit/s

1.12±0.05

0.91±0.08

1.38 ± 0.6

0.88 ± 0.06

4 Discussion
As can be seen (Figures 1, 2), chronic noise exposure causes specific changes in the
cardiovascular system, which is in agreement with numerous studies [6, 16, 17]. The question
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is how strong these changes depend on the physical and informational characteristics of noise
and if it is possible using them for the health risks assessment similar to the standard
ISO1999:2013 [19]. It is clear that the data are scarce for the new standard development but
well enough for the diagnose the degree of the nonspecific noise impact on the human
organism.
Table 3.

.

The contribution of energy and entropy to the level of nonspecific reactions of the body
(only significant results are shown).

Indexes

Indicators of the influence of controlled
factors
Noise dose

Entropy

The proportion of
the influence of
uncontrolled factors

Before the work shift
Diastolic blood pressure (DBP), mmHg

0.055*

0.94

RR, s

0.120 **

Variation range, s

0.158 **

0.84

SI

0.199 **

0.80

Variation range, s after step-test

0.196 **

0.80

0.084 *

0.79

Time delay of a differential visual-motion response, s
On the second positive signal after the
negative
Landolt ring’s test
Information perception rate, bit/s
Systolic blood pressure (SBP), mmHg
Variation range, s

0.085**

0.081 **
After the work shift
0.085 *
0.202 ***

Variation range after step-test, s

0.92
0.113 **

0.80

0.073 *

0.72

0.086 *

0.91

Time delay of a differential visual-motion response, s
On the first positive signal after the
0.068**
negative
On the second positive signal after the
negative
Landolt ring’s test
Attention rate, %
Information perception rate, bit / s

0.91

0.063 *

0.93
0.93

0.080 *

0.92

0.079 *

0.92

Conspicuous is the fact that an increase in entropy at the minimum (D0) dose leads to a slight
decrease (although nonsignificant) in blood pressure (-3 mmHg). At the same time, in the
group with controlled factors at the upper level (H0+1; D0+1), systolic pressure was
significantly (p<0.05) higher than in the "polar" group (H0-1; D0-1). It is possible to assume
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that the biological activity of entropy, as a parameter of the active noise, increases with
decreasing dose. The dynamic of a simple visual-motion time delay confirms this trend. An
increment of entropy at Д0= const led to an increase in its value (p <0.05; Figure 3). A
combination of a minimum entropy and a high dose of the noise caused the same response.
Obtained results testify an increase in sympathetic influences on the heart rhythm regulation,
especially for working in the noise conditions which activates the centralization in the
activation of heart rhythm.
SI of the participants was significantly higher in the group of metallurgists exposed to the
maximum level of entropy and minimum dose of the noise (H0+1; D0-1) comparing to
participants with minimum levels of studied factors (H0-1; D0-1).
The average value and mode of the RR intervals were the lowest in the group with maximum
values of the analyzed parameters and the highest in the group (H0-1; D0-1). The difference
between them was significant (p<0.01). Generally, an increase in the noise dose led to a
decrease of mean RR or the intensification of the heart rate (p<0.05) before the work shift.
Mode of RR intervals and variation range changed in the same way in the response of the
dose increase.
There was no impact of the step-test on the difference in studied parameters between the
groups before the work shift. We can only note an increase in the degree of the significance
between the SI in groups with D0 (95.6-95.8 dBA) at rising of entropy from H0 (1.59
bit/character) to H0+1 (2.61 bit/character) from p<0.05 to p<0.01.
The same tendencies remained in the indices of HRV after a work shift. However, the
statistical significance of differences slightly decreased. The highest value of SI observed in
the group (H0+1; D0-1) both at rest and after the step-test. There is no reason considering this
fact as yet another confirmation of the more noticeable effect of entropy on the organism at
low doses of noise since its increase (group H0+1; D0+1 after step-test) did not change the SI
(p> 0.05).
The dynamics of the functional state of the cardiovascular system indicated that an increase in
the energy and entropy of noise led to the inclusion of higher levels of the central nervous
system in the regulation process and a predominance of the central control circuit over the
autonomous one. The last one made itself evident in the increase of the mode amplitude of the
RR intervals, decrease in the absolute values of the mode and the variation range, and an
increase in the SI, which indicates the tension of adaptation mechanisms [6].
High energy noise and entropy decrease the functionality of the organism to a greater extent
than low levels of studied parameters. The comparative analysis of the HRV after the step-test
before and after the work shift evidenced this fact.
The values of the mode and variation range after step-test in the group (Н0-1; Д0+1) were
almost identical before and after the work shift, whereas these indexes significantly decreased
in the groups with a maximum value of entropy (Н0+1; D0-1 and H0+1; D0+1) (p <0.01). The
absolute value of the variation range both before and after the shift corresponded to the
physiological norm only in individuals exposed to factors at a lower level of variation (H0-1;
D0-1). Obtained results confirm the point of view about high sensitivity of the heart rate to the
uncertainty of the parameters of external signals.
Both before and after the work shift, the speed of information perception was the lowest in the
group with the maximum dose and entropy values of noise (H0+1; D0+1). For polar groups (H01; D0-1; and H0+1; D0+1), this difference was significant (p <0.05 before the work shift and p
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<0.001 after it). The speed of perception of information and productivity in the test after the
work shift slightly increased in almost all operators except the group with maximum values of
factors (H0+1; D0+1). Their performance practically did not change: 135 ± 19 and 136 ± 17.
Our results confirm the theory that noise has a suppressive effect on visual perception [20]
due to direct interaction of neural responses.

5 Conclusion
The higher the level of energy or entropy for a fixed value of another factor, the more
unfavourable the reaction of the organism is. Both controlled factors at the upper levels of
variation cause more adverse changes in the body of metallurgists. The cardiovascular system
is the most sensitive to the variation of the entropy of the acoustic field. Results of two-factor
analysis of variance confirm the significant contribution of the noise dose and entropy in
nonspecific physiological reactions.
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Summary
Physiological features of nonspecific influence of noise. Estimation of the degree of risk of
occupational pathology in workers exposed to different levels of industrial noise and noise
entropy should include assessment of nonspecific physiological response. The present article
aimed to analyze the contribution of dose and entropy in nonspecific effects of noise on the
organisms of metallurgists. The study involved 117 males, rolling mill operators, aged from
27 from 41 years having 4-9 years of experience, divided into four subgroups depending on
the level of controlled factors (dose and entropy of noise). Comparative analysis of indexes,
characterizing the functional state of the cardiovascular and central nervous systems measured
before and after a work shift and step-test between studied groups was conducted. The most
negative physiological changes were registered in the group in controlled factors at the upper
level of variation, primarily affecting the cardiovascular system. Studied participants exposed
to maximum levels of dose or entropy had a significant prevalence of sympathetic influence
in the regulation of the heart rhythm, worsening of information perception. The biological
activity of entropy, as a parameter of the affecting noise, increased with decreasing dose.
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SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY DEPENDENCE ON NUMBER AND POSITION OF
SIMULTANEOUS SOUND SOURCES
Kristian Jambrošić, Marko Horvat, Dominik Kisić, Tin Oberman

1 Introduction
The capacity of human hearing to clearly distinguish sound sources, either by their position
and/or their informational contents, was a major research topic in the field of psychoacoustics
in the last couple of decades [BLAUERT 1996, SUZUKI et al 2011]. Nowadays, the findings
of this research become even more important because of novel technologies of threedimensional sound reproduction system, including also virtual reality audio-video systems,
that provide means of synthesizing any virtual sound field with almost an unlimited number
of sound sources around the listener [ALTMAN et al 2016, VORLÄNDER 2007, LOKKI et
al 2008].
By examining such sound reproduction systems in more details, one can observe that
multichannel reproduction systems, consisting of several spaced loudspeakers, are driven with
usually heavily correlated audio signals, especially having in mind the amplitude panning law
used in all stereophonic systems [HOLMAN 2007, ROGINSKA 2017]. Therefore, although
signals from different loudspeakers could be completely uncorrelated, they are mostly quite
correlated in the audio production. On the other hand, virtual reality systems and auralization
systems in general that use loudspeakers or headphones for sound reproduction can support
many virtual sound sources from various directions and distances. The sound sources here can
be also completely uncorrelated, and these systems offer the most natural hearing experience.
This is especially true for 3D ambisonics systems and binaural systems with head position
tracking [OREINOS et al 2015, JAMBROSIC et al 2019].
Evaluation of sound perception tasks is done using listening tests on a statistically significant
sample of listeners since there is a certain variability on how each individual person perceives
sound. Therefore, many listening test procedures have been introduced in became very
common in order to optimize the design and implementation of these tests [BECH et al 2006,
KISIĆ 2019]. Some decisions must be made before starting with the test design. One
important choice is between in-situ listening tests (in a natural environment), and tests in
laboratories where the sound field is re-created using either loudspeakers in different setups,
or headphones. The later spaces offer more control over all interfering parameters (heat, rain,
sunlight, noise, etc.), so they are very much preferred. But, even in the tests are conducted in
laboratories, one has to choose between tests in free field conditions (e.g. using anechoic
chambers) where the room influence can be neglected, and tests in more reverberant spaces
which might be a more natural surroundings for some sort of tests since the hearing
mechanism operates non-stop in non-anechoic environments.
In this paper, a typical cocktail-party effect setup with an increasing number of simultaneous
uncorrelated speech sources was examined in two acoustically different rooms in order to find
out the capacity of suppressing unwanted signals and to check the room influence on the
speech resolving mechanism of people. Other authors have also made research for multi
speaker scenarious, but not always in a natural, reverberant environment where real-life
conditions would be simulated as close as possible [HAWLEY et al 1999]. Moreover, these
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experiments were rarely conducted using many simultaneous natural sound sources, thus
simulating a typical cocktail party setup where more than ten simultaneous speakers from
various directions can easily occur.

2 Listening test setup
2.1 Hardware and software setup
Having in mind the common situations where verbal communication is required, the listening
tests in this research were made with all the sources, both useful and disturbing, located in the
horizontal plane.
The test setup consisted of loudspeakers placed along the circumference of a circle with the
radius of 2 meters. The listener was placed in the centre of the said circle, thereby being
located at equal distance from all the loudspeakers. The listening position was set to be in the
horizontal plane that contained the acoustics centres of all the loudspeakers. The height of the
seated listener was adjusted accordingly, so that the ears of the listener would be exactly in
the described horizontal plane. The number of active loudspeakers and their positions was
changed from one listening test to the next, as described below in detail. Given the radius of
the said circle and the size of the loudspeakers, the minimum possible azimuthal spacing
between the adjacent loudspeakers was 30°, which corresponds to 12 possible loudspeaker
positions. Since the usual communication is done in the frontal half of the horizontal plane,
for the test the frontal 7 positions were used plus the position at 180° azimuth as an anchor
point directly behind the listener.
The loudspeakers used in this experiment were active, bookshelf-sized near-field studio
monitors with a reasonably flat (within ±3 dB) frequency response in the frequency range
from 70 to 20000 Hz, thus representing high-quality sources for speech reproduction. The
maximum sound pressure level these loudspeakers can provide is 101 dB at 1 meter, which
was more than enough to ensure that the reproduced speech would not have audible
distortions at any reproduction level used in the tests. The loudspeakers were placed on heavy
and stable metal stands. The loudspeakers were connected to a multichannel sound card and
through it with a personal computer with appropriate DAW software. All test signals were
sampled with a standard sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and quantized at 16-bit resolution.
The test setup included two basic configurations. In both of them, the test signal was always
reproduced by the loudspeaker at the azimuth of 0°. The first configuration has the listener
face the loudspeaker at azimuth 0°. The loudspeakers are distributed evenly every 30° in the
forward half-circle (from the viewpoint of the listener), with an additional loudspeaker at
azimuth 180°. In the second configuration, the listener is now facing the loudspeaker at the
azimuth of 90°, and the loudspeakers are still evenly distributed from -90° to 90° (now the left
half-circle from the viewpoint of the listener). In this case, there is no loudspeaker at azimuth
180°. Both configurations are shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Test signals
For the purpose of this research, test speech signals in form of full sentences were used in
listening tests. A total of 184 different sentences were chosen from Croatian literature works.
All test sentences were recorded as they were read by a reference male speaker at a uniform
speed. The length of all the sentences was similar, and the time required to read each sentence
never exceeded 5.5 seconds. After recording, the recorded waveforms containing individual
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sentences were analysed and their level adjusted, so that the average RMS power of each
waveform (sentence) was set to -24 dB(FS). The distraction speech signals were also full
sentences chosen randomly from radio shows. The speakers were male, and apart from them
speaking, the chosen signals contained no background music or noise. The length of these
distraction signals was set to 6 seconds, with fade-in and fade-out length of 250 ms, so that
the precedence effect would be eliminated. The content of the distraction sentences was not
analysed. The waveforms containing the distractions sentences were adjusted for level the
same way as was done with test sentences.

Figure 1. Loudspeaker configurations and the orientation of the listener, as used in listening tests.

The spectral content of all sentences was analysed and expressed as average spectrum. The
goal of this analysis was to determine if there are notable differences between the speech
spectrum of the speaker who read the test sentences and the speech spectrum of the speakers
who provided the distraction sentences. The results of this analysis is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The average amplitude spectrum of the speaker who read the test sentences (blue) and the average
spectrum of the selected four speakers who provided the distraction sentences (red) (in dB) vs frequency (in Hz).
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2.3 The course of the tests
The audio signals in each test example were arranged in the following manner. A sinusoidal
signal with the frequency of 250 Hz and the duration of 0.5 seconds was reproduced first as
an announcement to the listener that the test example is about to commence. This “warning
sign” was reproduced by the loudspeaker that also reproduces test sentences. The
reproduction of the distraction sentences began 0.5 seconds after the warning signal had
finished. Each distraction sentence was reproduced by a single loudspeaker. The reproduction
of the test sentence began 1 second after the warning signal had finished, and the test sentence
was reproduced over a separate loudspeaker. The test example was followed by a 23-second
long period of silence, during which the listeners had to write down the entire test sentence as
they had heard it. Three different groups of one test sentence and one or more distraction
sentences were put together, so that the diversity of interaction between different speech
signals would be as large as possible.
An example of a test example used in the listening tests is shown in Figure 3. The warning
sinusoidal signal and the test sentence are sent to the same track in the DAW software, and,
consequently, to the same loudspeaker. Four distraction sentences occupy the four remaining
tracks, and are sent to four different loudspeakers.

Figure 3. An example of the arrangement of the individual tracks in a test example.

2.4 The investigated spaces
The listening tests were made in two acoustically very different spaces, but similar in terms of
size. Both rooms have the same width and height, and differ only in length, which also
reflects to a difference in volume. As for their acoustical properties, the room designated as a
listening room is acoustically treated to meet the relevant requirements, and the resulting midfrequency single-number reverberation time is 0.57 seconds. On the other hand, the acoustical
properties of the room used as a lecture room have not been improved in any way, as no
acoustic treatment has ever been implemented. Therefore, the acoustic situation in the room is
dictated only by the existing finishing materials, and the resulting mid-frequency
reverberation time has an excessive value of 1.39 seconds. The basic data on the two
investigated spaces is given in Table 1.

2.5 The form of the results
To analyse the speech intelligibility, four keywords were defined in each test sentence. These
keywords were compared with the ones written down by the listeners after they had heard a
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test sentence. The keywords that were correctly heard and written down were counted, and the
overall intelligibility was determined as the ratio of the correctly heard keywords to the total
number of keywords in a given test series. The obtained value was expressed as a percentage.
Table 1. The basic data on the two investigated spaces.
Room
Listening room
Lecture room

Length
(m)
10.20
11.95

Width
(m)
7.05
7.05

Height
(m)
3.20
3.20

Volume
(m3)
230
270

Reverberation
time RT20 (s)
0.57
1.39

Noise level LEQ
(dBA)
31
42

2.6 The listening test cases
For the purpose of this research, 15 different test cases were defined, as shown in Table XX.
The test sentences were reproduced with a loudspeaker at azimuth 0° in all cases. The number
of distraction signals and the azimuth of the loudspeakers that were reproducing them are
shown in the corresponding columns of Table 2. In the first 11 cases, the listener faces the
loudspeaker that reproduces the test sentences, and in the remaining four cases, the orientation
of the listener is changed by 90° in the clockwise direction. The same group of listening test
cases was done in both investigated spaces.
A total of 17 listeners took part in the testing in the listening room, and 15 listeners
participated in the tests carried out in the lecture room.
Table 2. Test cases defined for examination by listening tests.
Test case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Number of
distraction signals
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
6
2
2
2
4

Distraction coming from azimuth (°)
-30
-60
-90
-180
-30, 30
-60, 60
-90, 90
-180, -90, 90
-60, -30, 30, 60
-90, -60, 60, 90
-90, -60, -30, 30, 60, 90
-30, 30
-60, 60
-90, 90
-60, -30, 30, 60

The orientation of the listener
towards azimuth (°)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90

3 The results
The results of the listening tests are shown in Table 3 for all 15 test cases, and for both
investigated rooms. The results shown in Table 3 suggest that, on a global scale, the macroacoustical conditions in a room, perceived and described by its reverberance, have an
influence on speech intelligibility. The results obtained for a more reverberant lecture room
show a consistent increase in the mean percentage of incorrectly heard keywords for all 15
test cases, compared to the results obtained for the listening room with well-controlled
reverberation.
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Table 3. The percentage of incorrectly heard keywords, displayed for all 15 test cases in both rooms as a) mean
value, and b) standard deviation for the entire group of listeners.
Test
case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Listening room

Lecture room

Mean (%)

Standard deviation (%)

Mean (%)

Standard
deviation (%)

3,4
1,5
4,9
5,9
27,5
20,1
19,6
41,2
62,7
55,4
89,2
42,2
21,6
5,4
78,9

5,9
3,3
7,8
10,9
17,6
12,5
14,1
17,0
20,0
15,3
12,4
21,3
16,9
7,8
12,5

16,1
7,2
8,9
13,3
46,1
37,8
38,9
69,4
80,0
77,2
95,0
58,9
40,0
22,8
83,3

15,9
9,4
8,6
11,3
12,1
25,0
24,1
12,9
10,4
13,5
5,3
17,7
17,0
14,9
17,5

As a parameter, the number of distracting signals/sounds also has an influence on speech
intelligibility. Before employing the distracting speech signals, an initial test was made
without them, and in this case, there were no errors in understanding any of the keywords; in
other words, the percentage of incorrectly heard words was zero. With introduced distracting
speech sounds, the percentage of misunderstood words rises, with its value reaching 90 % for
six distracting sounds. Since all the sounds were adjusted so that their RMS level is the same,
the sheer energy of the distracting sounds will increase with the number of distracting sounds,
and surpass the energy of a single source that reproduces the useful test sound.
The position of the distracting sound sources relative to the position of the source of useful
sound, and relative to the listener has proved to have an impact on the resulting speech
intelligibility. The general conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that speech
intelligibility will be higher if the hearing system is able to make a clear distinction between
individual sources. The said distinction is viewed in terms of the interaural time and level
differences as important cues in binaural listening. In terms of the obtained results, the effect
is most visible with one or two distracting sources. The general observation is that the
distracting sound sources should be placed far enough apart in space from the source of useful
sound, so that each source would produce different binaural cues at the listener position. A
bad case would be to place the distracting source(s) close to the source of useful sound, but
also behind the listener. In all these cases, the binaural cues will be similar for all the sources,
making it difficult for the hearing system to distinguish between them.
The orientation of the listener relative to the source of useful sound and to distracting sources
also plays a significant role in understanding speech. A comparison of results obtained for test
cases 5, 6, and 7 with 12, 13 and 14, respectively, reveals that the rate of improvement of
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speech intelligibility is greater for the latter group of cases. In other words, when the listener
is not actually facing the source of useful sound, but that sound comes from the lateral
direction (from the left in this case), moving the distracting sources apart from each other and
from the source of useful sound will lead to a fast and great improvement when it comes to
understanding speech.
Figure 4 shows these results also graphically. It becomes clear that the increase in the number
of distracting speakers is almost linearly increasing also the number of incorrect keywords,
until a certain saturation point for these curves since 100% is the maximum error rate.
Moreover, the difference in keyword errors between the listening room and the lecture room
is shown in Figure 5. For all test cases, the keyword error is higher in the more reverberant
room, as it was obvious from the results shown in Table 3.

Figure 4. Average keyword error vs. number of distracting speakers in the listening room. Different curves
connect cases with same minimum angular distance between the referent and closest distracting source.
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Figure 5. Comparison of average keyword error between listening room and lecture room for the same test
cases.

4 Conclusions
Multichannel sound reproduction systems became very common in the last two decades and
are used widely. It is well known that different rooms have different speech intelligibility
depending on their characteristics, thus influencing the listening experience. A multichannel
loudspeaker setup was used to investigate the influence of the number of distracting speakers
on the speech intelligibility of a referent speaker in a typical cocktail party effect test. The
complete set of tests were repeated in two rooms of similar size, but different acoustic
finishing, thus having different reverberation times and objective speech intelligibility
parameters.
It was found that speech intelligibility, measured as the number of correctly heard key words
in spoken sentences, falls below 50% for two or three distracting sources which were
simultaneously emitting speech signals. This effect depends on the azimuth and angular
distance of the distracting sources. Moreover, since the two test rooms had different acoustic
finishing of their walls, although of similar shape and size, there was a difference in the
direction, amplitude and amount of early reflections reaching the test persons in both rooms.
It became obvious that this influenced the sound source perception in increasing the sound
image shift and was directly influencing the overall speech intelligibility in both rooms.
Generally, rooms with bigger reverberation time give worse intelligibility.
All these outcomes have been additionally proven by statistical tools, thus giving significance
to the findings. Therefore, the results of this research can be used as a recommendation for
adding multiple speaking signals in a listening environment, both in the real and the virtual
world.
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Summary
Speech Intelligibility Dependence on Number and Position of Simultaneous Sound
Sources. The capacity of human hearing to clearly differentiate the position and/or
informational contents of a referent sound source is limited when other, masking sound
sources are simultaneously active. It is important to understand these limitations since
nowadays novel technologies of virtual acoustics can simulate an almost unlimited number of
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sound sources in the created sound field, for example in the gaming industry. In this paper, a
variation of the cocktail party effect was researched by performing speech intelligibility tests
of a referent male speaking voice, but with the addition of up to six simultaneous, masking
speaking voices from different direction around the listeners. The tests were repeated with the
same setup in two rooms with different acoustic characteristics, thus having different speech
transmission index values. The test results are compared and the decrease in speech
intelligibility is shown in relation to the number of masking sources and their position.

Keywords
Speech intelligibility; multiple sound sources; room acoustics; cocktail party effect.
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ARCHITEKTONICKÉ ASPEKTY OBNOVY PAMIATOK
(NOVÁ ÚLOHA ARCHITEKTA PRI ZACHOVANÍ KULTÚRNEJ IDENTITY)
Jana Gregorová

1 Úvod
Proces globalizácie núti všetky kultúrne komunity , aby prešli individuálnym procesom
sebareflexie a novej interpretácie vlastnej kultúrnej identity. V dôsledku uvedomenia si
globálnej ekologickej krízy sa v celosvetovom meradle rieši potreba kultúrnej diverzity.
Vytvára sa pojem “kultúrny ostrov”. V súčasnosti, v dobe digitálnych technológií a výraznej
zmeny spôsobu života, sa pozostatky niekdajších kultúr zachovávajú systematickejšie, s čoraz
väčším tlakom na akceptovanie požiadaviek doby. Jednou zo špecifických vlastností, ktoré
dané štruktúry ochranou nadobudli je ich význam exponátu. V súvislosti s potrebou
uchovania kultúrnej diverzity sa čoraz nástojčivejšie objavuje pojem identita. Jej uchovanie je
jedným zo základných predpokladov zabezpečenia kultúrnej udržateľnosti. Systém
pamiatkovej starostlivosti je potom možné považovať za nástroj kultúrnej udržateľnosti.
Spôsob jej aplikácie pri ochrane a následnej rehabilitácii s ňou spojeného architektonického
dedičstva závisí od toho, aký model kultúrneho konceptu jednotlivé kultúrne komunity
preferujú. V zmysle kultúrnej udržateľnosti je podstatné, aby sa vlastné kultúrne tradície
kontinuálne uchovávali a ostávali súčasťou života danej komunity. V európskom kultúrnom
kontexte sa vykryštalizovali tri výrazné koncepty [1].
Hegenoniálny koncept je založený na pozitívnom základnom postoji k vlastným kultúrnym
tradíciám. Spravidla odmieta cudzie kultúrne tradície a hodnoty a vytvára nástroje
zabraňujúce ich prenikaniu a vplyvom. Produkuje dominantné majoritné kultúrne hodnoty a
normy a zároveň potláča prejavy minoritných foriem. Celkové smerovanie smeruje k
homogenizácii kultúrneho života.
Konzervatívny koncept sa sústreďuje na konzerváciu existujúcich foriem kultúrneho života a
už vopred odmieta akýkoľvek kultúrny import. Pozitívne sa prejavuje najmä v nepriaznivých
obdobiach alebo ekonomicky nevhodných podmienkach, kedy by ľahko mohlo dôjsť k
ohrozeniu či zániku danej kultúry. Spomalenie až stagnácia kultúrneho rozvoja sa však javí
ako negatívum tohto konceptu.
Emancipačný koncept kriticky prehodnocuje vlastné kultúrne tradície a je relatívne otvorený
voči vonkajším kultúrnym vplyvom, avšak odôvodnene odmieta také snahy, ktoré by
spôsobili deštrukciu existujúcich kultúrnych foriem a znemožnili tak ich reprodukciu. Z
hľadiska opätovného využitia kultúry sa tento model javí ako najschopnejší.
V bohatších krajinách západnej Európy, s kontinuálne udržiavaným hodnotným pamiatkovým
fondom, koordinovanejšími investičnými tlakmi a vyššou kultúrnou úrovňou obyvateľstva sa
uplatňuje hegemoniálny a emancipačný model ochrany kultúrnej identity. Na Slovensku je
však situácia iná. Výrazný úbytok pamiatkových štruktúr dokumentuje výskum realizovaný v
90.- tych rokoch 20. storočia. Zistilo sa, že veľkosť pamiatkového fondu je v rámci EÚ štvrtá
od konca. Aj táto bilancia je pravdepodobne dôvodom, prečo sa na Slovensku uplatňuje
konzervatívny model zachovania kultúrnej identity, výrazne presadzovaný práve inštitúciami
zabezpečujúcimi pamiatkovú ochranu.
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2 Pomenovanie problému z hľadiska zachovania architektonického
dedičstva
Ak bolo od vzniku moderny za novátorské považované akceptovanie neadekvátnych
investičných tlakov a rôznorodosť názorov na kvalitnú tvorbu jednotlivých architektov
(výsledkom čoho bola heterogenita tradičnej štruktúry), tak v súčasnosti je čoraz viac
preferovaná tendencia jasne definovaného systému ochrany vymedzených kultúrnych
ostrovov (u nás pamiatkovo chránených štruktúr). Hlavným programom architektonickej
tvorby v nich by preto malo byť obnovenie ich zaniknutej integrity a návrat homogenity.
Takto nastavený proces programovo chráni a adekvátnymi prostriedkami obnovuje
“historicitu”. Renomovaní špecialisti sa overenými spôsobmi pokúšajú “zastaviť čas” a
“zvýrazniť stárie” chránených štruktúr. Z hľadiska zachovania identity sa jedná o vedomú
snahu túto navrátiť aj v prípade, že z rôznych dôvodov zanikla.

3 Pozície architekta v procese obnovy architektonického dedičstva
Stály úbytok pamiatok má za následok, že pracovníci inštitúcií zabezpečujúcich pamiatkovú
ochranu (PÚ SR, MKSR…) čoraz naliehavejšie požadujú od architektov empatickejšie
riešenia, rešpektujúce charakter pamiatkovo chránených miest. Pre danú činnosť je potrebný
architekt so špeciálnym vzdelaním. Prax na Slovensku však špecialistov tohto druhu
nevyžaduje.
V zmysle zákona NR SR č.49/2002 Z. z. o ochrane pamiatkového fondu, sa vyžaduje potreba
vykonávania pamiatkových výskumov pri kultúrnych pamiatkach, pamiatkových územiach,
archeologických nálezoch a o archeologických náleziskách. Výskum môže vykonávať len
fyzická osoba s osobitnou odbornou spôsobilosťou v príslušnom odbore na základe
osvedčenia vydaného ministerstvom na päť rokov. Príslušné KPÚ s príslušným stavebným
úradom zabezpečujú podmienky ochrany architektonického dedičstva či už zachovaného
alebo v stave ruiny. Samotnej projekčnej činnosti a potreby špecializácie v oblasti obnovy sa
však v zákone venuje iba minimálna pozornosť.
Absencia architektov v obci pamiatkárov potom spôsobuje, že regulácia obnovy máva zväčša
dielčí charakter, venujúci sa výlučne iba ochrane pamiatkových hodnôt. Ambície regulovať sa
týkajú najmä ochrany fyzickej podstaty originálu, menej už kontextu, kde sa originál
nachádza.
Absencia pamiatkárov v obci architektov zasa spôsobuje, že dotvorenie chýbajúcich častí
pamiatkových štruktúr sa stane výlučne doménou architektov, ktorí kontinuitu tradície buď
nepoznajú, alebo ju nechápu ako hodnotu, ktorú treba zachovať či kontinuálne rozvíjať. Pri
takomto postoji sa potom programovo vytvárajú aj na plochách stavebných prelúk v
pamiatkovo chránených územiach kontrastné novotvary, ktoré pôvodný, kontinuálne
vytváraný identický obraz historických miest nenávratne zničia.
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Obrázok 1. Strata pôvodného charakteru najidentickejšieho pohľadu na historické mesto Bratislavy v dôsledku
nedostatočnej regulácie novej zástavby v Podhradí (zdroj https://podhradie.fara.sk/o_podhradi/vznik).

Je zrejmé, že extrémne postoje pamiatkárov a architektov danej situácii nepomôžu. Bolo by
preto žiadúce, aby sa problém riešil. Úloha architekta má totiž v každej etape obnovy
pamiatky svoje špecifické miesto. Komplexnosť profesie sa využíva v predprojektovej,
projektovej a realizačnej etape. Z uvedeného vyplýva, že architekt je:
• súčasťou interdisciplinárneho tímu, ktorého hlavným cieľom je navrhnúť a zrealizovať
optimálnu obnovu pamiatky, s dôrazom na maximálne zachovanie autenticity a
zrozumiteľnosti pri prezentácii pamiatky,
• súčasťou výskumného tímu pri interpretácii architektonických dimenzií zničených aj
zachovaných objektov, súborov, sídel...,
• metodikom pri návrhu optimálnej prezentácie zachovanej či narušenej architektúry, je
autorom rámcovej metódy pamiatkovej obnovy,
• projektantom, ktorý je nútený vysporiadať sa s prezentáciou pamiatkovo chráneného
objektu či lokality tak v urbanistickej ako aj architektonickej dimenzii.
Ak pripustíme, že práca so špecifikami pamiatkovo chránenej štruktúry je dlhodobý
metodický proces, na ktorom sa v interdisciplinárnej spolupráci podieľajú všetky zúčastnené
profesie, tak môžeme z hľadiska navrhovania hovoriť o metodickom projektovaní.
Architektonické dedičstvo je chápané ako exponát a zároveň nositeľ identity. Preto je
legitímne, že sa v tejto súvislosti požaduje, aby sa zaniknuté identické znaky obnovili. Iným
spôsobom je potom ťažké navrátiť stratenú historicitu, ktorú spravidla väčšina návštevníkov v
našich historických mestách právom očakáva. V rámci takto definovaného projektovania je
základným východiskom určenie tzv. rámcovej metódy pamiatkovej obnovy, ktorá určí
základný charakter nových vstupov do pamiatky. Môže byť synteticko-rekonštrukčná
(obnovujúca pôvodnú integritu, zachovávajúca pôvodný charakter pamiatky) alebo
analyticko-modernistická (rešpektujúca inakosť nového zásahu). Na základe metodického
navrhovania vznikajú varianty riešení ako výsledok dialógu medzi pamiatkarmi, projektantmi,
investormi, či inými dotknutými subjektmi [2].
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Obrázok 2. Strata pôvodnej identity lokality Kamenného námestia v Starom meste Bratislavy v dôsledku
modernistickej prestavby. Foto v poradí za sebou zľava doprava – tradičná zástavba kompaktného mesta z 30tych rokov 20. storočia, nedokončená funkcionalistická prestavba ešte kompaktného mesta, zničenie pôvodného
charakteru zástavby modernistickým solitérom (zdroj – archív Eva Borecká).

4 Aplikácia metodického projektovania na vybraných lokalitách
pamiatkovej zóny Modre
Mestám, ktoré z rôznych dôvodov v nedávnej minulosti svoju identitu stratili, je možné na
základe dôsledne realizovaných archívnych a iných pamiatkových výskumov vrátiť ich
pôvodnú integritu. Rehabilitácia takto narušených miest je veľmi zložitý proces a musí
zohľadňovať aj nové požiadavky, ktoré sa v súčasnosti na atraktívnu lokalitu či objekt kladú.
Vyžaduje si hneď v začiatku procesu systematickú spoluprácu všetkých zúčastnených zložiek.
Ťažiskovou sa javí predprojektová etapa procesu, v rámci ktorej sa na základe výskumov a
analýz definuje rámcová metóda obnovy. Pri mestách, kde sa vyžaduje ich obnova do
určitého historického stavu, je preferovaná synteticko-rekonštrukčná metóda obnovy.
V príspevku je dokumentovaný proces metodického projektovania pri hľadaní rámcovej
metódy obnovy vybraných lokalít Pamiatkovej zóny v Modre. Formou predprojektovej
prípravy boli variantne riešené identické objekty, areály či verejné priestory, pri ktorých bola
jednotne uplatňovaná synteticko-rekonštrukčná metóda obnovy s cieľom návratu historického
jadra do podoby z konca 19. storočia. Mesto prešlo viacerými vývojovými etapami, z ktorých
najvýraznejšími boli renesančno–baroková etapa (18. storočie), romantická etapa (19.
storočie) a súčasná etapa, značne narušená neúdržbou (21. storočie).
Formou regulatívov či architektonických štúdií boli vyhotovené predprojektové dokumentácie
objednané mestom Modra alebo súkromným investorom. Boli spracované regulatívy obnovy
mestského opevnenia, návrh rehabilitácie námestia Ľudovíta Štúra a objekt bývalého
Štampelovského mlyna, tvoriaceho súčasť vodohospodárskeho systému súvisiaceho s
mestskou priekopou.
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Obrázok 3. Koncepcia obnovy historického sídla Modry, s vyznačením hraníc Pamiatkovej zóny s mestským
opevnením. Ružovou farbou sú vyznačené najidentickejšie lokality a objekty mesta. A- lokalita Štampelovského
mlyna, B lokalita jedinej zachovanej brány opevnenia – Horná brána, C – námestie Ľudovíta Štúra (zdroj archív
autorky [4]).

Pri návrhu prezentácie mestského opevnenia [3] sa zvýraznila funkcia ruiny opevnenia ako
exponátu, s akceptovaním priestoru priekopy a náznakom zaniknutých brán z obdobia 19.
storočia, kedy opevnenie stratilo svoju obrannú funkciu a priekopy už boli zasypané.

Obrázok 4. Hypotetické rekonštrukcie vývojových etáp mestského opevnenia Modry. Obrázky v poradí za
sebou, zľava doprava – renesančno-baroková etapa s priekopu, etapa z 19. storočia so zasypanou priekopu ale
ešte funkčným mostom pri Hornej bráne, súčasný stav (zdroj autorky [3]).

Obrázok 5. Možné varianty prezentácie mestského opevnenia v súvislosti s Hornou bránou. Obrázky v poradí
za sebou, zľava doprava – prezentácia analytickej sondy priekopy s mostom a vyznačením pôvodného priebehu
zaniknutých hradieb v pôdoryse z renesančno-barokovej etapy, prezenácia náznaku mosta a zaniknutého
opevnenia z 19. storočia a prezentácia zaniknutého opevnenia v pôdoryse (zdroj autorky [3]).
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Pri návrhu obnovy námestia Ľudovíta Štúra [4] do 19. storočia sa výrazne zohľadňovali
požiadavky na eliminovanie negatívnych vplyvov statickej a dynamickej dopravy. Pri riešení
funkčného verejného priestoru mesta bolo potrebné skĺbiť požiadavky na pamiatkovú obnovu
s novým využitím. Z hľadiska obnovy boli navrátené pôvodné prvky drobnej architektúry,
zelene, vodných prvkov či historických kandelábrov na pôvodné miesto. Nové požiadavky
zohľadňovali potrebu prepojenia námestia s priestorom priekopy opevnenia v rámci ktorej
bola navrhnutá cyklistická doprava. Boli navrhnuté aj nové prvky lavičiek, zastávok
autobusov, či iných prvkov drobnej architektúry.

Obrázok 6. Návrh obnovy Námestia Ľudovíta Štúra. Obrázky v poradí zľava doprava - stav námestia zo
začiatku 20. storočia, návrh obnovy námestia s eliminovaním dopravy a vrátením objektov drobnej architektúry
na pôvodné miesto (zdroj autorky [4]).

Pri návrhu obnovy bývalého Štampelovského mlyna [5] boli v rámci študentských
klauzúrnych prác navrhnuté tri varianty prezentácie mlyna podľa príslušnej stavebnej etapy
Prezentácia barokovo-renesančnej etapy navrhovala obnovu vodného kolesa s náhonom. Bola
zohľadnená situácia súčasného terénneho násypu v priestore priekopy. Prezentácia
historizujúcej etapy navrhovala obnovu vodnej turbíny a prezentácia súčasnej etapy
rešpektovala stav, kedy už objekt stratil funkciu mlyna.

Obrázok 7. Súčasný stav Štampelovského mlyna – foto a situácia (zdroj – archív autorky).
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Obrázok 8. Návrh prezentácie mlyna prezentujúci renesančno-barokový stav objektu s kolesom a náhonom.
Obrázky zľava doprava – prezentácia s odstránením sutiny z priestoru bývalej priekopy, prezentácia s
ponechaním sutiny v priekope (zdroj autorky [5]).

Obrázok 9. Návrh prezentácie mlyna. Obrázky zľava doprava - prezentácia objektu z 19. storočia, prezentácia
súčasného stavu s korekciou prístavku kolesovne. V oboch prípadoch je sutina v priestore priekopy ponechaná
(zdroj autorky [5]).

Na základe pridelených dotácií z grantu od MKSR sa zahájili archeologické výskumy,
ktorých výsledok ovplyvní výber definitívneho variantu prezentácie objektu mlyna. Spôsob
prezentácie mlynského mechanizmu
výrazne ovplyvňuje nielen miera zachovania
mlynských mechanizmov v jednotlivých stavebných etapách, ale aj niveleta sutiny v priestore
priekopy, ktorá s mlynským mechanizmom bezprostredne súvisí.
Mlyn by mal slúžiť ako vinotéka, s možnosťou prezentácie priestoru mlynice pre verejnosť.

5 Záver
Identita miesta vytvára pocit istoty a spolupatričnosti. Čím viac sa svet stáva podobným, tým
silnejšia je túžba po jedinečnosti miesta. Keďže miesto sa vyvíja v čase, kontinuita času a
miesta je základným predpokladom pre zachovanie kultúry a tradície. Stefano Boeri vo
svojom Manifeste nového lokalizmu hovorí, že globalizácia ako nadvláda nadnárodných síl
nad historickými miestami viedla paradoxne k väčšiemu dôrazu na vlastné špecifické rysy
lokálneho priestoru Táto skutočnosť je dôvodom, prečo sa názor na spôsob rehabilitácie
narušených pamiatkových štruktúr výrazne mení. Ako jedna z požiadaviek kultúrnej
udržateľnosti je snaha po ochrane či obnove identity týchto miest. V prípade, že štruktúry
majú narušené alebo zaniknuté identické znaky, je tendencia tieto opätovne obnoviť.
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Na zahájenie procesu je potrebné rehabilitovať pôvodné tradičné princípy tvorby. V procese
je ťažisková predprojektová príprava, kedy sa na základe pamiatkových výskumov definuje
rámcová metóda obnovy, ktorá má zásadný význam pri stanovení spôsobu obnovy. Tento
špecifický spôsob navrhovania si vyžaduje špecialistov v radoch architektov, ktorí okrem
navrhovania v celom procese zohrávajú aj úlohu koordinátora. Takýmto špecialistom treba
zabezpečiť adekvátne vzdelanie. V blízkej budúcnosti sa počíta so zahájením postgraduálnej
výuky pre interdisciplinaritu pri obnove pamiatok, ktorá sa stane súčasťou aktivít
pripravovanej katedry UNESCO pre Obnovu architektonického dedičstva. Špecializovaná
výuka katedry UNESCO by mala byť zabezpečovaná v rámci Slovenskej technickej
univerzity Katedrou architektúry na v spolupráci s Fakultou architektúry v Bratislave.
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Summary
The architectural aspects of the restoration of monuments (New role of architect in
preserving cultural identity). The identity of the place creates a sense of security and
belonging. The more the world becomes similar, the stronger the desire for the uniqueness of
the place while preserving culture and tradition. In the event that identical signs have
disappeared, there is a tendency to renew them. To begin this proces it is necessary to
rehabilitate the traditional principles of creation. The pre-project preparation phase, where the
framework method of restoration is defined on the basis of heritage research, is considered to
be the focal point. This specific design method requires specialists in the ranks of architects.
In the near future it is planned to start postgraduate education for interdisciplinarity in the
restoration of monuments as part of the activities of the upcoming UNESCO Department for
the Restoration of Architectural Heritage at the Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava.

Keywords
Cultural diversity; cultural sustainability; monument care; methodical designing.
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AN OVERVIEW OF TOOLS, STANDARDS, AND SPATIAL AUDIO
REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS FOR USE IN LISTENING TESTS
Dominik Kisić, Marko Horvat, Kristian Jambrošić

1 Introduction
Sound is a very multidimensional phenomenon. Some of its properties are purely physical and
can be measured in the form of speed, air pressure amplitude, velocity or acceleration, the
same as concepts like loudness, intensity, energy, pitch, timbre [IVANCEVIC, 2007].
Nonetheless, human perception of sound and influence of sound on people is a much more
complex problem [BECH, ZACHAROV, 2006]. Unfortunately, it is still not possible to put a
metering device directly on listeners and get a specific value out of it, although the popularity
of research that includes measuring the EEG [NAWROCKA, HOLEWA, 2014], EKG
[BHASKAR ET AL., 2012] and other physiological signals responses on audio stimuli have
been on the rise in the last a couple of decades.
The alternative way of assessing how listeners perceive audio is to ask them directly in order
to quantify their experience. This is the most common form of perceptual evaluation that
often takes the form of a formal listening test [BECH, ZACHAROV, 2006]. Although testing
of audio quality and other properties of sound reproduction systems have existed in some
form of listening tests ever since the first ”Mr. Watson, come here. I want to see you.” that
was said at Graham Bell’s Lab, many improvements in the listening test methodology have
been made over time. Since all listening tests have to take into consideration the uncertainty
linked with the human factor, it is a field of science that is still being explored.
This article presents a partial overview of current listening test tools and standards and an
explanation of the differences benefits and downsides, of Ambisonics and binaural formats
for performing listening tests. Although Ambisonics can be decoded into a binaural format,
the comparison considered in this article is mostly made between the basic reproduction
systems of the two formats: multichannel loudspeaker system reproduction for Ambisonics
and headphone reproduction for binaural.
Not many studies have explored the differences between reproduction systems for conducting
listening tests. Koehl [KOEHL ET AL.,2011] found that “reproduction methods provided
consistent similarity and preference judgments”, while Brinkman [BRINKMAN ET
AL.,2015] concluded that “People could distinguish between mono, stereo, Dolby surround
and 3D audio of a wasp”, and that there were “significant effects for audio techniques on
people’s self-reported anxiety, presence, and spatial perception”. They also found that there
was “no difference in virtual world experience between stereo and 3D audio”. These findings
show that the listeners can notice the difference between different reproduction systems. On
the other hand, that difference does not have a significant influence on the overall listening
experience.
Nonetheless, the literature review showed no information about the sound reproduction
system in research of subjective evaluation of sound insulation and acoustic comfort, which is
one of the authors’ interests and has potential for scientific contribution.
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2 Standards for performing the listening tests
In the field of audio, a number of standards or recommendations cover a wide range of topics,
from measurement devices to perceptual evaluation methods for telecommunications or audio
systems. They try to provide information on the best-agreed practice for performing listening
tests. Standards do not always suggest the most advanced method, just the best-agreed
method. They are always application-oriented and should not be used interchangeably.
Although it is always a possibility to take a core idea of a standard and modify it for a specific
need, at that point it cannot be called a standardized test anymore [BECH, ZACHAROV,
2006], [ZACHAROV, WICKELMAIER, 2007].
The standardization of listening tests has not yet gotten to the point where specific attributes
of the test are stated. In case of a listening test where more advanced and complex methods
need to be used, there are many other studies that could be referenced for their methodology
(e.g. [DE MAN ET AL., 2016]). Key organizations are ITU-R and ITU-T.

2.1 ITU-T telecommunication applications
They are focused on telecommunication applications, i.e. speech codecs, echo cancellation,
etc. They are speech-oriented, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) based, a mostly narrowband (300
Hz – 3400 Hz), or wideband (100 Hz – 7000 Hz), the usual number of naïve assessors is from
12 up to 36. It covers a number of methods such as Absolute category rating (ACR),
Comparison category rating (CCR), and Degradation category rating (DCR). The key
standard is ITU-T P.800. [BECH, ZACHAROV, 2006]

2.2 ITU-R Radio communication section
Audio applications, e.g. audio codecs, basic audio quality (BAQ) based, full-band audio
applications (20 Hz – 20000 Hz), a usual number of expert assessors is 20. Key standards are
ITU-R BS.1116-1 and BS.1534-1. [BECH & ZACHAROV, 2006]

2.3 Current key standards and recommendations for performing listening tests
ITU-T Recommendation P.800: [ITU-T, 1996]
• Absolute category rating (ACR): single stimulus method, dependent variable (5–point
categorical scale: listening quality, listening effort, loudness preference), Independent
variables (system/codec, speech sample, talker gender, sentence, listening level), naive
subjects (24–36), ANOVA based analysis.
• Comparison category rating (CCR): paired comparison, hidden reference, dependent
variable (7–point categorical scale), independent variables (system/codec, speech sample,
talker), naive subjects (24–36), ANOVA based analysis.
• Degradation category rating (DCR): fixed reference paired comparison, dependent
variable (5–point degradation categorical scale), independent variables (system/codec,
speech sample, talker, background), naive subjects (32), ANOVA based analysis.
ITU-R Recommendation BS.1116-1 ABC/HR: [ITU-R, 1997] Evaluation of small
impairment (only), double-blind triple stimulus hidden reference, dependent variable (5–point
continuous rating scale: basic audio quality, stereophonic image quality, front image quality,
impression of surround quality), independent variables (system/codec, program, subject),
expert assessors (20 with defined selection process), ANOVA based analysis. Listening room
definition and loudspeaker setup definition.
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ITU-R Recommendation BS.1534-1 MUSHRA: [ITU-R, 2003] Double-blind multi-stimulus
with hidden reference and hidden anchors, dependent variable (0–100 continuous quality
scale with 5 equal intervals, basic audio quality, stereophonic image quality, from image
quality, impression of surround quality), independent variables (system/codec, program,
subject), partially screen subjects (more than 20).

3 Listening test tools
Several tools for the design of listening tests have been developed over the years. When
performing listening tests, audio stimuli are to be presented to subjects and their responses
are to be collected. While these steps can be performed manually, this is a highly complex,
time-consuming, and very error-prone approach. Nowadays, computer-based systems are
available to automate stimulus presentation and/or data collection, avoiding most of the
limitations associated with a manual procedure. Such software tools are highly desirable in
listening test work to lighten the burden on the experimenter, and to provide a better control
over the experiment. This latter aspect leads to a reduction in experimental error, as well as
providing robustness. Additionally, using a computer-based system allows for similar
experiments to be perfectly duplicated or repeated at different locations or times. [BECH &
ZACHAROV, 2006]
Knowledge and use of these tools can save precious development time and money during the
experimental design. Although some of them have templates for many listening tests, some of
the tools can be modified to a specific need. Most popular and advanced listening test tools
today are:
• HULTI-GEN [LEE, 2015]: Max/MSP based, very versatile tool
• WAET [JILLINGS, 2015]: JavaScript browser based, very versatile tool
• WhisPER [CIBA, 2012]: Matlab based
• APE [DE MAN & REISS, 2014]: Matlab based
• Scale [GINER, 2013]: Matlab based
• MUSHRAM [VINCENT, 2012]: Matlab based
• BeaqlesJS [KRAFT & ZÖLZER, 2014]: JavaScript based
• STEP [LAB, 2019]: Windows based, ITU-R BS.1116-1, ITU-R BS.1534-1, ITU-T P.800
ACR
• webMUSHRA [SCHOEFFLER, 2018]: web-based ITU-R BS.1534-1
• GuineaPig [HYNNINEN & ZACHAROV, 2012]
A side-by-side comparison of some of these listening test tools can be seen in Table 1.

4 Ambisonics systems
Ambisonics is a full-sphere surround sound format. In listening test applications, Ambisonics
is usually used with a multichannel reproduction system that consists of loudspeakers placed
around the listening sweet spot not only in the listening plane, but also above and below it. An
example of a listening room enhanced with an Ambisonics system can be found in Horvat et
al. [HORVAT, 2013], and another one can be seen in Figure 1.
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Table 1.

Comparison of the listening test tools. [JILLINGS, 2016] [BECH & ZACHAROV, 2006].

Toolbox
Language
Remote
MUSHRA (ITU-R BS. 1534)
APE
Rank Scale
Likert Scale
ABC/HR (ITU-R BS. 1116)
-50 to 50 Bipolar with
Reference
Absolute Category Rating
Scale
(ITU-T P.800)
Degradation Category Rating
Scale (ITU-T P.800)
Comparison Category Rating
Scale (ITU-T P.800)
9 Point Hedonic Category
Rating Scale
ITU-R 5 Continuous Scale
Pairwise / AB Test
Multi – Attribute Ratings
ABX Test
Adaptive Psychological
methods
Repetory Grid Technique
Semantic Differential
n-Alternative Forced Choice

Beaqles
MUSH Scale WhisP WAET
Hulti-gen
JS
RAM
ER
Matlab
JS
Max
Matlab Matlab Matlab
JS
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
APE

STEP

Guinea
Pig
Linux

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+

4.1 What is Ambisonics
Ambisonics is a method of codifying a sound field taking into account its directional
properties. In traditional multichannel audio (e.g., stereo, 5.1 and 7.1 surround) each channel
has the signal corresponding to a given loudspeaker. Instead, in Ambisonics each channel has
information about certain physical properties of the acoustic field, such as the pressure or the
acoustic velocity [ARTEAGA, 2015].
The fundamental theory of Ambisonics can be divided into a couple of basic principles:
At zeroth order: Ambisonics has information about the pressure field at the origin (the
recording made with an omnidirectional microphone). The channel for the pressure field is
conventionally called W.
At first order: Ambisonics adds information about the acoustic velocity at the origin
(recording of three figure-of-eight microphones at the origin, along each of the three axes).
These channels are called X, Y, and Z. Following the Euler equation, the velocity vector is
proportional (up to some approximation) to the gradient of the pressure field along each one
of the axis.
At second and higher orders: Ambisonics adds information about higher-order derivatives
of the pressure field [ARTEAGA, 2015].
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An Ambisonics recording is usually recorded with a specialized 4-channel microphone that
gives a first order A-format recording. That kind of microphone usually has four capsules
placed in a tetrahedral configuration, e.g. RODE NT-SF1 microphone. For higher-order
Ambisonics, recordings a microphone with more capsules is required. First-order Ambisonics
A-format corresponds to the direct recordings of each of the four capsules of the microphone.
Ambisonics recordings are never kept in the A-format, but are rather transformed into the Bformat. The B-format also has four channels, but it corresponds to the omnidirectional
information (W), and three directional channels where each channel holds the information
about one of the axes (X, Y, Z). Although this gives the complete information about the
spatial sound, before playback, the B-format has to be decoded into a set of signals that carry
information for each of the loudspeaker channels of the reproduction system.

Figure 1. Example listening room enhanced with an Ambisonics multichannel system.

4.2 In which fields and situations is it used?
Although Ambisonics had its beginnings with Michael Gerzon in the 1970’s [GERZON,
1992] with the basic principles dating all the way back to 1930s [MALHAM, 2019], it was
not met with commercial success at that time. During the 1990s the theory of higher-order
Ambisonics (HOA) was founded, which brought new light onto the Ambisonics format, and it
still remains a topic of research in the academic community today [STEIN & GOODWIN,
2019]. Lately, Ambisonics has found new applications with the increasing popularity of
virtual reality [FARINA, 2018], [SHERBOURNE, 2017] but also as a sound reproduction
system for listening tests [CHMELIK, 2019]. It was even used as a format of audio
distribution for different venues and broadcasts in real-time [FRANK & SONTACCHI,
2017].
The growing internet community opened a new possibility to experience virtual reality (VR)
enhanced with surround sound. Platforms such as Youtube [YOUTUBE, 2019], Google
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[GOOGLE, 2019], Facebook [FACEBOOK, 2019] started creating a framework for VR
which would include and allow integration of spatial audio.
Furthermore, audio production companies started the development of tools for easier
manipulation and transformation of spatial audio signals. These tools can be easily used with
existing digital audio workstations (DAWs) with a similar workflow as traditional production
of audio, which is supporting a smoother transition to novice technologies [ADOBE, 2019],
[STEINBERG, 2019], [COCKOS INC., 2019], [KRONLACHNER, 2019], [BLUE RIPPLE
SOUND LIMITED, 2019], [AUDIO EASE B.V., 2019], [SPOOK, 2019], [DEARVR, 2019].

4.3 Advantages and drawbacks of Ambisonics
Advantages: Bigger potential number of participants at the same time. Real feel of the
situation, i.e. people do not usually sit at home in an empty room and listen to sounds on
headphones. Fully immersive surround sound which would mean that the sound is heard by
the listener from every direction, 360 and also up and down directions. Perceived spatial
localization properties can be improved by the rotation of the head [MCANALLY &
MARTIN, 2014].
A relatively small number of audio channels is needed to describe complete surround sound
spatial audio. [STEIN & GOODWIN, 2019]. Ambisonic formats are independent of the
reproduction system; i.e. an Ambisonics signal can be decoded to any loudspeaker
configuration or for binaural or transaural rendering [MCKEAG & MCGRATH, 1996],
[HELLER ET AL., 2008], [WIGGINS, 2007], [ENGEL, 2019].
Drawbacks: downsides of Ambisonics would include complexity of equipment for
reproduction system, larger file sizes, different conversions, specialized room, cost.

5 Binaural systems
Localization in binaural audio is achieved by perceiving the interaural time and level
differences. Considering hardware requirements, binaural listening test are rather simple and
just require headphones. The beginnings of binaural reproduction format go back to 1933,
when one of the divisions of Bell laboratories demonstrated a dummy human head with
microphones in the ears. The signals from these microphones were being played directly back
into the listener’s ears using headphones. Around the same time, a Connecticut radio station
broadcast a number of shows in binaural stereo, using two separate radio frequencies - the
listener had to use two separate radios to feed two earphones. Although the idea of binaural
recording is attractive, it turns out to have very variable effectiveness for different people, and
to be unsuitable for playback through loudspeakers. For these reasons, it has remained rather a
niche approach to recording for many years. [HODGES, 2017]. Nowadays research is still
done considering binaural formats, e.g. in the field of Television and film. Lopez et. al.
[LOPEZ, 2016] are developing ways of enhancing accessibility for TV and film for visually
impaired.

5.1 HRTFs vs Mono or Stereo headphone signals, transaural
An important difference has to be made between simple stereo or mono headphone signal,
and binaural signals. Stereo and mono headphone signals are made by just simple
reproduction of audio signals over the headphone speakers, the same way as it would be
reproduced over regular speakers. In the case of binaural reproduction, the signals either need
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to be modified before reproduction or they need to be recorded with a head and torso
simulator i.e. a dummy head. An example of a dummy head can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dummy head - Bruel and Kjaer head and torso simulator type 4128t.

Modifications of the regular audio signal for binaural reproduction are best made by
convolving them with appropriate head-related transfer functions (HRTF). Head-related
transfer functions are impulse responses recorded with a dummy head that has microphones
mounted inside the ear canal and with the source signal coming from different directions. The
set of HRTFs can be made by rotating the dummy head with 1 or similar steps in the
horizontal plane, but also with a bit more complex rotation in the vertical direction.
Transaural rendering can also be made by using basic binaural configuration but enhancing it
with crosstalk cancellation so it can be played back over a pair of speakers. This technology is
used in aixCAVE at RWTH Aachen University [WEFERS, 2015].

5.2 Head tracking
Head tracking is a software application that monitors a user’s head position and orientation.
It’s often used alongside face and eye tracking to help and improve human-computer
interaction (HCI). Head tracking is often used to simulate the experience of freely looking
around in virtual (VR) or augmented reality (AR), allowing the user to experience an
immersive and natural way to look around in virtual environments. There are a number of
methods used for head tracking. Screen quality and head-tracking responsiveness are some of
the most significant user experience differentiators between high-end headsets, like Oculus
Rift, and low-end headsets and smartphone holding designs like Google Cardboard. Devices
that use smartphones often rely on phone accelerometers and gyroscopes. High-end headsets
have more accurate tracking with precise sensors, along with other systems including
infrared LEDs, cameras and magnetometers. Because head tracking in AR or VR can
simulate real-life experiences, it can fool the brain even better than standard viewing for
more engaging and immersive user experience [WHATIS.COM, 2017].
With head tracking information it is possible to choose an appropriate HRTF which would not
rotate an entire sound field but would just allow the listener to move its head during a
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listening test, which would give a more realistic and immersive feeling to the listening
experience.

5.3 Advantages and drawbacks of binaural systems
Since every experiment and application has its specific set of requirements, it has to be
mentioned that some of pros and/or cons are situation-dependent, so this list gives generalized
information.
Advantages: In its basic form setup, a binaural listening test is definitely not as budgetconsuming as other audio reproduction options. In addition, the availability of the system is
beneficial because headphones are a part of every household. Listening test rooms that use
headphones are usually much less expensive than specialized multi-channel rooms. Also, in
the case where there is no specific need for extremely controlled setup, the experimenters are
able to distribute the listening test online to subjects all over the globe, and that way more
participants can be reached in which case the data-set can give a better representation of a
general population.
Drawbacks: The downsides of binaural would definitely include a limitation of a natural
feeling concerning localization because it is either needed for the head of the participant to
remain fixed or to use head tracking with much more complex set of HRTF. In the case where
there is a movement of the head, a head-tracking enhancement of the system should be
engaged. Headphone positioning variability presents a big problem considering repeatability
of the experiments conducted with headphones and binaural [PAQUIER & KOEHL, 2010].

6 Conclusions and Further work
As can be seen, both Ambisonics and binaural approach in listening test design have many
benefits, but also some downsides. In addition, listening test standards just give a general
recommendation about the reproduction system without specifying or recommending
situations in which it would be beneficial to use one or the other. Many tools for listening
tests include some of those standards and usually provide a useful jump-start in the design of
listening tests.
Future work will focus on the comparison of the reproduction system and further
investigation of differences with focus on use in subjective evaluation of acoustic comfort.
Preliminary design of the listening tests has already started. The tool is being developed for
listening tests that will allow sound samples to be easily reproduced over different sound
reproduction systems. Principal block scheme of the system can be seen in Figure 3. Although
this system is still in its early stage of development, it will be continuously improved through
further use and implementation of individual listening tests. The addition of a real-time head
tracking function to this system is something that will be added in the future. [KISIC, 2019]
This research is primarily meant to be conducted in two similar listening rooms enhanced
with multichannel reproduction systems with capabilites of Ambisonic playback, e.g.
AuraLAB at the University of Zagreb [HORVAT, 2013], or TGM – Fachbereich für Akustik
und Bauphysik in Vienna (Figure 1.).
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Figure 3. Principal block scheme of the system.

Research can also expand to investigate the position of the low-frequency subwoofer in the
listening room [BECH & ZACHAROV, 2006], and also the possibility of expansion of
binaural headphone reproduction with a subwoofer which could be heard with the vibrations
throughout the listener’s body.
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Summary
An overview of tools, standards, and spatial audio reproduction systems for use in
listening tests. Listening tests are the most used method for evaluation of human preferences
and perception of sound. This paper presents an overview of main tools and standards for the
design of listening tests. Several key standards for ITU-T and ITU-R recommendations are
covered, such as ITU-R BS.1116-1 and BS.1534-1 and ITU-T P.800. The list of modern
listening test tools for effective design of listening tests is presented as well, showing which
standardized listening tests each of the tools covers, along with the associated development
software or programming language used for building each tool. Furthermore, the paper gives
an overview of the main aspects of Ambisonics and binaural systems as the most commonly
used platforms for spatial sound reproduction, and discusses their advantages and
disadvantages for specific use in listening tests. Ideas for further study of the influence of
different reproduction systems on listening tests are presented as well.
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IS ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE ANNOYANCE AND SLEEP DISTURBANCE
ASSOCIATED WITH BEDROOM WINDOWS ORIENTATION?
Ladislav Mihalčík, Diana Vondrová, Alexandra Filová, Jana Jurkovičová, Ján Šimonovič,
Lubica Argalášová

1 Introduction
Environmental noise is an important public health issue, featuring among the top
environmental risks to health. It has negative impacts on human health and well-being and is a
growing concern among both the general public and policy-makers in Europe. Based on the
assessment threshold specified in the Environmental Noise Directive of the European Union,
at least 100 million people in the EU are affected by road traffic noise, and in western Europe
alone at least 1.6 million healthy years of life are lost as a result of road traffic noise.
According to the WHO and the Environmental burden of disease (EBD) approach, traffic
noise exposure features cause an annual loss of 31 Disability-Adjusted Life Years per 100 000
population in the WHO European Region [1]. In the previously published LARES study in
panel block buildings in three cities of Eastern Europe noise represents a traditional urban
problem and noise annoyance and sleep disturbance were recognized as the most prevalent
problems affecting residential health and well-being [2].
Based on significant research undertaken in the area of environmental noise and health since
the Community Noise Guidelines and Night Noise Guidelines for Europe the new WHO
Environmental Noise Guidelines for the European Region, 2018 were issued [3]. This
publication has determined eight systematic reviews of evidence conducted to assess the
relationship between environmental noise and the following health outcomes: cardiovascular
and metabolic effects; annoyance; effects on sleep; cognitive impairment; hearing impairment
and tinnitus; adverse birth outcomes; and quality of life, mental health and well-being. A
separate systematic review of evidence was conducted to assess the effectiveness of
environmental noise interventions in reducing exposure and associated impacts on health [3].
The review of Basner et al., 2018 demonstrated the effects of traffic noise on objectively
measured sleep physiology and on subjectively assessed sleep disturbance (including sleep
quality, problems falling asleep, and awakenings during the night) and the link between acute
noise-induced sleep [4].
Health effects were identified also for selected physical and stress-related symptoms, such as
hypertension and migraine, which showed significantly increased relative risks. The results
also indicated that particular attention must be paid to night-time noise exposure in homes [2,
3].
The paper presents the results of a pilot cross-sectional study focused on subjective traffic
noise annoyance and sleep disturbance among the residents living close to major inner-city
corridors in some larger Slovakian towns including the capital Bratislava (more than 250 000
inhabitants) and Kosice (more than 100 000 inhabitants). The subjective adaptation to traffic
noise, subjective evaluation of health status and well-being were assessed as well.
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2 Material and methods
Objective measurements of noise in the external facades of selected residential buildings (RB)
were performed as the continuous 24-hour measurement of equivalent levels LAeq,T of traffic
noise at a given day of the working week [5, 6] during the approximately last 8 years.
Noise annoyance was subjectively assessed using a modified standardized Noise annoyance
questionnaire [7, 8] which was obtained by a correspondence form and also by the electronic
form during the last 3 years from the 543 respondents. The average age of respondents was
45.3 ± 4.5 years, 73.1% in the age from 35 to 65 years, 26.9% in the age up to 35 years, 53%
females, 81% living in houses for more than five years. University education had 91% of all
respondents and 95% of them rated their standard of living as average or above average, 86%
of all respondents worked mentally and 15% were retired. About 82 % respondents were not
exposed to occupational noise and only 5 % were working on shifts. Approximately 57.6% of
respondents remain and spend weekends in their dwellings and 74.9 % devote their time
regularly or irregularly to relaxing activities or personal interests.
Residents filled out questionnaires writing a subjective assessment of quality parameters of
housing, including the level of annoyance and interference with their activities, selfevaluation of their health and lifestyle during the day and night period by using a four-grade
rating scale. The questionnaire comprised 43 questions divided conceptually into the fields:
house and home, traffic noise and housing, traffic noise and sleep, workplace and noise,
lifestyle and health and the overall level of housing quality.
For statistical processing of data descriptive and bivariate analyses were used (t-test, chisquare test, 2x2 tables) using the software packages EPI Info 7 and SPSS version 25.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Exposure assessment
The questionnaire was supplemented by traffic noise-measurements in towns Bratislava,
Martin, Trenčín, Piešťany on noisy facades with distance approximately 50 meters (LAeq,day =
from 57 dB to 72.4 dB, LAeq,night= from 52.5 dB to 61.9 dB) and more than 100 meters from
noisy traffic communications or inner-city corridors (Table 1). Outdoor noise levels in Tables
1 and 2 apply to noisy residential building facades within 1.5−2.0 m in front of the window in
the living room on the floor level of the overhead floor in accordance with the Slovak
legislation [9] and with the typical 1/3-octave one hour spectrum of LAeq/1h in the morning
traffic noise in front of facades up to 50 m from the noisy road in Bratislava (Figure 3). In
some cases, outdoor noise measurements were also supplemented with measurements inside
of living rooms or bedrooms by the ventilation position of the facade window in accordance
with the Slovak legislation (Table 3). The corresponding 24-hour road traffic intensity
assessments in selected Bratislava sites during working days and evenings in the summer
period were 15532 to 46449 vehicles and during the night 1583 to 5116 vehicles
(Municipality, Bratislava, 2016), which represents about 8,3 million vehicles per year.
Measurements were carried out by accredited companies and professionally qualified persons
with calibrated sound-level technology, in some cases also as final approval measurements of
new residential buildings (RB) or after their reconstruction [5,6].
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Table 1.

Typical equivalent outdoor noise levels LAeq,T and the indicator Lden for 24h measurements on noisy
facades approx. up to 50 meters from noisy traffic communications.

L Aeq,T /dB/
T=06h-18h
T=18h-22h
day
evening
1
Gagarinova
7
72.0
68.0
2
Račianska
4
72.4
69.3
3
Námestie SNP
3
62.4
62.8
4
Námestie 1.mája
4
64.8
63.1
5
Hodžovo námestie
4
71.0
68.7
6
Vajnorská
2-3
68.4
65.0
7
Námestie Slobody
5
66.6
65.0
Source: Sky-Eco, AZ Acoustic. Legend: RB=Residential Building
Number

Location of RB
Bratislava

Floor

T=22h-06h
night
60.3
61.4
59.7
61.9
64.0
61.0
58.5

Lden
/dB/
71.7
72.5
67.0
68.9
72.7
69.7
68.0

Table 2. Equivalent outdoor noise levels LAeq,T and the indicator Lden for 24h measurements on noisy facades
more than 100 meters from noisy traffic communications and inner-city corridors.
Loction of RB
L Aeq,T /dB/
Lden
Bratislava, Trenčín,
Floor T=06h-18h
/dB/
T=18h-22h
T=22h-06h
Martin, Piešťany
day
evening
night
1
BA, Račianska
5
57.4
53.9
49.7
58.5
2
BA,Strojnícka/Mierová
4
59.1
56.4
53.5
61.4
3
BA, Jégeho
5
57.7
54.1
48.5
58.3
4
BA, Lipského
3
60.5
57.8
49.7
60.7
5
MT, Kuzmányho
3
51.8
49.4
42.6
52.6
6
TN, Legionárska
3
53.4
52.3
48.3
56.3
7
PN, A.Hlinka
2
52.1
49.5
41.9
52.6
Source: Sky-Eco, AZ Acoustic, Akustech. Legend: RB=Residential Building, BA=Bratislava, MT=Martin,
TN=Trenčín, PN=Piešťany

Number

Figure 1. The course of LAeq/1h measurements on noisy
facades 50 meters from noisy traffic communications
(numbers 1 to 7 according to Table 1).
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Figure 2. The course of LAeq/1h measurements on
noisy facades more than 100 meters from noisy
traffic communications and inner-city corridors
(numbers 1 to 7 according to Table 2).
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Figure 3. Typical 1/3-octave outdoor noise average spectrum of Leq/1h and LAeq/1h of the morning traffic noise
and distribution of noise levels in front of facades approx. up to 50m from the noisy traffic communications in
Bratislava (Figure 1.).
Table 3. Typical equivalent indoor-noise levels LAeq,T in bedrooms facing noisy facades approx. 50 meters
from noisy traffic communications for windows in ventilation position or for ventilation slot in the window
frame *.
L Aeq.T /dB/
Number
1
2
3
4
5
* ventilation

Locality of RB
Bratislava

Gagarinova
Gagarinova *
Račianska
Račianska *
Radlinského
Račianske mýto
Černyševského-Petržalka
slot in the window frame

Floor

7
24
4
4
11

T=06h-18h
day
55
-52
-54
48
48

T=18h-22h
evening
51
30 *
44
32 *
49
39
46

T=22h-06h
night
43
26 *
37
25 *
46
35
45

3.2 Questionnaire – noise annoyance and sleep disturbance
The inhabitants with bedroom windows facing noisy streets or quiet streets, inhabitants living
in the large cities or in the rural area and also at the distance approximately up to 50 meters
from noisy streets and more than 100 meters from noisy traffic communications or inner-city
corridors represented the exposed and the control group.
Respondents reported the highest annoyance from night noise during the summer period, 76
% of them regularly sleep with their windows open.
Road traffic noise annoys significantly more daily and night activities of respondents in the
exposed group (OR=2.66; 95 % CI=1.64−4.31 for falling asleep disturbance). Inhabitants
with window orientation into noisy communications are significantly less satisfied with their
quality of living (OR=0.35; 95 % CI =0.20-0.61), are less noise-sensitive and report more
sleeplessness (OR=2.54; 95 % CI =1.38-4.92).
Inhabitants living in the distance up to 50 meters from noisy streets significantly more
awakened by road traffic noise (OR=1.76; 95 % CI=1.04−2.97). Respondents from large
cities are closing windows due to noise annoyance as well (OR=2.22; 95 % CI=1.47−3.37)
(Table 4).
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Figure 4. Comparision of reference and exposed group taking to closing windows from noise reason and selfreported sleep disturbance by falling asleep, night and early morning awakening and subjective feeling to adaptation.

Table 4. Activities interfered by road traffic noise during the night (22h-06h) (n=543).
Activity interfered
by road traffic
noise

Falling asleep

Night and early
morning awakening

Closing windows due
to annoyance

Exposed and
control group of
respondents
Bratislava /large
cities+rural area
Distance from the
noisy road
Orientation of
bedroom windows
Bratislava /large
cities+rural area
Distance from the
noisy road
Orientation of
bedroom windows
Bratislava /large
cities+rural area
Distance from the
noisy road
Orientation of
bedroom windows

Odds ratio
(OR)

Confidence interval
(95%)
Lower limit
Upper limit

P-value

1.36

0.84

2.21

0.206

1.09

0.64

1.83

0.760

2.66

1.64

4.31

< 0.001

1.71

1.17

2.49

0.005

1.76

1.04

2.97

0.035

1.90

1.17

3.08

0.009

2.22

1.47

3.37

< 0.001

2.66

1.68

4.19

< 0.001

2.87

1.84

4.36

< 0.001
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Table 5. Adaptation to noise and well-being during the day and night (n=543).
Activity

Adaptation to road
traffic noise in the
night

Satisfaction with
quality of living
Subjective noise
sensitivity
Sleeplessness

Exposed and
control group of
respondents
Bratislava /large
cities+rural area
Distance from the
noisy road
Orientation of
bedroom windows
Orientation of
bedroom windows
Orientation of
bedroom windows
Orientation of
bedroom windows

Odds ratio
(OR)

Confidence interval
(95%)
Lower limit
Upper limit

P-value

2.02

1.36

3.01

0.001

1.18

0.78

1.78

0.438

1.16

0.75

1.78

0.507

0.35

0.20

0.61

< 0.001

0.507

0.34

0.75

< 0.001

2.54

1.38

4.92

< 0.001

The answers of respondents to their potential ability to adapt and to get used to traffic noise
during the day and night are shown in Table 5. In the exposed group from large cities
respondents are able to adapt to road traffic noise in the night (OR=2.02; 95% CI=1.36−3.01)
in comparison to respondents from the rural areas. Inhabitants with bedroom windows
orientation into noisy communications are significantly less satisfied with their quality of
living, are less noise-sensitive and report more sleeplessness (Table 5).
Preliminary results of our study are compatible with the results of the other studies held in
Slovakia and abroad [8,10,11]. However, subjective adaptation to noise the other authors did
not study in such detail. In the recently published Danish study dealing with multi-storey
housing and road traffic and neighbour noise annoyance, the prevalence of being very or
slightly annoyed by traffic noise increased between 2013 and 2017. In 2017 36 % of 14,022
respondents living in multi-storey housing reported being very/slightly bothered by neighbour
noise and 22 % by traffic noise. Noise annoyance from neighbours was strongly associated
with fatigue and sleeping problems [12].
The outcomes of this pilot study support the hypothesis of a subjectively higher level of
interference with traffic noise of inhabitants living near urban transport communications (with
the traffic of around 20,000 vehicles per day) and over-limit exposure to traffic noise on the
noisy facades of residential buildings. The summer nights during working week (between 22h
and 06h) are especially risky when noise acts especially troublesome during the time
designated for regeneration and sleep. That was proved by closing the windows of bedrooms
especially in the summer night on the side of noisy facades.
The comparison of selected groups of respondents may be affected by confounding factors,
such as relatively small sample size overall and the small sample size of the control groups of
respondents, orientation of residential rooms and windows in residential buildings due to
noisy communications, floor height, and the subconscious psychological barrier of
respondents in the exposed group as property owners resulting from economic interest in their
housing.
In the future analysis, we plan to enlarge the sample size, especially in the control groups, and
to further evaluate the health and lifestyle of respondents and to suggest precautions and
interventional procedures.
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There are three possible approaches to protect residents from road traffic noise; the first
directed at reducing the noise sources including of application barriers buildings without
living, the second at the modification of housing, and the third at reducing the possibility of
noise reaching the housing including orientation and distance of the bedroom windows in
residential buildings in relation to the major streets and corridors as above in the city
planning.
The acoustic comfort in dwellings, the sufficient sound insulation of building structures from
internal and external noise is an important issue with a lot of research done in this field.
However, acoustic comfort in Slovakia is highly underestimated [13]. Last but not least, it is
necessary in the Slovak Republic to apply improving the enforcement to the right to healthy
living conditions and the implementation of legislative requirements and measures in the city
planning of urban areas.

4 Conclusions
Our study was aimed at noise exposure assessment and subjective annoyance by traffic noise
of inhabitants living in big cities, near urban transport communications and with bedroom
windows facing noisy streets. The outcomes support the hypothesis of the subjectively higher
level of interference and poorer adaptation to traffic noise of inhabitants living near urban
transport communications mainly within less than 100 m distance from busy roads.
The outcomes of this pilot study support the hypothesis about the correlation of traffic noise
annoyance and sleep disturbance with bedroom windows orientation and distance from noisy
roads as well as the higher level of interference with different day and night activities and the
assumption of increased health risk. Respondents from large cities seem to better adapt to
road traffic noise in the night and respondents with bedroom windows oriented toward noisy
communication are less noise-sensitive.
After completion of the results, we plan to propose interim measures to noisy facades of the
apartment buildings as well as intervention procedures in the prevention of adverse effects of
traffic noise on health including of application healthy lifestyle principles in the city planning.
The health impact of noise from neighbour housing and indoor noise sources should be taken
into account as well.
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Summary
Is road traffic noise annoyance and sleep disturbance associated with bedroom windows
orientation? This paper presents preliminary results of a cross-sectional study among the
residents living close to busy roads in the major Slovak towns. The study is focused on
bedroom windows orientation towards noisy and quiet streets and the subjective road traffic
noise annoyance and sleep disturbance, the subjective adaptation to road traffic noise, noise
sensitivity, and satisfaction with the quality of living.
Statistical outcomes of the questionnaire survey in the pilot sample of 543 respondents
(average age 45.3 ± 4.5 years, 53% females, 81 % living in houses for more than six years),
are presented comparing the exposed (n=350) and the control group of inhabitants with
bedrooms windows facing noisy streets or quiet streets (n=193). The questionnaire was
supplemented by traffic noise measurements on noisy facades (LAeq,day = from 57 dB to 72 dB,
LAeq,night= from 52 dB to 62 dB) close to major streets with the transport intensity from about
16 000 to 38 000 vehicles per day.
Road traffic noise annoys significantly more daily and night activities of respondents in the
exposed group (OR=2.66; 95 % CI=1.64−4.31 for falling asleep disturbance). Inhabitants
with window orientation into noisy communications are significantly less satisfied with their
quality of living (OR=0.35; 95 % CI =0.20-0.61), are less noise-sensitive and report more
sleeplessness (OR=2.54; 95 % CI =1.38-4.92).
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The orientation of the bedroom windows in residential buildings in relation of distance to the
major streets and corridors is one of the most important intervention measures in the city
planning.
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Road traffic noise; residents; bedroom windows orientation; annoyance; sleep disturbance.
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AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION OF WALL STRUCTURES WITH
WOODEN ELEMENTS
Jiří Nováček, Jaroslav Hejl

1 Introduction
This paper deals with acoustic properties of wall structures with wooden elements designed
primarily for residential buildings. Three examples of walls are discussed: a wall between two
rooms within one flat, a wall separating two flats and an exterior wall. Discussion is based on
the results of laboratory measurements of airborne sound insulation. In all cases, walls had a
timber frame with fibre insulation infill and double-sided sheathing with structural boards.
The exterior wall had also external thermal insulation composite system (ETICS).

2 Walls with wooden and wood-based elements
Traditional masonry or concrete walls are still the most used structures for new residential
buildings in the Czech Republic. However, the popularity of wooden structures has increased
in recent years, especially for family houses. According to data of Czech statistical office, the
share of wooden family houses has increased from approx. 1% to 15% during the last twenty
years. Nowadays, there is a growing interest in increased use of wood-based structures also
for multi-dwelling houses and other buildings, whether in the form of load-bearing walls,
non-bearing partitions or exterior walls. In order to support it, new building systems are also
being developed combining different materials such as wood, concrete, masonry, steel, etc.
The goal is to benefit from the strong properties of individual materials for reduction of
consumption and improvement of sustainability. Acoustic behaviour of lightweight multilayered building elements differs from that of traditional masonry walls, a comparison and
new experience would therefore be useful for practice.

Figure 1. Sound reduction index of walls for rooms within flats and family houses: timber frame wall (A) –
solid line, masonry wall (B) – dashed line.
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2.1 Wall with single frame for family houses and apartments
Interior walls separating rooms within flats or family houses often have one single timber
frame with thickness of studs between 60 mm and 120 mm, mineral wool infill and single
double-sided sheathing with gypsum fibre or gypsum plaster boards. The total thickness of
tested wall (A) was 150 mm and the mass per unit area 45 kg.m-2 (including wooden frame).
The measured sound reduction index vs. frequency is in Figure 1, shown together with that
for a traditional masonry partition (B) (hollow clay bricks plastered both sides, total thickness
145 mm and mass per unit area 135 kg.m-2).
The weighted sound reduction index of both walls is Rw=42 dB. Timber frame partition
provides weaker sound insulation at frequencies below 125 Hz (resonant frequency
f0 ≈ 55 Hz) and at frequencies above 1 600 Hz (critical frequency fc ≈ 2 380 Hz). For timber
wall (A), the quantity Rw+C50-3150 = 39 dB, while for masonry wall (B) Rw+C50- 3150 = 40 dB.
Changing the air gap thickness has no significant effect on the sound reduction index, because
it is limited by wooden studs. They represent rigid acoustic connections between the two
plates. Better sound insulation can be achieved by adding resilient steel channels into the
transmission path or by additional layers of gypsum boards.

2.2 Wall with double frame for multi apartment buildings
The tested wall (C) had two independent timber frames filled with mineral wool and separated
with air gap. Both frames were sheathed with two layers of gypsum fibre boards (the total
thickness was 320 mm and the mass per unit area 95 kg.m-2 (including wooden frames). The
measurement results are shown in Figure 2, where the dashed curve represents the sound
reduction index of a heavyweight masonry wall (D) (hollow clay bricks plastered both sides,
total thickness 280 mm, mass per unit area 315 kg.m-2).

Figure 2. Sound reduction index of walls between two different flats: timber frame wall (C) – solid line,
masonry wall (D) – dashed line.

The weighted sound reduction index of lightweight wall (C) is Rw=70 dB and for brick
wall (D) Rw=55 dB. Timber frame partition provides weaker sound insulation only at
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frequencies below 80 Hz (resonant frequency f0 ≈ 30 Hz). For timber frame wall (C),
the quantity Rw+C50-3150 = 62 dB, while for masonry wall (D) Rw+C50- 3150 = 54 dB.

2.3 Exterior wall
Exterior walls of wooden houses have a greater thickness and several additional layers
compared to interior walls. On the exterior side they have ETICS and on the inner side
plasterboard lining. This makes a multi-layered character of wall which is acoustically more
complex than that for interior walls, as illustrated by the example of modern passive house
vapour permeable exterior wall in Figure 3. Except the results for the complete structure, the
sound reduction index of basic element (wood-based frame with sheathing) is also provided
for illustrative.
The tested wall (E) had a frame made of pre-insulated wooden I-joists 60/160 mm with wood
fibre boards between them. On the exterior side, there were vapour-permeable wood fibre
boards (9 kg.m-2) with ETICS (thermal insulation wood fibre boards 60 mm (265 kg.m-3) and
base coat with reinforcing fibre mesh). On the interior side, there were oriented strand boards
(9 kg.m-2), air cavity 40 mm with horizontal wooden laths filled with wood fibre insulation
boards and gypsum fibre boards (14 kg.m-2). Overall mass per unit area of this wall was
70 kg.m-2, thickness 310 mm and heat transfer coefficient was around 0.18 W.m-2.K-1.

Figure 3. Sound reduction index of exterior wall: complete wall with ETICS and inner lining (E) – solid line,
basic element (F) – dashed line.

The weighted sound reduction index of exterior wall (E) is Rw=51 dB and Rw+Ctr = 42 dB.
Basic element had following acoustic properties: Rw=40 dB and Rw+Ctr = 34 dB, after
application of ETICS it changed to Rw=42 dB and Rw+Ctr = 36 dB, with the biggest
improvement at frequencies above 1 000 Hz.

3 Conclusions and recommendations
Classification schemes for airborne sound insulation in buildings varies significantly across
Europe, as previously described in final publication of COST action TU0901 [Rasmussen,
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Machimbarrena, 2014]. For the purpose of harmonising, it was recommended to use single
number quantities with spectrum adaptation terms, preferably in frequency range enlarged
down to 50 Hz, especially for constructions with resonances below 100 Hz. However, this is
particularly important for sources with strong low frequency components (e.g. home cinema,
reproduced music), but not so important for common sources like speech, TV, etc., as stated
by [Rindel, 2017] and other authors. In general, it is therefore correct to use quantity
R´w+C50-3150 (or DnT,w+C50-3150 ) instead of R´w for intercomparison between different walls
intended for the separation of flats in multi apartment buildings or living rooms and other
habitable rooms in flats and family houses.
Measurement results described in section 2.1 (for wall (A) and (B)) indicate differences in
sound insulation between lightweight and heavyweight wall in two frequency regions, but
with almost the same Rw and Rw+C50-3150 . However, it must be noted that sound insulation of
lightweight walls in buildings is more decreased by flanking transmission than that of
masonry walls. Conventional values of flanking corrections are 2 dB for heavyweight walls
and 5 dB and more for lightweight walls. Taking this into account and using values of Rw
provided by manufacturers for masonry partitions with the total thickness around 145 mm,
following range of airborne sound insulation can be expected: Rw ≈ 42-47 dB, which leads to
R´w ≈ 40-45 dB and R´w+C50-3150 ≈ 38-43 dB. To reach these values also with lightweight
timber frame walls (type A), it is recommended to:
• use double gypsum board sheathing on both sides (at least one gypsum fibre board each
side),
• use single gypsum fibre board sheathing on both sides with resilient channels between
timber frame and sheathing at one side.
With recommended improvements, lightweight walls provide similar sound insulation as
masonry partitions and also meet the requirement R´w,req ≥ 42 dB, given in the Czech
Republic on walls between at least one habitable room and other rooms within the same flat
[CSN 73 0532, 2010].
Based on the results described in section 2.2, the predicted in-situ sound insulation of
lightweight wall with double timber frame (C) is R´w+C50-3150 ≈ 57 dB and for masonry (D)
R´w+C50-3150 ≈ 52 dB. It means that the sound insulation of wooden wall (type C) is better in
this case than of masonry wall, although not as much as one can expect based on values of Rw.
For exterior wall, a comparison is difficult, because composition of external masonry walls
varies a lot (incl. ETICS). Roughly, Rw around 51 dB (as measured for wooden passive house
wall (E)) would be also expected for masonry walls. Taking into account spectrum adaptation
term, quantity Rw+Ctr for masonry wall will be approximately 5 dB higher than that for the
tested wall (Rw+Ctr =42 dB). An independent interior plasterboard lining can compensate for
it. For another passive house wooden wall (total thickness 330 mm), Rw+Ctr =46 dB was
reached with such independent lining [Nováček, 2016].
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Airborne sound insulation of wall structures with wooden elements. This paper focuses
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for acoustic classification of dwellings.
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MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTICS QUALITY IN HOUSE OF ARTS FATRA
Peter Kasák, Michal Chmulík

1 Introduction
In this article, we present the measurement and evaluation of objective acoustics quality
criteria in House of Arts Fatra in Žilina. The concert hall that serves primary for symphony,
chamber orchestra and soloist has a reputation of great acoustics according to the professional
musicians, conductors and acousticians. Nevertheless, measurement of objective quality
parameters has never been performed. The paper presents description of the concert hall itself,
measuring methods and equipment and concludes with results of reverberation-based, energybased and spectral-based objective criteria. The results of the measurements prove that it is a
hall with excellent acoustic properties and is comparable to other world-famous concert
venues.

2 Hall description
House of Arts Fatra in Žilina was built as a movie theatre The Grand Bio Universum by the
Moravian Jan Rufinus Stejskal during the years 1919-1921 and between 1983 and 1988 was
reconstructed to meet the needs of the State Chamber Orchestra of Žilina (Slovak Sinfonietta).
The concert hall has a traditional "shoebox” shape that was typical for concert hall design at
the turn of 19th and 20th century of past millennium and this hall form is preferred by many
musicians [1].

Figure 1. View from honorary lodge.
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Fatra concert hall has 21 meters in length, 14.8 meters in width and 8 meters in height that
corresponds to total volume of ≈ 2500 m3. Ceiling as well as side walls are covered by
gypsum plaster over concrete. Base floor is flat concrete with parquet wood affixed and
consists of 13 rows with 244 seats. Tops of seats and fronts of backrests are upholstered with
cloth covering while the underseats and the arms are of solid wood. Stage floor with 108 m2
area is raised by 0.68 m over floor and it is made of wooden plank. Cambered balconies in 1st
and 2nd upstairs with mainly convex radius offer another 149 upholstered seats including
honorary lodge that is located opposite to the stage (1st floor). There are many diffusion
elements in the hall such as art nouveau embossed decorations, embrasures and prismatic
sections on flat ceiling.

3 Measurement methods and technique
The measurement was performed according to the requirements of the standard ISO 33822:2008 [2] and we used the following measurement technique:
• omnidirectional loudspeaker Brüel & Kjær OmniPower™ Type 4292-L with 12
loudspeakers in dodecahedral configuration
• power amplifier Brüel & Kjær Power Amplifier Type 2734-A
• sound analyzer NorSonic Nor140
• USB Audio Interface Brüel & Kjær ZE-0948
• notebook Lenovo B50, IntelCore i5-5200C, 2.2 GHz, 8 GB RAM, Win 8.1
For the measurement and extraction of objective quality criteria, we used software tool
EASERA - Electronic and Acoustic System Evaluation and Response Analysis [3] (ver.1.1.3)
in single channel configuration with 5 times averaging (+1 pre-send). The playback/recording
was performed at 48 kHz sample rate and 16 bits resolution. We utilized 2 different types of
excitation stimuli. We applied log-swept sine (SS) signal with starting/ending frequencies of
0.02/24 kHz of 5.5 sec. length as well as Maximum Length sequence (MLS) signal of 18th
order with the same 5.5 sec. duration. Although the ISO 3382-2 standard defines the
minimum number of microphone positions for a given number of seating positions to 5, we
decided to measure at 9 positions to get a better overview of the sound field layout in the
auditorium. Each of the resulting parameters was averaged from all measurement points in
each octave band (125-8000 Hz) as well as for the overall pulse response.

4 Objective quality parameters and measurement results
4.1 Reverberation time
Much time has passed since Wallace Clement Sabine measured the decay time of residual
sound after an organ pipe was switched off with a stopwatch in his hands. Although the
measurement technique has changed over time and several objective parameters have been
designed, the reverberation time is still an essential criterion for determining the acoustics
quality of a room. The reverberation time T60 (s) is defined as the time it takes for the sound
level in the room to decrease by 60 dB after a continuous sound source has been shut off [4].
The Schroeder backward integration of the impulse response [5], which is also used by
EASERA software, is a frequently used method for determining the slope. It is defined as:
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In practice, the evaluation is limited to a smaller interval of the sound decay curve, from −5dB
to −35 dB (or −5dB to −25 dB) below the start value but still relating to a 60 dB decay [4].
The first parameter is referred to T30 and the second to T20 respectively. Early decay time
(EDT) that is represented as the first 10 dB drop of the decay curve has proved to be more
important for the subjective perception of the listener than the classical reverberation time [6].
For a chamber orchestra and a room of a given volume, optimal reverberation time is between
1.8 - 2 s [6, 7]. Table 1 shows the measured values for the House of Arts Fatra for the whole
impulse response while figure 2 depicts results for each octave band for both excitation
signals.
Paremeter
T20 (sec.)

Table 1. Reverberation time.
MLS (Full IR)
1.99

SS (Full IR)
1.89

T30 (sec.)

2.00

1.97

EDT (sec.)

1.57

1.58

Figure 2. Reverbation time over octave bands.

4.2 Initial-time Delay Gap (ITGP)
ITDG defines the delay of primary reflections after direct sound. In the best rated concert
halls, the ITDG parameter shows values at or below 25 ms, predicting good reflective
properties and a high degree of intimacy in the subjective area [5]. In the space in question,
the ITDG reflectogram depicted a delay of ≈20 ms at each of the microphone position.

4.3 Clarity index
Clarity or definition is the degree to which a listener can distinguish sounds in a musical
performance. Definition is discernable in two forms: horizontal, related to tones played in
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succession, and vertical, related to tones played simultaneously. It is defined as a ratio of
early-to-late sound energy:




 = 10 log         [ ],

(2)

where te represents a time interval of 80 ms for music and 50 ms for speech respectively. An
inappropriate ratio may be manifested by masking the following rhythmic elements in the
music, or, conversely, a low reverberation rate with prevailing direct sound. Ideal values of
the index of clarity for the House of Arts Fatra are from range -2 to 2 dB [8]. Similar to
reverberation time, table 2 shows the measured values for the concert hall extracted from the
whole impulse response while figure 3 depicts results for each octave band for both excitation
signals.
Table 2. Clarity index.
MLS (Full IR)

Excitation signal

SS (Full IR)

0.7 dB

C80

1 dB

Figure 3. Average clarity index over octave bands.

4.4 EDT/RT
The EDT/RT ratio proves to be an indication of diffuseness or directedness of the concert hall
design. In a highly diffuse hall, the EDT/RT ratio tends to have a value close to 1. Table 3
states the measured values for the House of Arts Fatra in the mid-frequencies.
Frequency

250 Hz

EDT/RT

0.95

Table 3. EDT/RT ratio
500 Hz
1

161

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

0.97

0.99
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4.5 Frequency ratios
When heard in a hall, music that is rich in bass is said to have "warmth." One of the ways of
measuring bass sounds as possible indicators of warmth is bass ratio (BR) [6]. It is the ratio of
the low to mid-frequency reverberation times, given by:
 =

+
"#$ +
!"#$

"#$

!#$

(3)

A bright, clear, ringing sound, rich in harmonics, is described as "brilliant." A brilliant sound
has prominent treble frequencies that decay slowly. In a concert hall, the high frequencies, to
some extent, will diminish naturally because they are absorbed in the air itself through which
the waves travel. Likewise a BR, a treble ratio (TR) can be formed as:
=

+
"#$ +

#$

&#$

!#$

(4)

The resulting low to high frequency ratio indicates high subjective warmth and brilliance.
• BR = 1,45
• TR = 0,7
The frequency response of the room from the EASERA program shows a maximum in the
200 Hz range, followed by a relatively linear drop in the frequency level.

Figure 4. House of Arts Fatra concert hall frequency response.
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Summary
Measurement of acoustics quality in house of arts fatra. This article reported on the course
and results of measurements in the concert sale of the House of Arts Fatra, the seat of the
State Chamber Orchestra Žilina. The quantified objective criteria prove the uniqueness of
acoustics, which is ideal for performances of the majority of music production and
comparable to the best rated concert halls of a similar nature. Confirmation of the assumed
subjective impressions will be appropriate to verify by additional subjective assessments of
space. The measurement results should also serve to prepare variable acoustics and create
acoustic comfort for multi-genre performances. There is a deficit of similar experimental
measurements in Slovakia, so it will be appropriate to create a more comprehensive study of
the acoustics of the local concert halls.
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NOISE FROM HIGH SPEED RAILWAY VEHICLES IN POLAND
Krzysztof Polak, Jarosław Korzeb

1 Introduction
Noise, just after air pollution, is the largest phenomenon that has a negative impact on the
environment. The main sources of noise are industrial activities and transport. In 2017, the
European Environment Agency indicated that around 19 million people are exposed to noise
from rail transport. This makes rail noise, just behind road noise (over 100 million people),
the second largest source of noise, exposing people to noise of above 55 dB Lden [4].
Rail noise is one of the most harmful sources of pollution. The level of noise from railway
transport is affected by many factors, including the technical condition of the surface (rails,
sleepers, fastenings, ballast, turnouts) and rolling stock, terrain and the recently increasing
speed of railway vehicles.
Currently, Alstom's ETR610 ED250 series (the so-called Pendolino) vehicles can run at the
highest speed on railway lines in Poland. The maximum speed at which these vehicles can
travel is 200 km/h therefore, according to the guidelines of the TSI Rolling Stock for high
speed rail, these vehicles should be classified as class II high speed rail vehicles. According
to SI Rolling Stock for high speed rail, High Speed Class II units run at a speed between
190 km/h and 250 km/h [2].
The ongoing changes in Poland, which aim at improving the quality of rail transport journeys,
raise many questions, including whether the always newer technical solutions and rolling
stock introduced in Poland may reduce noise from railway vehicles while reducing the travel
time. Do we have rolling noise or aerodynamic noise in the case of high speed rail vehicles
of Class II? Which is the dominant source of noise?
There is therefore a need to analyze the main sources of noise from Class II high-speed rail
vehicles. Detailed identification of noise sources, including the frequency spectrum, would
allow a more effective selection of actions and measures to minimize the acoustic impact
of rail transport.

2 Assessment of acoustic nuisance of railway transport in Poland
Noise is defined as 'the unpleasant, unwanted, annoying or harmful mechanical vibration
of an elastic medium, which acts through the air on the hearing organ and other senses. The
definition also includes the centre-distributed vibrations of medium particles in the form
of changes in density and pressure forming an acoustic wave (compaction and dilution
of medium particles).
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Figure 1. Frequency range of audible noise [5].

In Poland, the permissible sound levels in the environment coming from railway transport
were specified in the Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 14 June 2007
on permissible sound levels in the environment (uniform text, Journal of Laws 2014, item
112) [12]. Regulation [12] introduces the division of acoustically protected areas, depending
on their function and type of development, for which differentiated noise levels have been
determined for the time of day (16h), i.e. for the period from 6:00 to 22:00 and for the
nighttime (8h), covering the period from 22:00 to 6:00.
In the first group of acoustically protected areas, health resort protection areas and hospital
areas located outside the city were indicated. The following areas were qualified in the second
group: single-family housing, buildings connected with permanent or temporary stay
of children and youth, nursing homes and hospitals in cities. The third group covers the
following areas: multi-family housing and collective housing, farmstead housing, recreation
development, as well as mixed-use developmentwith residential and commercial functions.
The last group of areas allows cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants to create an innercity zone, i.e. areas of intensive development in the inner-city area with a concentration
of service, commercial and administrative facilities, as specified in the local land management
plan.
An excerpt from the Annex to the Regulation [12], which indicates the noise limit values
for particular groups of areas, is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1.

Classification of protected areas and environmental noise limit values expressed in LAeqD
and LAeqN for railway lines [12].
Permissible noise level in
dB
Roadsor railway lines

Lp.

Terraindesignation

1.

LAeqD
time of day
t=16h

LAeqN
Time of
night
t=8h

a) Areas of Health Resort Protection
b) Out-of-town hospital areas

50

45

2.

a) Single-family residential buildings
b) Buildings linked to the permanent or temporary residence
of children and young people
c) Areas of nursing homes
d) Hospital areas in cities

61

56

3.

a) Areas of multi-family residential development and
collective housing
b) Farmstead housing areas
c) Recreation development
d) mixed-use development with residential and commercial
functions

65

56

4.

Areas in downtown zones of cities with more than 100,000
inhabitants.

68

60

Due to the nature of changes in the sound pressure level of acoustic waves in real time, noise
can be defined as fixed (constant) or transient (variable) and intermittent.
In case of a fixed noise , the A-weighted average sound level (LAm) or equivalent (LAeq)
for the time of assessment shall be determined. It is taken as the eight most unfavourable
hours of the day (600–2200 ) or thirty equivalent minutes at night (2200–600 ).
Equivalent Sound Level is a constant sound level that, acting at the same time as the variable
sound level being tested, carries the same acoustic energy and the same risk of hearing
damage. Calculated using Correction Filter A, at exposure Te, it is recorded as indicated
in relation (1),

LAeq ,Te

 1 Te  p (t )  2 
= 10 log  ∫  a  dt 
 Te 0  p0  

(1)

where: p0 the human noise perception threshold of 20µPa [11].
During spectrum assessment, spectrum is divided into octave or tertiary bands at the centre
frequencies of each band - fs, which makes it easier to compare the frequency spectra
to identify noise sources. The division can be achieved by integrating the continuous spectrum
from the lower (fd) to the upper (fg) frequencies of the subsequent tertiary bands or by using
band-pass filters. The octave band width is equal to 70.7% of each octave's center frequency,
while the third band width is equal to 23.1% of each third's center frequency.
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(2)

3 Minimizing the impact of rail noise and its attenuation effectiveness
The process of noise generation from railway transport is one of the most complex issues,
therefore it is very important to choose appropriate actions and measures to minimize
the acoustic impact. Reducing the noise impact by as little as 3 dB results in noticeable effects
[10].
The noise level is affected by many independent factors, which include: technical condition
of railway infrastructure and rolling stock, landform, traffic intensity and structure,
atmospheric conditions and speed. A large number of such factors and their variability make
the selection of appropriate noise reduction measures a complicated and risky task related
to the effectiveness of these solutions [1, 3, 7, 8].
There are three main types of noise from rail transport, depending on where it is generated:
- rolling noise - resulting from vibrations caused by the wheel-rail contact,
- engine noise - generated as a result of engine operation (mainly during starting
and acceleration of vehicles)
- aerodynamic noise - resulting from disturbance of the elastic medium (air) during vehicle
motion [9].
In order to minimize the acoustic impact on the environment in zones with special exposure
protective solutions are applied, from which two most important areas can be distinguished:
1) reduction of noise at the place where it is generated,
2) noise abatement on propagation pathways.
In order to maintain rail transport as the most environmentally friendly mode of transport,
further action is needed to reduce its environmental impact. The analysis and identification
of the main sources of noise, including their frequency spectrum, will make it possible
to reduce more effectively the acoustic effects of railway vehicles.

3.1 Reduction of noise at the place where it is generated
The measures to minimise rail noise at the point of its generation can be divided into two
groups: measures under the responsibility of the infrastructure manager and those under
the responsibility of the railway operator.
The most effective measure to reduce noise that may be undertaken by an infrastructure
manager is primarily the reconstruction (modernisation) and repair of the existing railway
infrastructure, as well as rail grinding, installation of rail shock absorbers and lubricators.
Modernisation/renovation of the railway line allows the removal of factors that may affect
the noise emission level. During the works, the track surface will be repaired/replaced. The
scope of works may include, among others, rail grinding or replacement with new ones,
replacement of turnouts, coupling of rails through welding, or replacement of rail joint bonds.
In addition, rail sleepers (for pre-tensioned prestressed concrete) and ballast (cleaned and
compacted) will be replaced.
The effectiveness of these measures is set at a level of up to 10dB, while the rail grinding
process itself can reduce noise by approximately 3dB [10]. It should be noted that the high
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damping effect of the above mentioned methods depends to a large extent on the types
of trains (their technical condition) and speed. On the other hand, the installation of rail shock
absorbers or lubricators, the so-called friction modifiers (used mainly on curves) allow
to achieve a noise reduction of about 2 - 3dB [6].
The most effective action to be taken by railway undertakings is the replacement of used
rolling stock with newer ones. According to the technical specification for interoperability TSI Noise, new rolling stock must have a noise reduction of around 10 dB compared
to vehicles manufactured in the 1960s and 1970s. An equally effective way to reduce noise
is the modernisation of the rolling stock in service, which allows to reduce noise by as much
as 8dB (e.g. by replacing cast iron brake blocks with composition ones) [6].

3.2 Noise reduction on propagation pathways
Reduction of acoustic interactions between the vehicle/railway line and the receiver consists
primarily in the use of appropriate noise barriers, limiting the propagation of these
interactions.
So far, the most frequently used solution in Poland to minimize the acoustic impact in railway
transport was the use of acoustic barriers . Acoustic barriers , depending on their function, are
divided into three types: sound-absorbing, sound-insulating and dispersive. The effectiveness
of such noise barriers ranges from 8 to 15dB [1], depending on the distance from the
source/receiver, terrain conditions and proper design (e.g. the use of appropriate material
or height).
Earthworks and ditches located along the railway line are considered to bemost effective
means of noise abatement. Their effectiveness allows to reduce the noise even in the
following areas even by 25dB. The construction of a natural acoustic shield requires
a relatively wide strip along the railway line, therefore it is not possible to apply this measure
everywhere [13].
The least effective, but the most ecological and aesthetic way of minimizing noise from
railway transport is to use green belts - planting vegetation. The effectiveness of this solution
depends to a large extent on the foliage, because a 1m wide anti-noise shield composed
of leafy plants is characterized by an effectiveness from 0.05 to 0.5dB, while in the leafless
state only 0.01 to 0.2dB[5]. Obtaining the noise reduction at the level of 3-5dB would require
the development of a green belt at least 6-10m wide [10].

4 Results of studies on noise emitted by high-speed rail vehicles
4.1 Method of measurement
The sound level measurement was carried out on the railway line no. 4 Grodzisk Mazowiecki
– Zawiercie at km 21+300 (straight section) and at km 18+600 (arch). The measurements
were made in 4 points, by using 2 sound level instruments (made by Svantek company)
in each point. The measurement points were located 5m, 10m, 20m and 40m from the railway
line axle . A detailed diagram of the measurement points is presented in Figure 2.
The microphones were placed at a height of 4 m from the rail head surface and at the rail head
height (approx. 0.8 m counting from the ground level). Additionally, at a distance of 20 m
from the railway line axle, measurements were made with the use of the microphone camera
Bionic S-112. The measurements were made on working days (Monday - Friday), 2 days per
each of the 4 measurement points from 08:00 to 19:00.
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As a result of the measurements a time history was obtained, recorded for each passage of the
train separately, with a step of 1 s, containing the average sound level LAeq 1s. Furthermore,
a frequency spectrum of noise was obtained, in the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, divided into
third bands.

Figure 2. Equipped measurement section during experimental research.

During the period of noise measurements (acoustic events) there were no weather conditions
that would make it impossible to conduct the test. The measurement of atmospheric
conditions: wind speed and direction, atmospheric pressure, temperature and air humidity,
was performed by means of a weather station, located outside the range of the blast from the
passing train at a height of about 2m.

4.2 Preliminary research results
The measurements conducted by means of the sound level instruments delivered a time
history, recorded for each passing by of a high-speed train in 1 second steps, containing the
equivalent sound level (LAeq). The distribution of the equivalent sound level with the A-type
frequency correction for the individual measurement points for a Class 2 high-speed unit
travelling at 200 km/h is shown in the following figures.
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Figure 3. Time history, with 1 s step, containing the equivalent sound level for each measurement point at the
height of the rail head (h=4m).

Figure 4. Time history, in 1 s steps, containing the equivalent sound level for each measurement point at the
height of the rail head (h=0m).
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The conducted tests showed that during the passage of a railway vehicle the highest sound
level was recorded at the measurement point located at a distance of ~10m from the railway
line axle.. Therewere recorded values of 93.6dB for the point located at the height of the rail
head and 93.3dB at the height of 4 m from the rail head. In the nearest railway measurement
point, located 5 m from the railway line axle at the height of the rail head, the highest sound
level was recorded at the level of 91.2dB. In the remaining measurement points no acoustic
events at the level of 85-88 dB or less were recorded.
The use of an acoustic camera during the passage of Alstom railway vehicles of ETR610 type
ED250 series, with a speed of about 200km/h, allowed to obtain the distribution of acoustic
events for individual frequency scopes in the range from 20Hz to 20kHz. Below there
is presented the distribution of acoustic events for selected frequency scopes, falling within
the range from 50 to 950Hz, from 1400 to 1500Hz, from 2100 to 2150Hz and also from 2700
to 2800Hz.

Figure 5. Sound level distribution in frequency range 750-950Hz.
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Figure 6. Sound level distribution in frequency range 1400 – 1500Hz.

Figure 7. Sound level distribution in frequency range 2100-2150Hz.
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Figure 8. Sound level distribution in frequency range 2700-2800Hz.

Sound level measurements obtained by means of an acoustic camera shown that the main
source of noise from high speed vehicles travelling at speeds of 200 km/h comes from the
vicinity of the bogie. The analysis of the recorded acoustic events indicates that the main
source of noise from high-speed rail vehicles, Class 2, is related to the occurrence of
vibrations from the wheel-rail contact (rolling noise). However, the possibility of
aerodynamic noise contribution should not be explicitly excluded, as indicated by the results
of the measurements taken for frequencies in the 600-660 Hz range (Fig. 9).

Figure 9. Sound level distribution in frequency range 600-660Hz.
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In the further part of the research, the frequency spectrum, divided into third bands, will
be analysed in order to examine whether there are characteristic frequencies for Alstom's
railway vehicles of ETR610 type ED250 series (the so-called Pendolino). Initial verification
of the obtained results indicates that the most characteristic frequency ranges for this type
of vehicles are in the range from 20Hz to 125Hz and 600Hz to 4000Hz.

5 Conclusions
The paper deals with the evaluation of railway noise emitted during the operation of high
speed railway vehicles of class 2. An attempt was made to identify the main sources of noise
coming from this type of vehicles. The conducted research indicated that rolling noise,
resulting from vibrations generated at the wheel-rail contact, is probably the dominant source
of sound.
The performed sound measurements allowed to obtain a time history, recorded separately for
each passing by of a railway vehicle, with a step of 1 s, containing the equivalent sound level
LAeq 1s, as well as to obtain a frequency spectrum of noise in the range from 20Hz to 20kHz,
divided into third bands.
Further work on the study and analysis of acoustic events originating from high speed
vehicles will allow to determine the causes of noise sources and build a model of acoustic
events for these vehicles, which in the long run may contribute to the effective minimization
of acoustic impacts.
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Summary
Measurements of noise originating from high speed rail vehicles. Due to the dynamic
development of rail transport, it is necessary to monitor its impact on people and the
surrounding environment. The main subject of the work is noise, as the main factor of railway
transport impact to the environment. In the case of increased speed, searching for the
dominant sources of negative acoustic impact is underway. Determining the causes of noise
sources, their cataloging and construction of an acoustic impact model for these trains, can
contribute to the efficient design of protective means to limit acoustic impacts. The authors
reviewed the literature in relation to the currently used methods, and discussed the method
of noise evaluation, as well as designed a method of conducting field testing on real objects.
The location was selected, the required permits were obtained, high-quality measuring
equipment was collected, and pilot experimental studies were carried out, the results of which
are presented in this paper.
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ASSESSMENT OF DISSIPATION INDUCED INSTABILITY OF SIMPLIFIED
DISC BRAKE SYSTEM
Juraj Úradníček, Ondrej Chlebo, Miloš Musil, Michal Bachratý

1 Introduction
In physics and chemistry, the law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of
isolated system remains constant, it is said to be conserved over time. But in mechanical
engineering applications, systems which exhibits apparently nonconservative behaviour, such
as disk brakes under the influence of friction force, or a double pendulum exposed to
”follower” force or driven rotors exposed to friction in bearings, have to be challenged.
Although apparent nonconservativity seems to be in contrast to law of conservation of energy,
this specious infringement of physical law comes from simplifications of studied complex
systems. If perfectly symmetric system is destroyed by neglecting its particular parts (for
example by simplification of friction law), the resulting system ends up unsymmetrical,
seemingly braking the physical law of energy conservation.
Nonconservative mechanical systems are common in variety of mechanical applications.
Despite of their conservative counterparts, these systems exhibits potential instability
problems, resulting from nonconservative loading, leading to various technical and
operational problems. One of the first publication „Nonconservative problems of the theory of
elastic stability" dedicated to these systems has been published by V. V. Bolotin in 1963 [1].
This publication collects engineering problems related to nonconservative systems since
1920. Publication focuses on dissipative effects in rotor dynamics or aerodynamic flutter.
Motivation for this book had been also problems of stability of slender structures under
follower forces and rotating flexible shafts. These models include two fundamental
perturbations – nonpotential positional force and viscous dissipation.
In this paper - the second of those fundamental perturbation – dissipation and its effect on
stability of specific nonconservative system is studied through The Complex Eigenvalue
Analysis. To obtain a mathematical model of studied system in form of time invariant
coefficient matrixes the Finite Element Method (FEM) is adopted. These analyses are
performed on the simplified mechanical model of the disc brake where instability due to
nonconservative friction force results in well-known brake squeal effect.

2 Brake squeal measurement setup
The simplified disk brake assembly consists the disk part and the pad part, equipped with the
friction material as it is shown in Figure 1a. During the measurement, the disk was slowly
rotating to generate brake squeal. Data was acquired using two accelerometer sensors. The
time series data has been processed into the Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimation using
the Welch estimator [2]. Results are shown in Figure 1b. From the PSD estimation it can be
seen that the signal contains two dominant peaks around the frequency 3700Hz, 5800 Hz
respectively. These frequencies represent dominant brake squeal frequencies.
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b)

a)

Figure 1. The brake squeal measurement setup, a) the experimental setup, b) the measured squeal signal PSD
captured by the two accelerometer sensors placed on the disc surface.

Apart of the measured brake squeal frequencies, damping properties of the system was further
estimated. The system consists of two types of significantly different materials, the steel disk
and the composite friction material with components such as Resin, Iron oxide, Steel fiber,
Ceramic fiber, Organic fiber, Magnesium Oxide, Aluminium Oxide, Barium, Sulphur,
Graphite, Rubber, Novacite, Nipol and friction dust.
The damping ratio of the disc has been estimated by 3dB approach from FRF (Frequency
Response Function) of accelerance. The damping ratio of the disc bending mode
corresponding to squeal frequency near 5800 Hz, has been estimated to ζd = 0.04% for the
unattached disc, while the damping ratio for the attached disc ζd = 0.06%. It should be noted
here, that values of the attached disc depends on attachment’s joints properties. The damping
ratio of the friction material wasn’t directly measured in this study, but is referred to [3] with
the value of ζp = 5%. Damping of the remaining steel structure was considered to be the same
as for the disc.
From the different damping properties of the friction material from the rest of the system it
can be concluded, that the system is nonproportionally damped. This have been justified also
by the FRF measurements of loaded pad-disc system in [4]. The consequence of
nonproportional damping is also visible in Figure 1b. where the PSD line - covering the two
close coalescing squeal frequencies - has different thicknesses around the peaks, which
means, that those two close modes have different damping ratios which is not in compliance
with proportional damping assumptions where two close modes have to be approximately
equally damped.
Since only proportional damping has stabilizing effect on non-conservative systems [5], the
question which arises is how non-proportional damping affects stability of this particular nonconservative system. This question will be partially answered in the following section.
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3 Numerical analyses
The finite element model of the studied system has been created in Ansys Workbench
environment to perform the Complex Eigenvalue Analyses. From these analyses influence of
material damping on system modes stability can be studied. The FEA model is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. The FEA model of the experimental setup.

The equation of motion of the system in the modal coordinates can be written in the reduced
first order form using the 2n-dimensional state variable vector approach as follows
,

(1)

(2)
2

The matrix Ω represents the spectral matrix and Ф its corresponding modal matrix of
undamped system. Solving the eigenvalue problem in the form
(3)
eigenvalues and appropriate complex eigenvectors (in modal coordinates) of damped system
are extracted. The nonsymmetric stiffness matrix Kns and the damping matrix Cns
continuously depend on friction coefficient µ, thus eigenvalues and eigenvectors itself are
functions of µ. The detailed describtion of mathematical model of this type of
nonconservative systems can be found in [6].
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UNSTABLE

STABLE

Figure 3. The eigenvalues evolution with friction for the nonproportionaly damped (bold lines) and undamped
(dashed lines) system a) its imaginary parts corresponding to the eigenfrequencies and b) its real parts reflecting
the modal damping.

The solution of equation (3) as well as the definition of all coefficient matrixes in (1), (2) was
performed by Ansys software. The calculated eigenvalues and their real and imaginary parts
are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a. shows evolution of damped natural frequencies of the two
coalescing modes. For the critical friction coefficient, the modes are being coupled together
which means they exhibits the mode coupling or the flutter type instability. The mode
coupling begins when the real part of the eigenvalue (Figure 3b) reaches positive values. The
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plots demonstrate so called the dissipation induced instability paradox [7], which says that
sufficient small damping can destabilize a non-conservative structure in case when damping
has a non-proportional character. In our case, this can be concluded from the fact, that the
damped structure reaches instability for the friction (µ = 0.35) than the undamped structure (µ
= 0.4) according to the plots. It can be also easily shown, that if the damping had proportional
character, the damped system would have always higher threshold friction values than the
undamped one, which means that proportional damping is always stabilizing [3].
The graphs also shows the difference between mode coupling characteristic of the damped
and undamped system, where for the undamped one the perfect mode coupling occurs,
whereas in the damped case the frequencies are not perfectly coupled for any friction value.
This can be visible also in Figure 1b, where two the close coalescent frequencies coexist
during brake squeal, thus imperfect mode coupling in the experimental system can be
concluded.

Conclusion
From the experimental and numerical study of the simplified disk brake system it can be
concluded, that nonproportional damping can play role in the system stability. The squeal
frequencies has been measured and interpreted through the PSD estimation using the Welch
estimation technic. From the measurements of the FRF of the disk, the damping ratio of
coalescing modes has been estimated using the 3dB rule. The damping of the disc is
significantly lower than the damping of the friction material. This makes overall system
significantly non-proportionally damped.
From the given numerical analyses of studied undamped and damped system, it can be
concluded, that the damped system exhibits instability for lower friction than the same
undamped system, thus the damped system is more prone to be unstable. This study is
pointing out the advantage of inclusion of damping models into brake squeal prediction tools.
Apart the fact that nonproportionality of damping depends on many factors, its tuning can be
effective tool to reduce instability threshold values of commercial disk brake systems.
Looking at the damping from the perspective of its distribution over the structure - thus its
proportionality to stiffness and mass of the structure – it can bring other essential variable for
designers of nonconservative systems.
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Summary
Assessment of dissipation induced instability of simplified disc brake system. This paper
describes impact of nonproportional damping on brake squeal. This impact is demonstrated
on the simplified pad – on – disc system. The squeal frequencies are measured and interpreted
through the PSD estimation using Welch`s estimation filter. From the measurements of the
FRF of the disk, the damping ratio of the coalescing modes are estimated. It can be concluded
that the damping of the disc is significantly lower than the damping of the friction material,
thus according to theory of nonconservative systems, this system can be prone for dissipation
induced instability, what is demonstrated numerically using FEA approach.
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TRANSPARENCY IN ARCHITECTURE
Eva Vojtekova

1 Introduction
Transparency in architecture relates with beginning of modernism, which can be date to the
turn of the 19th and 20th century. Modernism as a style in architecture came to the light after
World War the 1st. Generation of progressive artists and architects began to assert in various
parts of the world the new aesthetic of constructivism, where glass as new material for
architecture had un-substitutable position.

2 Transparency in a period of early modernism
Connection of architecture with other branches of creative art had essential importance for
further interpretation of transparency as a term and its understanding in a period of early
modernism. Transparency in architecture was in this period connected not only with glass as
new material, but also with new conception of the term space. Le Corbusier, Mies van der
Rohe and Dutch group De Stijl applied in their works new spatial conception in relation with
the depth of the space and creation continual space by architectural tools. “Space as
Continuum” and glass as transparent material were the attributes of modernism, which based
the roots of ambiguous meanings of the term “transparency in architecture”.
Mies van der Rohe filled the meaning of “Space as Continuum” by his two breaking works –
Barcelona Pavilion and Villa Tugendhat in Brno at the end of twentieth. He used simple
rectangular forms, clear lines and spreading space behind the walls bordering the interior.
Mies expressed modernity by means of sequencing functional units within the whole space
and their articulation and minimisation of the support structures. In Villa Tugendhat he
created continual space between interior and exterior by using amazing mechanism moving
the glass to underground floor.
The conception of the space and search of new spatial order in modern architecture is very
important for further understanding of following interpretations of the term transparency in
architecture. Transparency was connected not only with modern material glass, but also with
the art of possessing the space.

3 Transparency literal and phenomenal
Colin Rowe, excellent American theorist and architect, together with painter Robert Slutzky
wrote an essay “Transparency literal and phenomenal” in the half of fifties. The origin text
was officially published in 1963. The essay was a reaction of these two authors towards an
International style and glazed boxes, which grew anywhere in after war period.
Essay was focused on an ambiguity of the term transparency. Transparency, as a characteristic
of the material transmitting the light, is in the essay indicated as literal transparency. In
architecture, it means element, which is possible “see through” as glazed wall or glazed
building skin.
Phenomenal transparency means a competence of human mind to read by means of optical
perception essential attributes of spatial building concept, or understanding the presupposed
space behind the façade from the orthogonal point of view. It also means disposition of
human imagination to read from two-dimensional view three-dimensional space (ROWE, C.
2007). Many architects and theorists adopted this understanding of the term of transparency
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according Rowe and Slutzky essay. Their definition became basis for describing and
treatment with architectural space within an architectural theory at many schools of
architecture.

Figure 1. Walter Gropius: Bauhaus Dessau, 1927 – Transparency Literal.

Modernism as a style in architecture was in the time of creation essay in America and west
Europe divided into two manners. Two types of transparency from the essay represented two
streams in modernism and joined with particular representatives (ROWE, C., SLUTZKY, R.
1997).

Figure 2. Le Corbusier: Vila Stein v Garches, 1927 – Transparency Phenomenal.

Swiss architect Bernhard Hoesli, which was working at University of Texas in Austin,
evolved the term of transparency in intent of the essay after his return to Europe. As a
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pedagogue on ETH (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule) in Zurich, he validated the
approaches applied in Austin to the designing.
In the territory of Slovakia, which was a part of new established Czechoslovak Republic, the
first architectural objects with use of transparent elements on the buildings were applicated in
in small ratio. Franz Wimmer designed transparent roof in Central Passage in Bratislava
(1927) and huge transparent facade windows at Bath Eva in Piešťany (1933) (BORECKÁ, E.
2018).

4 Transparency according structural engineers
New understanding of the term transparency accessed after the critics of modernism in
seventies of 20th century and entry of postmodernism for the short period. Crises of
modernism together with energetic crises evoked progress in searching new energetic
concepts and technological development in glass manufacturing and glass new qualitative
characteristics. Many buildings with transparent facades using new energetic concepts with
qualitative different glass were built at the end of 20th century.
Apart from the main tendency of architectural theory and criticism, glass thanks to
technological progress and new qualitative characteristics was in front of an interest for some
architects and structural engineers. Structural engineer Peter Rice and in eighties founded firm
Schleich & Bergermann Partner, under the leadership Jorg Schleich, tested glass as structural
material. Peter Rice together with Hugh Dutton in their book „Le Verre Structurel” offered
their own view on transparency, which depended only on visual perception of objects and
effects in architecture. Excellent engineers Rice and Dutton ignored in their conception of
transparency horizontal or vertical planes in sequences within the floor projections or
elevations and any ambiguity in spatial understanding of the buildings. Transparency was
perceived as characteristic “to see-through” in sense of “literal transparency”. From structural
point of view, transparency was related with the minimal use of structural non-transparent
elements, with optical characteristics of glass and light. Viewer position is decisive with
regard to the illuminated space. Peter Rice and Hugh Dutton understand transparency in
relation with structures supporting glass and in context of technological process glass
production (RICE, P., DUTTON, H. 1995).

Figure 3. Murphy/Jahn, SBP/Schleich & Bergermann Partner/: Kempinski Hotel, Airport Munich 1995 – Glass
facades with point fixed panes.
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German authors Ulrich Knaack, Wilfried Fűhrer and Jan Wurm in their book „Konstruktiver
Glasbau 2“also understood transparency in relation with structure and space. According them,
transparency should be defined … “not only as transparency, but also as the most considerate
usage of the structural elements” (KNAACK, U., FŰHRER, W., WURM, J. 2000). They
sensed transparency from three positions, as view to the interior, outlook and view through
architectural object. Glazed envelopes with applying stretching steel elements achieved the
highest ratio of transparency. By those types of the structure the ratio of non-transparent
structural elements is as low as possible.
City of Science and Industry in park La Vilette in Paris with its "bioclimatic facade" (Adrien
Fainsilber, RFR /Rice Francis Ritchie/1986) and glass facades of the atrium in Kempinski
Hotel (Murphy/Jahn, SBP/Schleich & Bergermann Partner/1995) are the most notable works
from this period, where point fixed glass panes were used. Nowadays Werner Sobek together
with Yamasaki Architects a Troy/Michigan realised all glass facades with use of glass fins in
huge dimensions in Qatar National Convention Centre in Doha, Qatar. The south side of the
building is a combination of a steel structure (Sidra Tree with roof) and a transparent facade
with alternating 800 mm and 180 mm glass fins every 2 meter. The facade is 250 m long and
20 meter high, with 15 meter returns on the east and west side (WINTERSTETTER, T.,
BLANDINI, L., SOBEK, W. 2016).

Figure 4. Yamasaki Architects a Troy/Michigan and Werner Sobek: Qatar National Convention Centre
Doha/Qatar, 2012.

5 Light transparency
Terence Riley, American architect and former director of section of Architecture at MOMA
offered the most relavant interpretation to the term transparency in connection with exhibition
Light Construction, held in MOMA (New York) in 1995. In Interview „Reflections on
Transparency“ with Cynthia Davidson in 1996, Terence Riley expressed need of re-evaluation
of the term transparency in relationship with new architectural works (RILEY, T. 1995).
Terence Riley considered Transparency literal and phenomenal as interpretation intrinsic to
Rowe and Slutzky and thus comprehended term transparency is connected with period of
modernism. Many architectural works at the end of 20th century have sophisticated facades
with use more layers from various materials and applying of new illuminated technologies.
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The new understanding the term of transparency implied of different technological level.
Apart from large sized glass panes, new technologies applied by glass manufacturing and new
transparent materials for building skins are accessible. New interpretation of transparency
relates with new image quality, when one of used material is endued with transparency.
Building skins marked as transparent do not include only clear glass. Transparency in these
cases is achieved by daylight or artificial light penetration through perforated planes of
various materials. The light is much more important for transparency of these constructions
than the use of clear glass on the facades. Transparency in connection with light gains new
dimension. This “light transparency” allows apart clear glass, the use of another materials as
plastics, textile fabrics, translucent glass, perforated metals, or also combinations of these
materials within building's skin layers. These façade concepts offer through day and night
time various effects of transparency.
The term transparency in architecture has new significance in relation with use of
sophisticated computer modelling and is a manifestation of the technological influence on
architectural building skins. Elements with irregular shapes covering spherical surfaces of the
buildings were not possible to realize without computer modelling programmes.

Figure 5. Peter Zumthor: Kunsthaus Bregenz, 1997.

Riley's interpretation of term transparency consists on screening more veiled, smudged or
more preciously translucent figures, or on the some type of perception wherein the figures are
neither opaque, nor literally transparent and are neither figures nor ground. Transparency is
becoming translucency. Riley understands translucency as smudged foggy image transmission
by light transition. Some of presented architectural works do not look like transparent or
translucent by daylight. Programmed or occasionally changeable artificial light loans to
buildings the dimension of transparency or translucency. “It is not surprising that the
pervasive presence in contemporary culture of film, television, video and computer screens,
representing the unique sensibility of light, movement and information, should find its way
into architecture.” (RILEY, T. 1995).
Architectural objects are able by use of electronic imagination of façade screens, illuminated
facades by built-in lightening systems in multiple layers of the skin, or by simple switch-on
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interior light during night change themselves to flickering screen, changeable architectural
images according lightening design concepts, or muffled shine penetrating from illuminated
interiors. The façade creates veil, also could baffle the view, or reveal shadows.
Exhibition “Light Construction” in MOMA in 1995 discovered many questions in
architecture at that time. The forms of exhibited architectural works seemed to be second-rate
problem. An attention was concentrated to the surface of the buildings, which is transparent,
translucent or layered and perforated. The façades currently veiled and revealed the interior
space. Substantial difference is among the approach to the building skin and previous
conceptions of transparent skins from the period of modernism. The visual, structural and
insulating complexity of the architectural surface is important together with thermal, light and
luminous parameters of the building skin. The lack of interest is devoted to the architectural
forms of the buildings in contradiction to former periods of postmodernism and deconstructivism.
The façade as screen or medial wall was new concept in architecture at that time and
represented the connection of transparency and electronic. The idea of medial wall was
realized by Rem Koolhaas in Kunsthal in Rotterdam (1992) and in his project of Zentrum fűr
Kunst und Medientechnologie v Karlsruhe (1989 – 92), which was not realized. Tower at
Kunsthal in Rotterdam presented the mass with projected images. The depth of the mass from
various points of views was not readable, peoples and subjects passing through the tower
became two-dimensional. The tower functioned as medial wall, when space and forms
collapsed to two-dimensional surface. The source of vision and reliability of vision were the
ground of different types of vision. The foggy images on façade surface, the play of light and
shadow, an alternation of lightening effects in day and night image of the building, facades,
those veil and reveal are the main features of architecture manipulated with light
transparency. Peter Zumthor, Herzog de Meuron, SANAA/Kazuyo Sejima, Ryue Nishizawa,
Steven Holl, Toyo Ito and many others are representatives of this tendency in contemporary
architecture.

6 Engineered Transparency
Conference “Engineered Transparency” is held from the year 2010 within the Glasstec
exhibition in Dusseldorf in Germany. The conference is organised by two German
universities, University of Darmstadt and Dresden. The maim conference goal is to extend the
information devoted to various aspects of using glass in building skins. The problem of
building envelopes and their materials is furthermore urgent problem relating with
economical effectivity and reduction of building energy consumption. Glass use on building
façades thanks to its transparency makes possible to gain the day light and passive solar
energy through the building envelope. The term transparency is in 21st century associated with
glazed building facades, whose are not always literally transparent. Characteristics of visually
clear glass were changed since the early modernism period. Resulting glass characteristics
depend on technological manufacturing process and the change of the material optical and
thermal characteristics is not visible. In new façade skins, glass is one of more components
within the envelope. Building envelopes according „Engineered Transparency“ are
understood from the point of economy, energy efficiency, sustainability and relation to the
environment. Glass characteristics enable to design envelopes with intelligent reaction on
external impulses. The architectural design of the building is overwritten to building
engineered control systems and means connection and cooperation of architects and
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engineers. Engineered Transparency connects architecture with new technologies, whose
change architectural language and recede it from features of traditional structures. As Michael
Bell points out: “In many ways the question “what does a building mean?” has been replaced
by “what can building do?” (BELL, M. 2009).

Figure 6. SANAA: Glass Pavilion, Toledo, 2006.

The term Engineered Transparency relates to sophisticated facades including glass. The
problem of the research is not only glass, but also the other elements affecting the skin
performance from the point of many parameters (parameters of IGU, sealing materials, frame
and façade elements and silicone connections of point fixed glass). This term incorporates
also the use of glass as structural material and wide range of glass with new thermal, visual
and optical characteristics.

7 Conclusion
Term transparency is connected with glass use in buildings during the whole 20th century.
Modernism and International Style, introduced in 1932 in MOMA (New York) opened huge
application of glass in building skins. Technical parameters of glass, also knowledge about
energy efficiency of glass envelopes did not reach required level at that time. In modern
architecture the term transparency does not present only transparency of glass as material, but
treatment with floor plan and its multiple visual reading and spatial perception. At the end of
modernism period, transparency literal and phenomenal were identified with two kinds of
modernism in North America. Architects identified with phenomenal transparency prepared
ground for postmodernism by searching architectural axes in front elevations and searching
multiple meanings. After short period and a critic of postmodernism in 80th, the entry of deconstructivism and following innovation process in glass manufacturing stimulated in
architectural praxis formation of architectural works with new visual significance. These
works were the base for re-evaluation of the term transparency in architecture at the beginning
of 21st century. Nowadays term transparency is multiple notion related to intelligent facades
with use of glass, plastics, metals and new composite materials reacting to natural daylight
and artificial light at night.
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Summary
Transparency in Architecture. Term transparency in architecture is connected with use of
glass in building envelopes during the whole 20th century. Transparency is not related only
with material glass, but also with visual perception of architectural space and the art of
possessing the space. From structural point of view, transparency means minimal use of
structural non-transparent elements. Interpretations of the term transparency in architecture
changed in dependency of technological progress in glass manufacturing, demands on energy
efficiency of buildings and sustainability and relation to the environment. New thermal and
optical glass characteristics enable to design envelopes with intelligent reaction on external
impulses. Building intelligent control systems determine architectural design of the building.
Transparency connects architecture with new technologies, whose change architectural
language and recede it from features of traditional structures.
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Transparency literal and phenomenal; engineered transparency; glass; translucency; light
construction.
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AN INTEGRATED DESIGN FOR LIEDTS SQUARE, BRUSSELS
Yannick Sluyts

1 Project description
My master dissertation project was an urban design project made under the supervision of
Prof. Burak Pak and Drs. Hulya Ertas at KU Leuven Faculty of Architecture. The studio was
called “envisioning the architectures of the urban commons” and the title is
“co(mmo)nstruction , the public construction site as a valuable commons”.
This project involved a multi-disciplinary approach to the problem of construction sites in a
dense urban environment such as Liedts square in Schaerbeek, Brussels. At the moment of
writing (September 2019) the communes of Schaerbeek and Evere in Brussels are getting
ready to start construction of a new metro line. This metro line will run along seven stations.
These seven completely new stations will have to be dug up in the following years. Beliris,
the publicly funded development cooperation that is in charge of the construction has vowed
to update existing above-ground infrastructure and squares in the process.
Instead of designing exclusively for the final stage of the project (completion of metro station
and square in 2030) I attempt to bring urban quality to the construction phases of the project. I
do this with a multi-disciplinary approach that involves assessing the sonic conditions in each
phase. My final output is more of a combination of a spatial design and a planning. Not
construction planning but a public space planning.

2 Integration of soundscape design/acoustics in the design process
I chose to approach sound/acoustics in basically two different ways in this planning/design.
Two main problems concerning sound are dominant. First, there is the problem of noise
coming from the construction site during the construction itself. Second, there is the existing
traffic noise that could be addressed with an appropriate new square design, this refers to the
last stage in the project which is the square in its finished state.

2.1 Construction noise
In this project, I use not only space (traditional tool of a designer) but also time (in the form of
phasing) to improve comfort for the stakeholders. Therefore, it is important to approach sound
in the same way. It is evident to focus on construction noise, analyze it, and report how much
it annoys people statistically [LEE et al., 2015]. But as a designer, it is best to look at the
whole picture. Construction works are likely to happen in “bursts” of a few intensive weeks
followed by a few weeks of inactivity (or at least, in this project I based myself on experience
and evidence from other construction sites lead by the same cooperation in Brussels). Because
different roadblocks are already in place and will not be removed in periods of inactivity this
must mean that some areas of the neighborhood will be significantly quieter during these
periods. Traffic is blocked and construction works are halted.
This phenomenon was already observed during the last months of my dissertation writing.
Roadblocks were (subjectively) very calm and the presence of playing children, relaxing
inhabitants was observed. Even a café used part of a road block end as a terrace, exploiting a
legal gray area, exploiting the chaos of such a situation.
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Based on these observations, of which sound/noise/silence was an important contributing
factor I decided to start designing temporary spaces for these road block ends. The design
consisted of containers that could be moved around by the construction site staff during the
day (relatively loud environment during construction works) and appropriated by
inhabitants/business owners during the night or periods of inactivity (inactivity, relative quiet
in an urban environment).
None of this design involved acoustic expertise. I didn’t measure the noise produced by the
construction site, I didn’t measure how silent the nights were in comparison with a condition
with normal traffic. Regarding the fact that these interventions were of temporary, an intuitive
approach to sound/noise sufficed in the context of this project, in-depth research of these
conditions can be carried out during the construction works. Ultimately the problem of sound
exposure from construction machinery was not solved in this way. But an opportunity was
found to alleviate some of the pressure/stress put on inhabitants by designing these initiatives.
These initiatives, as they are designed by me, could also increase the tolerance of the
inhabitants that live right next to these sites. Partly because this process involves the citizen in
the decision making [ROGGEMA, 2017; MACULIENE, 2019].
Not only roadblocks could be approached this way but also big construction sites. As
mentioned before a container structure was designed to act as an organizational and spatial
middle ground between public life and public construction site. This container structure has a
small atrium that gives an insight into the construction site via a glass wall. This atrium is
meant to be used in multiple ways. It can be used for concerts, as a tram stop, as a meeting
space for inhabitants, for info sessions. By creating a temporary space on site with relatively
good speech intelligibility, weather protection, free access to all. I tried to create a forum, a
productive and inclusive forum. Again no measurements were done, but I consciously dealt
with the sonic consequences of my design.

2.2 Final design of the square
Over the course of the last decades, Liedts square in Brussels has been transformed from a
relaxed square to a very busy traffic intersection. At the beginning of the 20th century, the
square had a lot of slow-moving traffic such as horse carriages and trams of the time. It must
have felt calmer and safer for pedestrians to cross the square. Later on, more and more car
traffic was introduced in Brussels. Especially in the post-war period Brussels made it very
simple to visit the city by car. [DUBOIS, 2005] Place Liedts thus became the very busy
intersection that it is today. Crossed by large trams every 5 mins during the day and crossed
by cars and heavy trucks almost permanently.
Relative to its size the amount of space reserved for cars is very large. Pedestrian space in this
square exists as the negative space of everything else. It is fairly fragmented and oddly shaped
in most cases. Even if the square is essentially one large traffic roundabout, a fair amount of
people uses the benches under the trees to relax. The neighborhood is a fairly densely
populated area in Brussels with not too many green spaces nearby. Some trees on the square
thus have an attractive quality for inhabitants and visitors.
Unfortunately, this also means that the noise situation on the square is quite bad. According to
simulations done by Bruxelles environnement (later confirmed by measurements done by me)
the Lden lies between 70dB and 75dB on the square with some parts even exceeding that.
[BRUXELLES ENVIRONNEMENT, 2019] The fact that the square is relatively small and
narrow is also a contributing factor to the noise.
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2.3 New square
The square is supposed to be finished in 2030. At that moment the square will hopefully have
a functioning metro station and a more modern traffic arrangement. It should be said that the
designs proposed by Beliris are still preliminary in the sense that they can still be changed.
According to the project manager of the metro project, the design of the square on the surface
is meant to be reconsidered according to the needs of a quickly changing society
[TIMMERMANS, 2019]. The neighbourhood will be asked to participate in the design of it
during the construction years.
Comparing the new situation vs the old we can immediately observe the presence of two
metro pavilions on the square. They were introduced to be able to close the metro off from the
upper levels. This is different from most metro entrances in Brussels that have an open
design. According to the project manager, this decision was made for security concerns on
Place Liedts. Having an open design means the metro needs to be closed off at a lower level
making it less evident to have control over the space. On top of that, the escalators need less
maintenance because they are shielded off. On Place Collignon, for example, a subtler open
design was chosen due to heritage regulations. The protected building (the town hall) and
urban landscape there did not allow for any big protrusions on the surface.
The second most obvious element in the new design for Place Liedts is the much more
concentrated pedestrian space as opposed to the fragmented pedestrian space the square is
characterized by nowadays. This is due to a thoroughly changed traffic situation. Nowadays
the square is in essence one giant roundabout. This is possible because of two roads that allow
cars to cross the square transversally. This element contributes to the fragmentation of
pedestrian space today. By removing these two roads pedestrian space will be more
concentrated into one bigger surface. On top of that the Rue des Palais the part that goes over
into the Avenue de la Reine is going to be converted into a traffic calming zone. This means
that trams will be the main transportation mode on this part of the square. The road on the
west side of the square will remain as a busy road. This design choice could be seen as a
positive evolution. There will be no tram tracks crossing the square either. These tracks were
only used by the MIVB/STIB in case of emergency and by taxis and sometimes emergency
services. Today there is no real traffic on this part of the square but it cannot be considered
pedestrian space either. It needs to be kept free for possible traffic.

Figure 1. Design of Beliris for Liedts square (due 2030).
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Whereas the current square has a very cluttered organisation of different spaces the new
design is much clearer in its intent. The amount of pedestrian space is increased and more
concentrated. This will hopefully lead to a much less chaotic traffic situation. The
underground structure, the metro station itself is immense. It is a large rectangular box
volume that measures roughly 72x32x22m. This is mainly because the metro tunnel has to be
dug at a depth of about 30 meters. The structure consists of about 4 stories. What’s
remarkable is that almost the entire -1 level is publicly accessible. A large green area on the
plans has no program as of yet. These spaces could become commercial spaces.
Despite the improvements, the new design brings to the quality of public space in Place Liedts
some elements that can be improved. The metro entrance pavilions are quite dominant on the
square. The only serve as metro exits and entrances but are quite mono-functional. This is a
very modernistic, single-use approach to transit.
The second point of critique is the absence of greenery on the square. There is a concentration
of trees next to the northern metro exit. This is positive but the rest of the square lacks some
greenery. It shouldn’t be populated with too many trees that would, in turn, prevent the square
from feeling open enough.
Thirdly, arguably there aren’t enough spots to rest and relax in the new design. Apart from
some steps, there are no benches on the new design (information that is available to me as of
March 2019). I think the goal of this square should be to act as a restorative space for
inhabitants, a place to relax for everyone. By only placing a few steps in the middle of the
square, this goal is not achieved. On a sunny, hot day the benches that are available right now
(ca. 100 people can sit) in Liedts are almost full of people (observations made on a regular
basis from 2014 to 2019).
Finally, I would like to focus on the sonic qualities of the new square. There are no
regulations regarding the urban sound design of squares in Belgium. There are laws regarding
how much noise can occur in certain areas [BRUXELLES ENVIRONNEMENT, 2019] but
these are very hard to respect. Some zones cannot exceed levels of 30 dBA which is
comparable to someone whispering. Part of this paper will be to investigate how the new
design performs in terms of noise abatement. To know this, I had to make a small analysis on
the state of noise and sound in Brussels and Liedts in particular. Afterward, based on 3d
simulations and basic traffic input data I will try to improve the new design while integrating
improvements to the experience of sound if necessary and the aspects stated above.

3 Alternative square design
If a safe feeling and calm environment for place Liedts is the goal, then noise abatement is to
be seen as a primary objective. Along with more comfortable places to sit and relax, more
greenery and a feeling of openness I set out to find a new square design that would integrate
all of these. While it is impossible to prioritize only sonic strategies an integrated design was
found. Sonic interventions have the most impact on the level of basic geometry due to the
physical nature of sound, intervening at the early stages of the design is essential for its
impact. This design takes into account the fact that the square needs two metro exits/entrances
and two elevator cabins to bring passengers to and from the platforms. The main sonic
strategy consists of minimizing noise exposure at spots where pedestrians are most likely to
be sitting or passing by on the square. The biggest pollutant in the projected situation seems to
be the regional road crossing the square on the east side of it. [LEE et al., 2017; EEA, 2019,
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BASNER et al., 2014]. The road crossing on the other side of the square (closer to Rue
Brabant) will be part of a traffic calming zone. This side will be quieter by definition and
poses less of a threat. In an earlier design a solution was found to integrate the metro
exits/entrances and elevators into one large strip that would act as a sound wall. The results
from simulations with this design indeed showed that there was an improvement in the form
of a noise reduction due to this intervention. However, the design was deemed too intrusive in
the urban fabric. Although this wall had a park on top of it and even an amphitheatre, a large
wall in the middle of the already small square was not deemed appropriate from an urban
design point of view.
Therefore, an alternative design was introduced (Figure 2.). This design keeps the square open
while integrating a sunken sound wall. Because the metro will be dug at a large depth there is
a lot of margin of height to be played with. Consequently, the irregular levels of Liedts could
be exploited to create an angular sunken square in the middle of it. On the side of the regional
road this depression continues till a level of about 1 meter to act as a sound wall. This
depression slowly becomes deeper on one end; on the southern part it slowly rises out of the
ground again. This creates a variable soundscape. Walking from one side to the other allows
the visitor to experience different sounds. On the edge of the square traffic sounds and other
external sounds would be more apparent while in the pit voices of conversations are more the
focus.

Figure 2. A sunken design for Place Liedts.

From the side of the pit or depression, this does not feel like an obstruction. The whole design
announces the presence of infrastructure beneath and communicates this better visually. The
metro exits/entrances are very well integrated in this design and do not require a relocation of
the construction pit and are as wide as the original design proposed by Beliris. One entrance is
located in the depression itself right next to the numerous areas to sit. This design allows for a
lot of greenery to be placed on the flat and slanted areas. Another exit/entrance is covered by
an elevated urban grandstand that allows visitors to enjoy the views along the historical axes
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on which Place was originally conceived in the 19th hundreds. While the depression creates
an inclusive and intimate zone the grandstand allows the visitor to have an overview, a
different perspective. This variety of options to choose from creates an interesting urban
environment where different activities can take place and appropriation is maximized.
The acoustic effectiveness of this design was tested in simulation software called Odeon. The
alternative design and the original design were both tested with identical parameters, only the
geometry changed between to simulations allowing to make general comparison between
both.

4 Conclusion
It is possible to integrate acoustics into an urban design, provided that the discipline is
involved soon enough in the design process. Even for temporary situations related to
construction sites, noise can be dealt with. Whether this approach is adequate was not proven
in the context of this master dissertation. I submitted my full master dissertation with all
graphics and analyses to the council charged with assessing the opinions of citizens. I hope
that this will inspire the planners working on this project to actively involve acoustics and
noise management into the project.
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Summary
An integrated design for liedts square, Brussels. In this paper I discuss how I attempted to
integrate acoustics/ urban sound design into an urban project (master dissertation) with both
as temporary and permanent nature. The project deals with both the construction period and
the permanent finished state of a metro station and square in Schaerbeek, Brussels. The
innovative part of this project is to shift the planning paradigm of large urban infrastructure
projects such the metro project line 3 in Brussels. The goal of this paper is to show how sound
design and acoustics were integrated and assess the validity of such a strategy.
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PERCEPTION OF ROOM SIZE AND ROOM SHAPE THROUGH PASSIVE
ECHOLOCATION EXPERIMENT
Léopold Kritly, Lukáš Vargic, Christ Glorieux, Monika Rychtáriková

1 Introduction
Although we do not realize it all the time, subconsciously, when entering a space, our
impression about the size and nature of the space is not only based on what we see but also on
what we hear. Moreover, even in the absence of noise sources in the space, people, in
particular trained, blind persons, are able to estimate the size of a space by making a small
sound and listening to the acoustic room response. It is well known that the reverberation
time increases with the volume of space. However, the reverberation time as such does not
give unambiguous information, as it is also determined by the degree of acoustic absorption
of the surfaces of the walls and objects in the space. In our research, we address the question
to what extent people are able to, before and after short training, recognize aspects of spaces
from their acoustic response to a self-produced sound. In this article, we report on preliminary
results on the performance of untrained people to recognize, for rectangular spaces, their
volumes, absorption values and aspect ratio, from auralized responses to a pre-recorded
impulsive tongue click sound.

2 Listening test experiments
A group of 13 untrained sighted people with normal hearing (hearing threshold < 20dBHL)
and having knowledge in acoustics participated in the listening test experiments. The listening
tests were carried out in a semi-anechoic chamber making use of a listening unit and
corresponding high-quality open headphones. The test protocols have been approved by the
Social and Societal Ethics Committee of KU Leuven (SMEC).
The rooms auralized have been generated as a function of a unit volume (named W1 L1 H1)
of 3 meters wide, 4 meters long and 3 meters tall. All rooms dimensions were multiples of
these width, length and height, named accordingly as listed in Figure 1 and generated for 4
different acoustic absorptions (α = 5, 10, 20, 40%).
The room impulse responses of those rooms were generated for 2 positions of a listener being
both the source (mouth) and the receiver (ears). The simulated subject was either in the center
or corner of the room, i.e. at 1.5 meters of the right corner in the 2 horizontal directions and
was 1.7 meters tall. The room impulse responses were computed by Odeon® software
considering a head related transfer function of a human being, and convolved by an impulsive
tongue click recorded in an anechoic chamber.
The experiment aimed at determining people’s ability to discriminate the different in volume
and shape of auralized rooms with similar reverberation time (± 10%).
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Figure 1. Scaled visualization of the simulated rooms (a.) used with various absorption values (α = 5, 10, 20,
40%) and their corresponding names and metric sizes (b.).

This listening test was of the ABX-type, i.e. a psychoacoustic 2AFC method of experiment
presenting 3 signals respectively named A, B and X, with A and B being 2 different sounds
and X randomly equal to one of the others. A and B were set to the auralization of 2 different
rooms with similar reverberation time (± 10%). This type of psychoacoustic test has a
guessing limit of 50 %. The more the correct answering performance is above 50%, the higher
is the audibility of differences of the room compared. The listener was asked to answer
whether X was equal to stimulus A or stimulus B.
The experiment was split into 4 tests: central and corner position of the listener, presented
twice in separate tests.

3 Results
The room comparisons, grouped for the smallest reverberation time cluster (RT = 0.4s), sorted
according to the degree of differentiation accuracy by the listeners (ABX-test) are shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Auralized room pairs with a reverberation time of 0.4 s (±10%) and different volume and or shape,
sorted in ascending order of discrimination accuracy, determined from ABX listening tests on 13 persons.
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It should be noted that in many daily life circumstances, discriminating a large room from a
small one is straightforward, as the former one typically has a longer reverberation time than
the latter. However, in this research we have focused on the less trivial cases, where the
difference in reverberation time caused by a difference in volume was neutralized by
modifying the average acoustic absorption. It turns out that this removal of information made
it quasi impossible for the listening persons to discriminate the largest rooms (volume > 900
m3) and those with slightly different volume (difference of the order of 15%). The
discrimination between rooms only differing by their height is particularly difficult. The
listening persons’ performance to discriminate rooms differing only by their length turns out
to be better for a listener located in the center of the room than in its corner, regardless of the
shape of the room, as shown for a corridor room and shoe-box room.
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Summary
Perception of room size and room shape through passive echolocation experiment. This
article is proposing a method to investigate the ability of human beings to hear and interpret
size and shape information of rectangular rooms at 2 positions inside it (center and corner) by
means of passive echolocation through tongue clicks. This study was carried out on room
clusters grouped by equivalent reverberation time. The proposed method relies on one ABXtype listening tests. This experiment consists in telling if the participant can hear differences
in the auralized rooms. Rooms compared having large or close volume or only differing by
their height were difficult to perceive. Spaces only having different length are easier to
perceive in the center of a room than in its corner.
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Passive Human echolocation; Listening test; Size perception; Shape perception.
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APPLICATION OF VIBROACOUSTICS IN SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE
ASSESSMENT OF BEARING QUALITY
Ondrej Chlebo, Ľubomír Šooš, Stanislav Žiaran, Miloš Musil

1 Introduction
The implementation of European directives is also closely related to the quality of production
and the related safety of operation, maintenance of machines, machinery, whether mobile or
stationary, with the aim of reducing dynamic loads (vibration and noise) not only during operation, but also during their design, production and assembly. Their quality and durability
increase if their undesirable dynamic load is reduced, whether from their own sources of vibration and noise or from external sources. Reducing the dynamic load of machines, machinery, mechanical systems and their parts with respect to the surrounding environment and man
is manifested by reduced emissions and immissions of noise and mechanical vibrations, thus
improving the working and living environment. In this case it is a question of determining the
quality of production of bearings used mainly in the automotive industry [3]. And it is in the
automotive industry that minimal responses of their own dynamic load are required.
Implementation of EU directives must be implemented in the design, development, production of prototypes, production and technological process, selection, mounting and modification of machines or their components, technical equipment, in the introduction of new technologies and in the design of new workplaces in terms of minimizing dynamic response with
respect to the environment, human beings and the machines and machinery themselves, as
well as reducing the dynamic response (vibrations, shocks, impacts, noise) of machines, technical equipment and technologies of current operations. These are mainly production, assembly and maintenance of machine components and machines and technological equipment and
testing or control activities, which includes vibroacoustic diagnostics and monitoring of machines, machinery, technological processes and environment, namely the creation of diagnostic models, design of diagnostic systems for determining the quality of production of components, methods and techniques for monitoring, determining the technical condition of machines and technical equipment, measures to reduce the vibration and noise of machines,
technical equipment and technological processes [1, 2, 5].
Efforts to reduce mechanical vibration and noise are aimed at reducing the sound power of the
source itself, reducing the radiated sound energy of the source into the open space, and preventing the propagation of energy through the mechanical system and structures.
The intensity of the vibration and noise of the machine depends on its nature and requirements for inclusion in the work process or on the target for which the component or machine
is manufactured. The precision of production, technological assembly, appropriate arrangement and placement of individual parts of the machine, used material components, loading,
technological process, etc. also have a significant influence on the vibration and noise of the
primary sources.
The mechanical vibration generated during the quality or operation tests of machinery components contains a lot of useful information about their technical condition and also reflects
the nature of the work processes and the load intensity of the component or the machine itself.
Compared to other diagnostic methods, vibration diagnostics makes it possible to determine
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not only structural deficiency or damage, but also their causes (e.g. oval, abnormal play, component element damage, insufficient and unprofessional technological assembly, etc.) [1, 2].
The issues of reducing vibration and noise in general have received considerable attention in
the developed countries of the world. The activity in this area focuses primarily on the primary reduction of vibration and noise, i.e. directly to eliminate the causes of significant vibrosound energy of the technical equipment. In this case, it is necessary to focus only on the primary reduction of the dynamic load, i.e. to find the causes of the increased dynamic bearing
response during the final inspection of bearing quality assessment [3, 4]. In this way, the most
effective results can be achieved.

2 Measurement objectives and methodology
The aim of the article is to propose procedures for objective methodology and criteria for
quality evaluation of manufactured bearings in terms of their noise, which would replace subjective quality evaluation also by the auditory organ of the operator. The dynamic response
generated by the bearing, manifested by increased vibration power and increased noise, adversely affect human well-being, whether in the working and/or environment, and the user
sets acceptable noise limits for individual bearings. The methodology of assessment of vibrosound bearing expression based on measurement of acceleration and auditory identification
against etalon is subjective and cannot always reliably identify specific bearing noise near the
permissible noise limit. The subject-based method is also dependent on residual noise in the
test room and, in particular, discrete frequencies limit the identification of discrete components representing specific bearing damage (Fig. 1). A wide range of discrete frequencies
generated by the environment can be seen from the residual noise frequency spectrum, which
can negatively affect the subjective assessment of bearing quality. The proposed methodology
is based only on objectively measurable parameters that characterize the vibration intensity
and nature of the noise generated by the bearing and cannot be influenced by the residual
noise at the location of the bearing quality assessment. The subject of testing was a statistically representative sample of double-row ball-ball bearings.

Figure 1. Residual noise in the test room.

The stationary and non-stationary signals generated by the bearings were measured by a
Bruel&Kjaer PULSE frequency analyser comprising piezoelectric accelerometers with a frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 kHz and an imaging memory module. A microphone, replacing
the operator's auditory organ, was used to acoustically measure the signal generated by the
bearings, which was compared to the vibration signal. In addition to the frequency range, it is
also very important to select the appropriate averaging type and number of averages per unit
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of time as well as the appropriate time window for the type of signal [2]. The aim of measuring the acceleration and the magnitude of the periodic dynamic load was to analyse the magnitude of the kinematic quantities (acceleration and velocity) acting on the bearing clamping
flange of the bearing. A frequency analysis was performed to determine the frequency distribution of the excessive dynamic load and its causes.

3 Time and frequency analysis of bearing vibration
A comparison of the time courses of the dynamic response of the test bearings shows significant differences in the magnitude of the amplitudes and their time distribution, showing the
dynamic expression of a good bearing, a bearing with significant noise and pulse stammering
bearings (Fig. 2). Dynamic noise is less pronounced and smoother for high-quality bearings
than for low-quality bearings, where the amplitude of vibration is on average larger with more
pronounced regular and irregular maximum amplitudes achieving high acceleration values.
These deterministic or random maximum signal amplitudes are response of damage to the
bearing or its components due to manufacturing and/or assembly technology. Detailed specification is possible using frequency analysis, which allows to detect causes and types of bearing damage.
Abnormal time dynamic response of the bearing over the maximum acceleration value is,
according to the proposed methodology, one of three criteria for objective evaluation of bearing quality.

Figure 2. Time record of dynamic bearing expression: good up, noise in the middle and pulse stammering down.

Frequency analysis, in this case, is not used to identify syndromes and symptoms of bearing
damage, but to determine a statistically significant frequency interval and to determine the
equivalent decibel value of acceleration at this frequency interval (second criterion). The frequency spectra of thirty bearings (15 satisfactory and 15 unsatisfactory) form a sharp border
between qualitatively satisfactory and unsatisfactory bearings at a certain part of the frequency interval (Fig. 3). Thus, the effective value of the acceleration can determine the bearing quality. It should be emphasized, however, that even a good quality (satisfactory) bearing
will always be dynamically manifested externally. However, this dynamic response may not
reduce the quality of the bearing itself.
Based on frequency analysis graphs using probability theory and solvers' experience, a frequency interval from 1.05 kHz to 4 kHz was chosen to determine the equivalent r.m.s value.
At this frequency interval, the human auditory organ is most sensitive.
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The frequency response of the bearing through the effective value of the acceleration at the
determined frequency interval is, according to the proposed methodology, the third of the
three criteria of bearing quality evaluation.

Figure 3. Frequency spectra of bearings with different dynamic expression, spectra marked in red represent
unsatisfactory bearings and green represent satisfactory bearings.

4 Determination of objective criteria values for bearing quality evaluation
The subjective methodology for the evaluation of vibroacoustic bearing response, consisting
of the vibration evaluation using the 0 – 10 kHz acceleration measurement method and the
operator's auditory organ, cannot reliably identify the quality of bearings generating specific
noise or noise near a specified quality limit. The method of quality evaluation of manufactured bearings must be able to evaluate unambiguously, with repeatability, reproducibility and
reliability of satisfactory (good) and unsatisfactory (bad) bearings. The use of the operator's
auditory organ simulated bearing noise measurement and its frequency analysis as compared
to the frequency analysis of vibration is shown in Fig. 4.
From the analysis of the above measurements and using the results of a statistically representative number of tested samples, the quality limits of the given type of bearing were determined, i.e. the boundary between the noise satisfactory and the unsatisfactory bearing. The
statistically significant frequency range for determining the equivalent acceleration value,
expressed in acceleration levels (in decibels), is from 1.05 kHz to 4 kHz. The upper limit of
this equivalent acceleration, expressed in acceleration levels, was set at 125.5 dB, corresponding to an acceleration value of 1.88 m/s2 of the dynamic bearing response. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that the vibration sensing within a specified frequency range is much more transparent
than the noise sensing by either the microphone or the auditory organ (the lower – blue curves
represents the satisfactory bearings). The differences in sound perception of a satisfactory and
unsatisfactory bearing in the selected frequency interval are minimal, which can lead to incorrect evaluation of the bearing quality.
The next criterion is the maximum value of acceleration obtained from the time dynamic response of the bearing, whose upper limit is set at 30 m/s2. Thus, if the effective value of the
acceleration, expressed by the acceleration level, is less than or equal to 125.5 dB and at the
same time the maximum value of acceleration from the time dynamic response does not exceed 30 m/s2, the bearing is classified as satisfactory. Otherwise, for the type of bearing under
investigation, this bearing is unsatisfactory.
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5 Conclusion
Based on the maximum value of acceleration of bearing vibration and its frequency expression, the method of quality evaluation for a particular type of bearing was determined and its
credibility was verified in cooperation with subjective evaluation of bearing quality. The established criteria were verified in the presence of the operator on 15 samples and 100%
agreement was reached in determining the quality of bearings with respect to their dynamic
response, namely vibration and noise. The undesirable noise of the bearings can be monitored
through the maximum acceleration value determined from the time course and through the
frequency distribution of the generated vibration. Increasing the quality of bearings and thus
reducing the number of unsatisfactory bearings can be accomplished by diagnosing the causes
and faults of the bearings. In addition to design defects, poor quality bearings are also caused
by insufficient and unprofessional technological assembly. This finding results from the performed frequency analysis. Analysis of the type of bearing damage can help reduce the percentage of unsatisfactory bearings.

Figure 4. Bearing vibration frequency (top) and radiated noise frequency spectrum with filter A (bottom).
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Summary
Application of Vibroacoustic in Subjective and Objective Assessment of Bearing Quality. The implementation of European directives is closely related to the quality of production
and the associated safety of operation, maintenance of machines and mechanical systems,
whether mobile or stationary, in order to reduce the dynamic load (vibration and noise) on
working environment, not only during their operating state, but also during their design, production and setting the vibration isolation components. Reducing the dynamic load of mechanical systems and their components is reflected in the working environment by reduced
emissions and immissions of noise and vibration. The presented paper investigates the methods and conditions for noise and vibration control, mainly by increasing the quality of rotating
machine components such as bearings. The results of the vibroacoustic measurements were
analysed in terms of the vibration and noise level (quality) of bearings. Finally, the paper suggests method and criteria for assessment of the bearing quality.
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INFLUENCE OF MOISTURE CONTENT ON SPEED OF SOUND IN BEECH
SAWMILL ASSORTMENTS (FAGUS SYLVATICA, L.)
Alena Rohanová, Ondrej Bajza

1 Introduction
Wood is a material with very good acoustic properties. Sound as a wave effect is
characterized by wavelength, wave amplitude, frequency and speed of sound. The speed of
sound propagation in wood depends on the species and is anisotropic in nature. The highest
value is in parallel to the grain (c//), but it is lower in the tangential (c⊥t) and radial (c⊥r )
directions compared to this rate in approximately c// : c⊥r : c⊥t = 15 : 5 : 3 (POŽGAJ, 1997;
KLOIBER, 2007). PORTALA – CICCOTELLI, 1989; ZOMBORI, 2000; BUCUR, 2006;
BAJZA – ROHANOVÁ 2018 show different c values in different directions. The average
values speed of sound by tree species are given in Table 1.
Table 1.

Average wood density and speed of sound rates for different wood species
(Kollmann – Côté, 1968).

Density of wood
(kg.m-3)
ρ*
Spruce
470
Pine
520
Fir
460
Maple
630
730
Beech
Oak
690
* predicted wood density at w = 12%

Speed of sound
(m.s-1)

Wood species

c//
4790
4760
4890
3826
4638
4304

c⊥
1072
932
1033
1194
1420
1193

c//
c⊥
4,47
5,11
4,73
3,21
3,27
3,61

Speed of sound (eg ultrasound) is used for diagnostics of wood quality in experiments as well
as in various sawmill assortments (round timber, logs and structural boards) and structural
elements in situ (HANHIJÄRVI et al., 2005). The most widespread and practically easiest
way is to measure the speed of sound parallel to the grain c// by various devices, eg. Sylvatest
Duo, Timber Grader MTG. When evaluating c// and c⊥ it is required to specify the
environmental impacts (moisture content, temperature) as well as the wood structure (type of
wood), dimensions of the tested elements. The speed of sound decreases with increasing
wood moisture content. The water fills capillaries that previously had air. As a result, the
resistance of the environment to the propagation of the sound wave increases
(POŽGAJ, 1997). At high humidity, hydrogen attenuation between cellulose chains and water
molecules is the main cause of the attenua. As a result, the material's resistance to wave
propagation increases. Influence of wood moisture on sound propagation eg. ultrasonic waves
explored SANDOZ, 1989; KANDEMIR–YUCEL et al., 2007. KOLLMANN – CÔTÉ, 1984
presents spruce and oak (ideal specimens) curves of speed of sound and moisture content
(range w = 0 ÷ 100%). Currently, the research is also focused on other woody species, eg.
beech.
The results of the c// and c⊥ analyzes are applied when calculating the dynamic modulus of
elasticity Edyn,II and Edyn⊥. They are important indicator parameters used in predicting
characteristic parameters of wood quality (bending strength, bending MOE, density of wood).
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At present, comprehensive research on beech wood at various levels (logging, processing
technology, design and production) has been reported. One of the target areas of beech
application are building constructions. Acoustic non-destructive testing (NDT) methods are
used to diagnose structural elements and sawmill assortments (SANDOZ – BENOIT, 2007;
BAJZA – ROHANOVÁ, 2018).

2 Material and methodology
Beech wood has been tested experimentally (Fagus Sylvatica, L.) was harvested in Slovakia.
Selection and numbers of sawmill assortments: Number of trees N = 16 pieces. The length of
the round timber was 6000 mm, N = 16 (20.8 m3). The length of logs was (3300 – 3500)
mm, N = 32. Wainscot sawing pattern was used to cut the logs. Structural board of
dimensions: 50/150 × 3100 mm, N = 54, visually sorted (BAJZA, 2018). The average test
specimen moisture was (approximately) 12% obtained under laboratory conditions. Moisture
was monitored and controlled by a Hydromette HT 85T (in situ).
On sawmill assortments (round
timber, logs and structural
boards) were device Sylvatest
Duo measured:
c// – speed of sound parallel to the
grain in m.s-1 (device
Sylvatest Duo),
w – moisture content in %.

Figure 1. Sawmill assortments (round timber, logs and structural board) and measurement c// and w.

3 Results and discussion
Table 2. shows the basic statistical characteristics of the moisture content and the speed of
sound parallel to the grain for sawmill assortments (round timber, log, structural board).
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Table 2.
Statistical
characteristics

Statistical characteristics of wood moisture and speed of sound on beech sawmills assortments.
Round timber
moisture
speed of
content
sound
w (%)
c (m.s-1)
//

N

x

48
67

48
4124

xmax
72
4482
xmin
64
3214
V (%)
4
5
* BAJZA, 2018
Moisture content was measure whit accuracy ± 1%.

Sawmill assortments
Log
moisture
speed of
content
sound
w (%)
c (m.s-1)
//

Structural board*
moisture
speed of
content
sound
w (%)
c (m.s-1)
//

32
57

96
4317

54
14

5272

67
50
10

4698
3829
4

16
12
6

5551
5048
2

Round timber: linear relationship speed of sound parallel to the grain on moisture content is
in range 65 ÷ 72%. In this interval the influence of moisture content on speed of sound is
significant, average decreasing is 26.5 m.s-1 per 1% w (p = 0.007 < 0.05, i.e. 99.3 %
significance, r = - 0.40, r2 = 0.16).
Logs (l1 +l2): was detected linear relationship c// from w in the range 50 ÷ 67%. The influence
of moisture content on speed of sound is significant (p = 0.000, decrease c// is 20.6 m.s-1 per
1% w, r = - 0.68, r2 = 0.47).
Structural boards: moisture content range is 13 ÷ 16% (very small), therefore its influence
did not prove significant (p = 0.392 > 0.05, r = - 0.12, r2 = 0.014).
The results from the partial dependencies were summarized and evaluated by the method of
interpolation and extrapolation (Figure 2.).
Interpolation method: All 3 partial dependencies (round timber, log, structural board) were
evaluated by a non-linear dependency model c//-w. Polynom of second order (parabolic
curve) was designed. Its regression function was estimated as:
(1)
c// = 5649 - 27.371. w + 0.0735. w2
Average linear decrease of c// per 1% w in the moisture content interval w = (13 – 72) % is
27.4 m.s-1 (this point estimate is significant). And its 95% confidence interval is from 21.3 to
33.4 m.s-1, with an expected slightly convex pattern with a convex coefficient c2 = 0.074.
Extrapolation method: for w = 0%. In the non-linear model, the point estimate of c//,w0 is
5649 m.s-1 (p = 0.000), and its 95% confidence interval is from (5560 – 5739) m.s-1.
The range of moisture content intervals has been found for the saw assortments:
• round timber 7%,
• logs 17%,
• structural boards 4%.
At smaller intervals of the independent variable w, the significance of the dependency is
clearly reduced.
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Figure 2. Dependence of speed of sound parallel to the grain on moisture content of beech sawmill assortments
(round timber, logs, structural boards).

Our non-linear model of beech wood sawmill assortments was compared with the spruce and
oak curves (KOLLMANN – KRECH, 1960). The regression curve for beech saw assortments
has the same shape as for spruce and oak (ideal specimens) but the values are closer to spruce
(Figure 3.).

Figure 3. Dependence of speed of sound parallel to the grain on moisture content of spruce and oak wood
(Kollmann – Krech, 1960) and beech – authors (1 – structural board, w = 14 %, 2 – log, w = 57 %, 3 – round
timber, w = 67%).
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3 Conclusion
Experimental results of sound velocity along c // fibers on beech assortments have shown:
• it has been confirmed that the c// value (for spruce, oak and beech) decreases with
increasing wood moisture,
• sawing assortments were independently evaluated by linear dependencies c// from w:
round timber: the effect of moisture content on c// is significant (p = 0.007, w = 65 ÷ 72%),
logs1,2: the effect of moisture content on c// is significant (p = 0.000, 50 ÷ 67%),
structural boards: the effect of w on c// was not shown to be significant (p = 0.392),
• at a moisture content range of 12% ± 3% (structural boards), the effect of moisture on c// is
negligible,
• interpolation: a second degree polynomial with a regression equation was designed for
three tested dependencies: c// = 5649 - 27.371. w + 0.0735. w2,
• extrapolation: in a non-linear model, a point estimate of c//,w = 5649 m.s-1 (w = 0%) was
determined with 100% confidence (p = 0.000),
• the non-linear beech model for sawmill assortments corresponds to the spruce and oak
curves (ideal specimens) according to KOLLMANN – CÔTÉ 1984, in the range w = 0 100%.
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Summary
Influence of moisture content on speed of sound in beech sawmill assortments (Fagus
sylvatica, L.). This paper explores the influence of moisture content on the speed of sound of
beech sawmill assortments (Fagus sylvatica, L.). Device Sylvatest Duo was to measure in
situ the speed of sound parallel to the grain c// on the round timber, logs and structural boards.
Individual assortments were evaluated separately by statistical methods. Round timber: range
at w = (65–72) %, the influence of moisture content on c// is significant (p = 0.007). Logs:
range at w = (50–67) % is also a significant effect of moisture content on c//, p = 0.000.
Structural boards: at a small range w = (13–16) % the effect of moisture on c //, p = 0.392 was
not demonstrated. By the method of interpolation and extrapolation all three assortments were
evaluated by nonlinear model – polynomial of the second degree (parabola). The regression
curve for beech sawmill assortments has approximately the same pattern as the spruce and
oak curves (ideal specimens) but is closer to spruce in value.
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Beech wood; round timber; log; structural board; speed of sound; moisture content.
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TEPELNO-VLHKOSTNÉ VLASTNOSTI DIFÚZNYCH ZRUBOVÝCH STIEN
S DREVOVLÁKNITOU IZOLÁCIOU
Stanislav Jochim, Robert Uhrin, Pavol Sedlák

1 Úvod
Tradičné zrubové stavby na Slovensku zhotovované remeselným spôsobom majú aj v
súčasnosti atraktívnosť pre bývanie a podnikanie. Na rozdiel od minulosti sú v súčasnosti
požiadavky na tepelnú ochranu podstatne prísnejšie a sú stanovené v STN 730540-2. Z tohto
dôvodu sa obvodová stena zo zrubových prvkov napr. hrúbky 200, 300 príp. 350 mm dopĺňa
zateplením z interiérovej strany a ďalším dokončením skladby steny ako parobrzdnej vrstvy,
inštalačnej medzery a finálneho obkladu z dreva, sádrokartónu a pod. (JOCHIM, BUBNIAK,
2012). Na izolácie sa používajú materiály na priemyselnej ako aj prírodnej báze. V
kombinácií s drevom sú vhodnejšie izolácie na prírodnej báze, ktoré majú hygroskopické
vlastnosti. Drevovláknité dosky rôzneho typu majú komplexne výborné fyzikálne vlastnosti
pre použitie v obalových ako aj vnútorných konštrukciách budov.
Na základe vhodných tepelnoizolačných, vlhkostných, paropriepustných, vzduchotesných,
akustických a iných vlastností materiálov sa navrhujú a realizujú spoľahlivé skladby napr.
difúzne otvorených stien, podlahy, stropy strechy a pod. (ŠTEFKO A KOL., 2015).
Pre skladbu difúzne otvorenej zrubovej obvodovej steny možno využiť viac typov
drevovláknitých dosiek, alebo ich kombinovať. Pre celú skladbu obvodovej zrubovej steny je
dôležité, aby splnila požadovanú U – hodnotu (v súčasnosti min. 0,22 W/(m2.K)), ako aj
celoročne priaznivú bilanciu skondenzovanej a vyparenej vodnej pary v konštrukcií pri
podmienke max. 0,5 kg/m2 za rok. Vlhkosť materiálov v skladbe obvodovej zrubovej steny
možno teoreticky overiť výpočtom, ale aj experimentálne v reálnych klimatických
podmienkach počas roka. Príspevok je zameraný na:
1. Teoretickú analýzu tepelno-technických vlastností zrubových obvodových stien s
drevovláknitou izoláciou a posúdenie podľa STN 730540-2/2019.
2. Experimentálne overenie vlhkosti materiálov zrubovej steny s parobrzdou a bez parobrzdy
počas zimného obdobia a posúdenie vplyvu parobrzdy na vlhkosť materiálov.

2 Skladby zrubových obvodových stien
Pre teoretické overenie tepelno-technických vlastností a experimentálne overenie vlhkosti
materiálov boli navrhnuté a zhotovené skladby zrubových stien Z1-Dp s parobrzdnou vrstvou
Isocell a Z1-Dbp bez parobrzdnej vrstvy uvedené na Obrázku 1.
Z1-Dbp

Z1-Dp

Obrázok 1. Skladba zrubovej obvodovej steny Z1-Dp, Z1-Dbp.
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3 Metodika overovania tepelno-technických a vlhkostných vlastností
3.1 Teoretická analýza a posúdenie tepelnotechnických vlastností
Pre overovanie tepelno-technických vlastností bol použitý program Fragment Isover s
metodikou jednorozmerného vedenia tepla a vlhkosti. Pre špecifický tvar zrubového profilu je
vhodná aj spresnená metodika podľa JOCHIM, 2016. V danom prípade zrubového profilu s
obdĺžnikovitým tvarom a zrazenými malými hranami z len jednej strany je metodika
porovnateľne presná. Posúdenie je spracované podľa STN 73 0540-2/Z2 2019.

3.2 Experimentálne overovanie vlhkostných vlastností
3.2.1 Merané obdobie a klimatické podmienky
Vlhkostný stav materiálov zrubových obvodových stien bol overovaný v období február až
apríl 2019 (UHRIN, 2019). Testoval sa fragment zrubovej steny 1,2 x 1,2 m s dvomi
variantnými skladbami. Bol zabudovaný v referenčnom výskumnom objekte simulujúcom
vytváranie obytnej klímy s teplotou vzduchu 20 ±1 °C a vlhkosťou vzduchu 50 ±2 %. Z
vonkajšej strany pôsobila exteriérová klíma v danom období (Graf 1.).

120,0

Relatívna vlhkosť a teplota vzduchu v exteriéri počas meraného obdobia

Namerané hodnoty

100,0
80,0
60,0
40,0

Vlhkosť (%)
Teplota (°C)

20,0
0,0
-20,0

Obdobie merania a dátum overovania vlhkosti materiálov
Graf 1. Relatívna vlhkosť a teplota vzduchu v exteriéri počas celého obdobia,

3.2.2 Meranie vlhkosti materiálov
1. Elektrický odporový vlhkomer: masívne drevo - interiérový obklad, rošt, stĺpik, zrub.
2. Gravimetrická metóda: všetky drevovláknité doskové materiály. Sušenie vzoriek
prebiehalo pri teplote 103 ±2 °C. Vzorky materiálov sa považovali za suché, ak odchýlka
dvoch po sebe vykonaných meraní v intervale 2 hodiny neprekročila 0,01g.
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4 Výsledky
4.1 Teoretická analýza tepelno-technických vlastností
Výsledky teoretickej analýzy tepelno-technických vlastností zameraných na U-hodnotu
a celoročnú bilanciu skondenzovanej a vyparenej vodnej pary v zrubových obvodových
stenách Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp sú uvedené v Tabuľke 1.
Tabuľka 1. Výsledky teoretickej analýzy tepelno-technických vlastností pre navrhnuté skladby Z1-Dp, Z1Dbp.
Konštrukcia

Súčiniteľ
prechodu
tepla

Povrchová
teplota

Vodná para

U
[W/K.m2]

θsi
[OC]

Z1-Dp

0,153

19,3

0,095

Z1-Dbp

0,153

19,3

0,380

skondenz.

Teplotný Fázový
útlm
posun

Posúdenie
s STN 73 0540-2/Z2

bilancia
v

ψ

-

h

-0,177

1231

21

V

V

-0,420

1227

21

V

V

gk
gk – gv
[kg/m2.rok]

U ≤ UN

gk < gv

Poznámka: V – vyhovuje, N – nevyhovuje

4.2 Experimentálne meranie vlhostného stavu materiálov
Vlhkostný stav materiálov pre zrubovú stenu Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp uvádza Graf 2. až Graf 8.

Vlhkosť [%]

Interiérový smrekový obklad Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp
12,0%
10,0%
8,0%
6,0%
4,0%
2,0%
0,0%

9,7%

9,5%

9,1%

8,4%

10,4%

9,4%

Obdobie a dátum merania
Graf 2. Vlhkosť smrekového interiérového obkladu pre Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp.
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Vlhkosť STEICO Flex 40 mm u Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp

10,0%
9,5%
9,0%
8,5%
8,0%
7,5%
7,0%
6,5%
6,0%

Z1-Dp

1.29.2019
9,1%

2.12.2019
9,7%

2.26.2019
9,3%

3.19.2019
8,9%

4.2.2019
9,0%

4.16.2019
8,8%

4.30.2019
9,0%

Z1-Dbp

7,9%

7,6%

7,3%

7,7%

7,7%

7,8%

8,2%

Graf 3. Vlhkosť izolácie STEICO Flex 40 mm u Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp.

Vlhkosť STEICO Universal 22 mm u Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp
Vlhkosť [%]

7,9%
7,7%
7,5%
7,3%
7,1%
6,9%
6,7%
6,5%

Z1-Dp

1.29.2019
7,3%

2.12.2019
6,9%

2.26.2019
6,8%

3.19.2019
7,2%

4.2.2019
7,3%

4.16.2019
7,5%

4.30.2019
7,7%

Z1-Dbp

7,3%

7,2%

7,1%

7,3%

7,4%

7,5%

7,6%

Vlhkosť [%]

Graf 4. Vlhkosť dosky STEICO Universal 22 mm u Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp.

Vlhkosť STIECO Flex 140 mm u Z1-Dp
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Graf 5. Vlhkosť STIECO Flex 140mm u Z1-Dp.
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Vlhkosť STIECO Flex 140 mm u Z1-Dbp
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Graf 6. Vlhkosť izolácie STIECO Flex 140mm u Z1-Dbp.
Vlhkosť zrubu z interiéru u Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp
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Graf 7. Vlhkosť zrubu z interiéru u Z1-Dp a Z1-Db.
Vlhkosť zrubu z exteriéru pre Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp
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Obdobie a dátum merania
Graf 8. Vlhkosť zrubu z exteriéru pre Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp.
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5 Vyhodnotenie výsledkov
Z teoretickej analýzy TTV vyplýva nasledovné:
- obidve skladby zrubových obvodových stien Z1-Dp a Z1-Dbp (Tabuľka 1.) spĺňajú
požiadavky tepelno-technických vlastností podľa STN 730540-2/2019. Kondenzácia
vodných pár je podľa výpočtu v stene Z1-Dbp 4×krát vyššia ako v stene Z1-Dp,
konštrukcia však spĺňa podmienku Mc ≤ 0,5 kg/(m2.a) podľa STN 73 0540-2/Z2:2019.
Z experimentálnych meraní vlhkosti materiálov vyplýva:
1. Prírodný tepelnoizolačný materiál nachádzajúci sa pred parobrzdou má vyššiu vlhkosť ako
materiál nachádzajúci sa v konštrukcií bez parobrzdy (STIECO Flex 40 mm – Graf 3.).
2. Materiál nachádzajúci sa za parobrzdou je určité časové obdobie suchší v porovnaní
s konštrukciou bez parobrzdy (STEICO Universal 22 mm – Graf 4.).
3. Interiérová strana zrubu má vyššiu vlhkosť dreva v prípade konštrukcie bez parobrzdy len
určité časové obdobie (2 mesiace, Graf 7.).
4. Vlhkosť jednotlivých materiálov v zrubových konštrukciách Z1-Dp s parobrzdou a Z1Dbp
bez parobrzdy sa po 2 až 3 mesiacoch vyrovnávajú (Graf 3. až 7.).

6 Záver
Teoretická analýza a posúdenie preukázali normové splnenie a funkčnú spoľahlivosť
požadovaných tepelno-technických vlastností zrubových stien s parobrzdou a bez parobrzdy.
Parobrzda z interiérovej strany konštrukcie okrem eliminácie vnikania vlhkosti do konštrukcie
plní aj funkciu vzduchotesnej roviny. Prienik vlhkosti do konštrukcie bol rýchlejší pri
zrubovej stene bez parobrzdy aj vplyvom dôsledku prúdenia vzduchu cez vzduchopriepustné
vrstvy (drevený obklad na pero-drážku a vzduchopriepustné izolácie) – Graf 4. Až 7., kde
možno pozorovať rýchlejší prechod vodnej pary na základe vlhkosti materiálov.
Pri experimentálnom overovaní vlhkosti stien počas meraného obdobia za daných
klimatických podmienok sa nepreukázal významný vplyv parobrzdy z hľadiska stavu vlhkosti
materiálov v difúzne otvorenej konštrukcií Z1-Dp v porovnaní s Z1-Dpb.
Z hľadiska presnejšieho poznania stavu vlhkosti materiálov v uvedených konštrukciách
a účinnosti vplyvu parobrzdy je potrebné pokračovanie meraní, najlepšie s čo najväčším
a dlhodobým teplotným rozdielom v zimnom období.
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Summary
Thermal – diffusional properties of external log walls using wood fiber insulation. The
paper is focused on verification of thermal – diffusional properties and moisture conditions of
the external log walls using wood fiber insulation. The verification considered two base wall
designs: with vapour barrier and without vapour barrier. The goal was theoretical and
experimental determination of proper function and its reliability in terms of moisture
transport/content influenced by vapour barrier, under real climatic conditions.
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TEPELNO-VLHKOSTNÉ VLASTNOSTI DIFÚZNYCH ZRUBOVÝCH STIEN S
IZOLÁCIOU Z OVČEJ VLNY
Stanislav Jochim, Robert Uhrin, Pavol Sedlák

1 Úvod
Zrubové stavby na Slovensku zhotovované remeselným a priemyselným spôsobom majú aj v
súčasnosti atraktívnosť pre bývanie, rekreáciu a podnikanie. Z hľadiska súčasných
požiadaviek na energetickú hospodárnosť obytných budov sú aj požiadavky na tepelnú
ochranu podstatne prísnejšie a sú stanovené v STN 730540-2. Preto sa zrubové obvodové
steny z priemyselných prvkov hrúbky od 100 do 200 mm a remeselných prvkov hrúbky 200
až 350 mm dopĺňajú z interiéru zateplením a ďalším dokončením skladby steny ako
parobrzdnej vrstvy, inštalačnej medzery a finálneho obkladu z dreva, sádrokartónu a pod.
(JOCHIM, BUBNIAK, 2012). V kombinácií s drevom sú vhodnejšie izolácie na prírodnej báze,
ktoré majú hygroskopické vlastnosti ako napr. aj ovčia vlna.
Na základe vhodných tepelnoizolačných, vlhkostných, paropriepustných, vzduchotesných,
akustických a iných vlastností materiálov sa navrhujú a realizujú spoľahlivé skladby napr.
difúzne otvorených stien, podlahy, stropy strechy a pod. (ŠTEFKO A KOL., 2015).
Ovčia vlna má vhodné tepelnoizolačné, vlhkostné vlastnosti, je však vzduchopriepustná. Pre
celú skladbu steny je dôležité, aby splnila vzduchotesnosť, požadovanú U – hodnotu
(v súčasnosti min. 0,22 W/(m2.K)), ako aj celoročne priaznivú bilanciu skondenzovanej
a vyparenej vodnej pary v konštrukcií pri podmienke max. 0,5 kg/m2 za rok. Vlhkosť
materiálov v skladbe zrubovej obvodovej steny možno teoreticky overiť výpočtom, ale aj
experimentálne v reálnych klimatických podmienkach počas roka. Príspevok je zameraný na:
1. Teoretickú analýzu tepelno-technických vlastností zrubových obvodových stien s ovčou
vlnou vo variante s parobrzdou a bez parobrzdy a posúdenie s STN 730540-2/2019.
2. Experimentálne overenie vlhkosti materiálov zrubovej steny s ovčou vlnou vo variante s
parobrzdou a bez parobrzdy počas zimného obdobia a posúdenie vplyvu parobrzdy na
vlhkosť materiálov.

2 Skladby zrubových obvodových stien
Pre teoretické overenie tepelno-technických vlastností a experimentálne overenie vlhkosti
materiálov boli navrhnuté a zhotovené skladby zrubových stien Z2-Op s parobrzdnou vrstvou
Isocell a Z2-Obp bez parobrzdnej vrstvy uvedené na Obrázku 1.
Z2-Op

Z2-Obp

Obrázok 1. Skladba zrubovej obvodovej steny Z2-Op, Z2-Obp.
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3 Metodika overovania tepelno-technických a vlhkostných vlastností
3.1 Teoretická analýza a posúdenie tepelnotechnických vlastností
Pre overovanie tepelno-technických vlastností bol použitý program Fragment Isover s
metodikou jednorozmerného vedenia tepla a vlhkosti. Pre špecifický tvar zrubového profilu je
vhodná aj spresnená metodika podľa JOCHIM, 2016. V danom prípade zrubového profilu s
obdĺžnikovitým tvarom a zrazenými malými hranami z len jednej strany je metodika
porovnateľne presná. Posúdenie je spracované podľa STN 73 0540-2/Z2 2019.

3.2 Experimentálne overovanie vlhkostných vlastností
3.2.1 Merané obdobie a klimatické podmienky
Vlhkostný stav materiálov zrubových obvodových stien bol overovaný v období február až
apríl 2019 (UHRIN, 2019). Fragment zrubovej steny 1,2 x 1,2 m s dvomi variantnými
skladbami bol zabudovaný v referenčnom výskumnom objekte umožňujúcim vytváranie
obytnej klímy s teplotou vzduchu 20 ±1 °C a vlhkosťou 50 ±2 %. Z vonkajšej strany pôsobila
klíma daného obdobia, ktorý popisuje Graf 1.

120,0

Relatívna vlhkosť a teplota vzduchu v exteriéri počas meraného obdobia

Namerané hodnoty

100,0
80,0
60,0
40,0

Vlhkosť (%)
Teplota (°C)

20,0
0,0
-20,0

Obdobie merania a dátum overovania vlhkosti materiálov
Graf 1. Relatívna vlhkosť a teplota vzduchu v exteriéri počas celého obdobia.

3.2.2 Meranie vlhkosti materiálov
1. Elektrický odporový vlhkomer: masívne drevo - interiérový obklad, rošt, stĺpik, zrub.
2. Gravimetrická metóda: všetky drevovláknité doskové materiály. Sušenie vzoriek
prebiehalo pri teplote 103 ±2 °C. Vzorky materiálov sa považovali za suché, ak odchýlka
dvoch po sebe vykonaných meraní v intervale 2 hodiny neprekročila 0,01g.
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4 Výsledky
4.1 Teoretická analýza tepelno-technických vlastností
Výsledky teoretickej analýzy tepelno-technických vlastností zameraných na U-hodnotu
a celoročnú bilanciu skondenzovanej a vyparenej vodnej pary v zrubových obvodových
stenách Z2-Op a Z2-Obp sú uvedené v Tabuľke 1.
Tabuľka 1. Výsledky teoretickej analýzy tepelno-technických vlastností pre navrhnuté skladby Z2-Op, Z2Obp.
Konštrukcia

Súčiniteľ
prechodu
tepla

Povrchová
teplota

Vodná para

U
[W/K.m2]

θsi
[OC]

Z2-Op

0,177

19,2

0,093

Z2-Obp

0,177

19,2

0,360

skondenz.

Teplotný Fázový
útlm
posun

Posúdenie
s STN 73 0540-2/Z2

bilancia
v

ψ

-

h

-0,191

173

15,3

V

V

-0,492

172

15,3

V

V

gk
gk – gv
[kg/m2.rok]

U ≤ UN

gk < gv

Poznámka: V – vyhovuje, N – nevyhovuje

4.2 Experimentálne meranie vlhkostného stavu materiálov
Vlhkostný stav materiálov pre zrubovú stenu Z2-Op a Z2-Obp znázorňuje Graf 2. až Graf 8.

Vlhkosť [%]

Interiérový smrekový obklad Z2-Op a Z2-Obp
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2.12.2019
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2.26.2019
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4.30.2019
11,0%

Z2-Obp

10,2%

9,5%

9,0%
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Obdobie a dátum merania
Graf 2. Vlhkosť interiérového smrekového obkladu pre Z2-Op a Z2-Obp.
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Ovčia vlna GOLD isolation SILVER 40 mm u Z2-Op a Z2-Obp
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Graf 3. Stav vlhkosti - ovčia vlna GOLD isolation SILVER 40 mm u Z2-Op a Z2-Obp.

Ovčia vlna GOLD isolation SILVER 140 mm u Z2-Op a Z2-Obp
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Graf 4. Stav vlhkosti - ovčia vlna GOLD isolation SILVER 140 mm u Z2-Op a Z2-Obp.
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Vlhkosť zrubu z interiéru u Z2-Op a Z2-Obp

Vlhkosť materiálu
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Graf 5. Vlhkosť zrubu z interiéru pre Z2-Op a Z2-Obp.
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Graf 6. Vlhkosť zrubu z exteriéru pre Z2-Op a Z2-Obp.

5 Vyhodnotenie výsledkov
Z teoretickej analýzy TTV vyplýva:
Obidve skladby zrubových obvodových stien Z2-Op a Z2-Obp (Tabuľka 1.) spĺňajú
požiadavky tepelno-technických vlastností podľa STN 730540-2/2019. Kondenzácia vodných
pár je podľa výpočtu v stene Z2-Obp 3,9 × krát vyššia ako v stene Z2-Op, konštrukcia však
spĺňa podmienku Mc ≤ 0,5 kg/(m2.a) podľa STN 73 0540-2/Z2:2019.
Z experimentálnych meraní vlhkosti materiálov vyplýva:
1. Prírodný tepelnoizolačný materiál nachádzajúci sa pred parobrzdou má vyššiu vlhkosť ako
materiál nachádzajúci sa v konštrukcií bez parobrzdy (ovčia vlna Gold isolation SILVER
40 mm – Graf 3.).
2. Materiál nachádzajúci sa za parobrzdou je určité časové obdobie suchší v porovnaní
s konštrukciou bez parobrzdy (ovčia vlna Gold isolation SILVER 140 mm – Graf 4.).
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3. Interiérová strana zrubu má vyššiu vlhkosť v prípade konštrukcie bez parobrzdy len určité
časové obdobie (2 mesiace, Graf 5.).
4. Vlhkosť jednotlivých materiálov v zrubových konštrukciách Z2-Op s parobrzdou a Z2Obp bez parobrzdy sa po 2 až 3 mesiacoch vyrovnávajú (Graf 3., 4., 5.).

6 Záver
Teoretická analýza a posúdenie preukázali normové splnenie a funkčnú spoľahlivosť
požadovaných tepelno-technických vlastností zrubových stien s parobrzdou a bez parobrzdy
zateplených ovčou vlnou.
Parobrzda z interiérovej strany konštrukcie okrem eliminácie vnikania vlhkosti do konštrukcie
plní aj funkciu vzduchotesnej roviny. Prienik vlhkosti do konštrukcie bol rýchlejší pri
zrubovej stene bez parobrzdy aj vplyvom dôsledku prúdenia vzduchu cez vzduchopriepustné
vrstvy (drevený obklad na pero-drážku a vzduchopriepustné izolácie) – Graf 4. a Graf 5.,
kde možno pozorovať rýchlejší prechod vodnej pary na základe vlhkosti materiálov.
Pri experimentálnom overovaní vlhkosti stien počas meraného obdobia za daných
klimatických podmienok sa nepreukázal významný vplyv parobrzdy z hľadiska stavu vlhkosti
materiálov v difúzne otvorenej konštrukcií Z2-Op v porovnaní s Z2-Opb.
Z hľadiska presnejšieho poznania stavu vlhkosti materiálov v uvedených konštrukciách
a účinnosti vplyvu parobrzdy je potrebné pokračovanie meraní, najlepšie s čo najväčším
a dlhodobým teplotným rozdielom v zimnom období.
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Summary
Thermal – diffusional properties of external log walls using natural sheep wool
insulation. The paper is focused on verification of thermal – diffusional properties and
moisture conditions of the external log walls using natural sheep wool insulation. The
verification considered two base wall designs: with vapour barrier and without vapour barrier.
The goal was theoretical and experimental determination of proper function and its reliability
in terms of moisture transport/content influenced by vapour barrier, under real climatic
conditions.
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VPLYV KONŠTRUKCIE DREVENÝCH A DREVO-HLINÍKOVÝCH OKIEN
NA POVRCHOVÉ TEPLOTY
Stanislav Jochim, Jakub Voľanský, Martin Čulík

1 Úvod
Drevené okná na báze dreva majú svoje významné zastúpenie pri zabudovaní do obytných
stavieb. Veľmi preferované sú v súčasnosti drevo-hliníkové okná. Z hľadiska tepelnotechnických vlastností (TTV) okien je požadované splnenie dvoch veličín: súčiniteľa
prechodu tepla (U-hodnoty, v súčasnosti min. 1,0 W/(m2.K)) a minimálnej povrchovej teploty
na konštrukcií z interiérovej strany v zmysle normy STN 730540-2/Z2 2019.
Povrchové teploty na konštrukcií okien možno overiť teoreticky výpočtom, ale presnejšie je
experimentálne v reálnych klimatických podmienkach počas zimného obdobia.
Príspevok je zameraný na:
1. Teoretickú analýzu tepelno-technických vlastností okien na báze dreva a posúdenie s
normou STN 730540-2/2019.
2. Experimentálne overenie povrchových teplôt na konštrukcií okien in-situ v referenčnom
objekte.
3. Konfrontácia povrchových teplôt z teoretickej analýzy a experimentálne nameraných.

2 Konštrukcie a výber vzoriek okien na báze dreva
Pre výber vzoriek okien k overeniu tepelno-technických vlastností boli použité konštrukcie
okien na báze dreva uvedené na Obrázku 1. a 2.

Obrázok 1. Drevené okno jednoduché (Mintal).

Obrázok 2. Drevo-hliníkové okno jednoduché (Mintal).

Legenda materiálov k Obrázkom 1. a 2.:
1 - izolačné trojsklo, 2 - hliníková okapnica, 3 - hliníková odkvapová lišta, 4 - horný vlys rámu, 5 zasklievacia lišta, 6 - rám okenného krídla, 7 - spodný vlys rámu, 8 - krídelná hliníková kapotáž, 9 - rámová
hliníková kapotáž.
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Vzorky pre teoretické a experimentálne overovanie TTV
A) Pre teoretickú analýzu TTV vlastností boli použité nasledovné typy okenných konštrukcií
na báze dreva:
1. Drevené okno jednoduché (Obrázok 1.): typ DO-TG s izolačným trojsklom – Obrázok 3.
2. Drevo-hliníkové okno jednoduché (Obrázok 2.): typ DHO-TG s izolačným trojsklom –
Obrázok 4.
3. Drevo-hliníkové okno jednoduché (Obrázok 2.): typ DHO-VG s vákuovým dvojsklom –
Obrázok 5.
B) Pre experimentálne overenie teplôt bolo použité okno:
1. Drevo-hliníkové okno jednoduché (Obrázok 2.): typ DHO-TG s izolačným trojsklom –
Obrázok 4.
2. Drevo-hliníkové okno jednoduché (Obrázok 2.): typ DHO-VG s vákuovým dvojsklom –
Obrázok 5.

Obrázok 3. Okno DO-TG.

Obrázok 4. Okno DHO-TG.

Obrázok 5. Okno DHO-VG.

3 Metodika overovania tepelno-technických vlastností
3.1 Teoretická analýza a posúdenie TTV
Stanovenie U-hodnoty a povrchových teplôt je na základe metódy dvojrozmerného vedenia
tepla. Použitý bol program Therm. Simulačný softvér je postavený na Furierovej parciálnej
diferenciálnej rovnici vedenia tepla, využíva riešenie metódou konečných prvkov. Pre
grafické spracovanie konštrukcií bol použitý kompatibilný softvér AutoCAD. Okrajové
podmienky a posúdenie je spracované podľa normy STN 73 0540.

3.2 Experimentálne overovanie povrchových teplôt
Pozície meraných teplôt, obdobie merania a klimatické podmienky
Experimentálne overenie povrchových teplôt prebiehalo na vybraných rovnakých pozíciách
povrchu okna vzhľadom na teoretickú analýzu a sú uvedené v Tabuľke 1. Meranie sa
uskutočnilo v období od 11.1.2019 do 13.3.2019 (VOĽANSKÝ, 2019). Okenné vzorky
rozmeru 800x1200 mm typ DHO-TG a typ DHO-VG boli zabudované v referenčnom
výskumnom objekte umožňujúcim vytváranie obytnej klímy s teplotou vzduchu 20 ±4 °C a
vlhkosťou 50 ±12 %. Z vonkajšej strany pôsobila klíma daného obdobia zaznamenaná na
Grafe č.1 a č.2.
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Tabuľka 1. Prehľad označenia zhodných pozícií povrchových teplôt teórie a experimentu.
Overovanie teplôt - DH0_TG a DH0_VG
Therm

Zhodné pozície overovanej teploty - označenie
T1
T2
T6
T8
T_sklo

Experiment

T_roh

T_rám

Interiérová klíma - teplota a vlhkosť vzduchu

Hodnota meranej veličiny

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Obdobie meranie - 11.1. - 13.3. 2019
IN_T (°C)

IN_FÍ (%)

Graf č.1 Interiérová teplota a vlhkosť vzduchu v meranom období 11.1. – 13.3.2019.

Hodnota meranej veličiny

Exteriérová klíma - teplota a vlhkosť vzduchu
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
Obdobie meranie - 11.1. - 13.3. 2019
EXT_T (°C)

EXT_FÍ (%)

Graf č.2 Exteriérová teplota a vlhkosť vzduchu v meranom období 11.1. – 13.3.2019.
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4 Výsledky
4.1 Teoretická analýza tepelno-technických vlastností
Výsledky teoretickej analýzy tepelno-technických vlastností okien DO-TG, DHO-TG a DHOVG pre U-hodnoty sú uvedené v Tabuľke 1. a pre povrchové teploty sú v Tabuľke 2.
Tabuľka 2. Výsledky vypočítaných a meraných hodnôt Uw.
Hodnota Uw
Typ okna
(W/m2.K)

P. č.

Posúdenie
s STN 73 0540-2

DO-TG Drevené okno s izolačným trojsklom 1.
2.

(s Ug = 0,58 od výrobcu skla)
DHO-TG Drevo-hliníkové okno s izolačným trojsklom -

0,88

Vyhovuje

0,93

Vyhovuje

0,98

Vyhovuje

(s Ug = 0,58 od výrobcu skla)
3.

DHO-VG_1 Drevo-hliníkové okno s vákuovým dvojsklom (s Ug = 0,58 od výrobcu skla)

Tabuľka 3. Výsledky teoretickej analýzy povrchových teplôt.
Povrchová teplota okennej konštrukcie na báze dreva [°C]

P.č.

DO-TG

DHO-TG

DHO-VG

T1

17,8

17,5

19,1

T2

16,6

15,3

15,5

T3

13,6

10,9

5,0

T4

- 6,3

- 9,4

- 8,7

T5

11,0

- 4,2

1,1

T6

16,3

17,7

16,7

T7

- 6,9

- 0,7

2,4

T8

7,1

6,4

8,7

T9

14,6

15,7

16,2

T10

13,4

14,1

14,4

4.2 Experimentálne overovanie povrchových teplôt a porovnanie s Therm
Výsledky priemeru nočných povrchových teplôt okien z experimentálnych meraní v
najchladnejšom dni 22.1. 2019 sú uvedené v Tabuľke 4. Porovnanie teplôt experimentu s
výpočtom v Therm (pri konštantných okrajových podmienkach podľa priemeru nočných
hodnôt klímy z experimentu dňa 22.1.2019: text. = -11,4 °C a tint. = 19,3 °C.) je uvedené v
Tabuľke 4.
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Tabuľka 4. Výsledky a porovnanie povrchových teplôt experimentálnych meraní a teoretického overovania.
Experiment – teploty [°C]

Therm - teploty [°C]

Pozícia DHO-TG DHO-VG

Pozícia DHO-TG DHO-VG

Porovnanie teplôt
E_TG vs. E_VG

Porovnanie teplôt
T vs. E
DHO-TG

DHO-VG

T_sklo

16,6

17,1

T1

17,5

19,1

0,53

0,91

2,01

T_roh

9,3

11,4

T2

15,3

15,5

2,13

6,01

4,11

T_rám

17,2

17,1

T6

16,7

17,7

0,14

0,52

0,61

T_kon

8,2

7,6

T8

6,4

8,7

0,64

1,82

1,11

Poznámka : DHO-TG - drevo-hliníkové okno s izolačným trojsklom, DHO-VG - drevo-hliníkové okno s
vákuovým dvojsklom, T – teoretická analýza, E – experiment, vs - versus
1 - hodnota vyššia v prospech teoretickej analýzy
2 - hodnota vyššia v prospech experimentálneho overenia
3 - hodnota vyššia v prospech vákuového zasklenia
4 - hodnota vyššia v prospech okna s izolačným trojsklom

5 Vyhodnotenie výsledkov
a) Z teoretickej analýzy TTV vyplýva nasledovné (Tabuľka 2. a 3.):
1. Pre konštrukcie okien na báze dreva DO-TG, DHO-TG a DHO-VG podľa Tabuľky 2. a 3.
vyplýva, že všetky spĺňajú požiadavky na U-hodnotu okna podľa STN 730540-2/2019.
2. Povrchové teploty z interiérovej strany v pozícíí T1, T2, T3, T6, T9 a T10 spĺňajú DO-TG,
DHO-TG. Konštrukcia DHO-VG nespĺňa teplotu v pozícií T3, ktorá je pod požadovanou
teplotou rosného bodu.
3. Teplotu v detaile zasklenia v pozćií T5 nad teplotu rosného bodu spĺňa len okno DO-TG.
Pre okná DHO-TG a DHO_VG je táto teplota z hľadiska kondenzácie vodnej pary
nepriaznivá a rizikom je vlhšie drevo s vytváraním podmienok pre hnilobu (JOCHIM,
VIDHOLDOVÁ, 2016).
b) Pri porovnaní experimentálnych teplôt pre E_DHO-TG a E_DHO VG vyplýva
(Tabuľka 4.):
1. Povrchové teploty merané na miestach T_sklo a T_roh (2cm od rámu) sú vyššie na
vákuovom izolačnom dvojskle, pričom v strede skla ide o malý rozdiel 0,5°C a pri rohu je
rozdiel teplôt vyšší tzn. 2,1°C.
2. Teploty merané na mieste T_rám vykazujú nevýznamný rozdiel teplôt (0,1°C), jedná sa o
rovnakú konštrukciu rámu a krídla.
c) Pri porovnaní teoretických teplôt a z experimentu vyplýva (Tabuľka 4.):
1. Pri porovnaní pozícií T1 a T_sklo (stred plochy skla) je zrejmý vyšší rozdiel teplôt až 2°C
na vákuovom zasklení v prospech teoretického overenia povrchových teplôt.
2. Pri porovnaní pozícií T2 a T_roh (2 cm od rohu zasklenia) sú rozdiely teplôt výrazne t.j.
4,1 až 6°C v prospech teoretickej analýzy. Čo je však dôležité, je rozdiel TG a VG pri
experimentálnom meraní, kde pri vzdialenosti 2 cm od rohu zasklenia sa dosahuje pri TG
teplota 9,3°C a pri VG teplota 11,4°C, čo činí rozdiel 2,1°C a možno to pripísať
priaznivejšiemu účinku vákua pri porovnaní s účinkami argónu.
3. Pri porovnaní pozícií T6 a T_rám (povrch rámu) sú teplotné rozdiely minimálne.
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4. Pri porovnaní pozícií T8 a T_kon (v styku okenného rámu a krídla) sú priaznivejšie
hodnoty pre experimentálne merania kde rozdiel teplôt od 1,1 do 1,8°C

6 Záver
Teoretická analýza a posúdenie preukázali normové splnenie a funkčnú spoľahlivosť
požadovaných okien DO-TG, DHO-TG. Taktiež vyhovuje v celku konštrukcia DHO-VG,
nedostakom je však nižšia teplota v mieste T3 (úplný roh detail zasklenia), kde bude
dochádzať k častejšej kondenzácií vodnej pary.
Pre okno DHO-TG a DHO-VG je riziko kondenzácie v pozícií T5 a preto z tohto hľadiska je
potrebné riziko vzniku hniloby eliminovať nielen povrchovou úpravou dreva, ale napr. aj
použitím termodreva (SLOVÁČKOVÁ A KOL., 2018; JOCHIM, TATARKOVA, 2018).
Experimentálne overovanie povrchových teplôt počas meraného obdobia za daných
klimatických podmienok nepreukázalo významný rozdiel medzi tepelno-technickou kvalitou
okna DHO-TG s izolačným trojskom a DHO-VG s vákuovým dvojsklom.
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Summary
Influence of wood – aluminum windows construction on surface temperatures. The paper
is focused on theoretical and experimental verification of the thermo-technical properties (U-
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values, surface temperatures) of wooden and wood-aluminum windows with insulating triple
glazing and vacuum double glazing. The aim is to assess theoretically and experimentally the
fulfilment of requirements according to the standard STN 73 0540-2 / Z2: 2019.
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE BEARING EXOSKELETON
OF A HIGH-RISE BUILDING SUBJECTED TO WIND AND SEISMIC EFFECTS
Olga Ivankova, Matus Turis, David Meri

1 Introduction
Exoskeleton high-rise buildings are based on skeleton structures. The load-bearing part of this
type of structures consists of floor plates and supporting columns, arranged in given raster
according to the purpose of the building. In order to achieve horizontal stiffness of the
structure, the stiffening walls are used within the cores, which are usually used as
communication spaces such as staircases and elevators. With increasing height of structures,
the skeleton systems have been replaced by tube systems, where the columns are arranged
around the perimeter or in interior of the building and forming the raster and character of the
building. The highest buildings in the world are created with tubular structures. Exoskeleton
structures are similar to tubular structures. In the case of an exoskeleton structure, the
enclosure supporting frame is separated from the heat-exchange cladding of building and it is
connected at certain points to horizontal floor plates. The grid of exoskeleton systems can
vary, from rectangular arrangements through diagonally oriented rasters (so-called diagrides)
to grids inspired by nature. Therefore, exoskeleton structures achieve greater possibilities at
designing of disposition, but also at exterior surface shaping, where different oriented
elements can be used on a different curved surface of the cladding [7].

2 Diagonal tubes
Tubular framework with diagonally oriented raster regarding to floor plates appeared at the
beginning of this century on high-rise buildings and represents some of the most innovative
and efficient structural systems not only for high-rise buildings. The system can also be called
diagride. This term is also suitable for steel load-bearing structures which have load-bearing
parts along the perimeter of the building. Tubular structures with vertical columns easily carry
vertical loads but are less resistant to horizontal acting of load. On the other hand, the
diagonally arranged tubes are much more resistant to horizontal loads due to their stiffness,
which is based on the axial stiffness of the diagonal elements.

Figure 1. Examples for diagrid structure [4], [6].
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3 Numerical model of high-rise building and structural analysis
The shape of considered building is based on the ground plan of a square having a 30m long
edge, which gradually narrows to reach the highest ceiling in the shape of a rhomboid. The
building is 165.4m high, it has 4 underground floors and 44 aboveground floors with a
construction height of 3.6m, except for the first two aboveground floors with a construction
height of 7.4m and the last technical floor with a construction height of 3.0m. The vertical
load-bearing system of a high-rise building consists of: reinforced concrete core made of
walls of 300mm thickness and steel exoskeleton, which has different dimensions of column
cross-sections for individual building models. Horizontal load-bearing structures are made of
composite steel-concrete floor plates. Models are loaded with a lightweight cladding having
thickness of 200mm. The considered models were loaded with wind from each side, with step
of 90 degrees. The wind load was calculated using the 3D wind generator, which is part of the
Scia Engineer program.
Individual numerical models of high-rise buildings were solved by three-dimensional variant
of FEM using Scia Engineer. Two variants of the solution of the load-bearing steel frame of
the cladding were analyzed. The first variant was a combination of corner columns and
diagrid construction (Model 1, Fig.2a). The second variant provided a solution for pure
diagrid construction (without corner columns). For this construction, an analysis of the effect
of changing the dimension thickness of the annular cross-sections of the exoskeleton was
performed (models from 2 to 4, Fig.2b).

a) Model 1
b) Models from 2 to 4
Figure 2. Views of models of diagrid structures, with corner columns (on the left) and without corner columns
(on the right).

Model 1: individual diagonal elements have dimensions Ø457/12,5 mm and corner columns
of high-rise building have dimensions Ø914/10 mm. After the calculation with Scia Engineer
it was found out that the model displacements on the top floor comply with the limit, which in
our case is 82.7 mm (Table 1, model 1).
Results of the analysis are also an answer to the question whether it is possible to design a
given high-rise building without massive columns along the corners and how the crosssections of the diaphragms will change. After removing the perimeter (corner) columns with
the dimension Ø914/10 mm and gradually increasing the cross-sections of diagonal elements,
we created new models (2 to 4). The relevant cross-sectional dimensions are given in Table 1.
After calculating with Scia Engineer, we evaluated the maximum and minimum
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displacements on the top floor as well as the material consumption. The results are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Displacement of top floor due to the wind load and comparison material consumption for all variants.
Model
number
1
2
3
4

Cross
section
(mm)
Comb.
Ø457x12,5
Ø508x8
Ø508x12,5

Ux,max
(mm)

Ux,min
(mm)

Uy,max
(mm)

Uy,min
(mm)

75,6
92,9
106,8
88,2

-19,2
-12,7
-10,8
-13,3

25,9
20,0
18,6
20,4

-68,3
-84,6
-97,4
-80,3

Material
consumption
(t)
1669,705
1340,938
965,353
1494,814

Material
consumption
(m3)
212,70
170,82
122,97
190,42

4 Dynamic analysis
In the dynamic analysis of the seismic response in all variants, the eigenmodes as well as the
corresponding natural frequencies were analyzed. The sum of ratios of effective mass to total
mass constituted 90% with a frequency range from 0 to 33 Hz. The combination of static and
dynamic loads (seismicity) was considered when calculating horizontal displacement. The
extreme values of displacements in the x-direction and in the y-direction are given in Table 2.
Furthermore, the eigenfrequencies of the structure and eigenmodes were evaluated. The first
10 frequencies are given in Table 3, the first five eigenmodes are shown in Figure 4. For the
determination of the dominant frequencies, the proportional coefficient of eigenmodes has
been established, indicating the ratio between the effective mass at the eigenmode and the
total mass. The dominant frequencies were first and second in the x and y direction, and
seventh in the z-direction.
Table 2. Displacement of top floor due to seismic load and material consumption for all variants.
Model
number
1
2
3
4

Cross
section
(mm)
Comb.
Ø457/12,5
Ø508/8
Ø508/12,5

Ux,max
(mm)

Ux,min
(mm)

Uy,max
(mm)

Uy,min
(mm)

49,9
57,4
65,9
54,5

-1,6
-1,5
-1,5
-1,5

1,6
1,5
1,5
1,4

-41,7
-48,3
-56,1
-45,8

Material
consumption
(t)
1669,705
1340,938
965,353
1494,814

Table 3. Natural frequencies of individual models.
Natural frequency/Model
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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1

2

3

4

0,32
0,34
1,46
1,59
1,63
3,41
3,51
3,77
4,47
4,68

0,31
0,33
1,42
1,54
1,65
3,36
3,46
3,69
4,53
4,68

0,29
0,31
1,39
1,50
1,63
3,30
3,39
3,62
4,48
4,66

0,31
0,33
1,44
1,56
1,66
3,38
3,49
3,72
4,55
4,73

Material
consumption
(m3)
212,70
170,82
122,97
190,42
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Figure 3. Eigenmodes (from left: 1.- 4. eigenmode).

5 Evaluation of analysis results
The results of the structural analysis (from the wind load) are the maximum horizontal
displacements of the top floor. The limit value was set to 1/2000 of building height, 82.7 mm
[1] and [2]. In the diagrams in Fig. 4 and 5 (according to Table 1), the extreme displacement
values for each building model are indicated.

Maximálne premiestnenia

100
50
0
1

2

3

Ux,max

Uy,max

Figure 4. Maximum top floor displacement for all models.
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0
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-100
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Figure 5. Minimum top floor displacement for all models.

From the results of the structural analysis it is evident that in an improper design the structure
can reach limit values of horizontal displacements, which can cause cladding failures (eg
glass cracking), defects in the walls of the stiffening core and discomfort for the human
organism. When analyzing the results from an economic point of view, it can be stated that
there are quite large differences in steel consumption depending on the cross-sectional
thickness (Fig. 7). When designing the structural system, it is necessary to consider a model in
which the individual displacements meet the limit values (meet the criterion for the 2nd limit
state) and are convenient from the economic point of view - in the amount of steel used.

Spotreba materiálu

2000
1000
0
1

2

3

4

t
Figure 6. Graphical representation of the amount of material used for all models.

The results of the dynamic analysis are also extreme values of horizontal displacements on the
top floor, eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of the structure. The pictures of the own shapes
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were similar in all variants, having the shape according to Fig. 4, only the natural frequency
value changed. Natural frequencies ranged at certain intervals, when the first natural
frequencies in models 1 to 5 ranged from 0.29-0.34 Hz and other natural frequencies also
came out at certain intervals, showing no sudden changes and jumps. The structure satisfied
criterion of the limit displacement from the seismic load, which in our case was equal to
1/500 of the building height, what is 33.1 mm.

6 Conclusion
The paper shows static and dynamic analysis of high-rise building of pure diagrid structure
(models 2 to 5) and diagrid structure in combination with corner columns (model 1) and their
comparison. The analysis of diagrid structure was enriched to optimize the design of the
structural system in dependence on the change in thickness of the annular cross-section of the
exoskeleton. The chosen models were evaluated on I. and II. limit state at the most
unfavorable load combination but also from the economic point of view - in terms of the
amount of steel consumption of the exoskeleton.
From the results it can be said that, in this type of building and geometry, in terms of the
above criteria and especially in economic terms, model 1 is the most appropriate. Designing a
purely diagrid system in an architectural design can affect the shape of the building where the
sharp edges of the original design replaced by openwork in accordance with the geometry of
the pure diagride or may lead to rounded edges, resulting in improved aerodynamics of the
building in terms of wind effects.
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Summary
Static and dynamic analysis of the bearing exoskeleton of a high-rise building subjected
to wind and seismic effects. At present, high-rise buildings are once again experiencing their
boom. Everywhere in Central Europe, as well as in our territory, the construction of high-rise
buildings has never been forced out of space, as was the case in the US, they are simply being
built around the world, and Slovakia is no exception. The design of the load-bearing structure
is the basis for the stability of high-rise buildings, which have to withstand both vertical and
horizontal loads, resulting in wind conditions or underground dynamics. Attention must be
paid to the use of spaces within the ground plan in order to reach sufficiently large spaces and
the lighting of single rooms. For this reason, new types of support systems, such as
exoskeleton constructions, where the support system is located around the perimeter of the
building, are examined. The exoskeleton is combined with the supporting walls of the
communication core and connected by highest ceiling slabs. The analysis is focused on the
optimal design of the elevated building, in terms of limitations of relocation, material
consumption and given cross-sections.
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INSTABILITY OF BUILDING THERMAL SIMULATION
Pavol Sedlák, Dominika Búryová, Stanislav Jochim

1 Introduction
One of the optimal and most economic ways of completing a thermal assessment of a building
is with a precise dynamic thermal simulation, where a building envelope and its systems are
simulated and evaluated in a virtual climate using real meteorological data.
Instability of dynamic thermal simulation is a typical issue for certain conditions, as window
operations can cause excessive interior temperature fluctuations and even trigger the heating
system if the common ON/OFF or simple linear operation function for windows is used. To
solve the problem, reduction of the simulation time-step is usually used, though the principle
of the air flow is not handled. Additionally this solution multiplies the simulation complexity,
though the instability of the model is significantly reduced.
The paper describes selected ventilation parameter settings for an office building under the
specific mild climate of Ireland. Optimization and description of inverted square function is
presented later to eliminate thermal instability for different window arrangements and cooling
ventilation conditions

2 Case model – description
The possible problems are demonstrated on a 3-storey naturally ventilated office building
having a total floor area of 8.20 6m2. It consists of four separate wings that extend from a
primary block which contains an atrium and several offices. The building is primarily an
office type building, with both open plan and cellular offices. It also accommodates canteen,
restaurant, and other facilities.

Figure 1. Proposed design of the building [1].

Thermal simulation was performed in IES<VE> 5.9 simulation software (IES Virtual
Environment), which is suite of energy analysis and performance modelling software, and is
considered to be the world leader in energy analysis and sustainability modelling [2].
IES<VE> incorporates ApacheSim, a dynamic thermal simulation tool based on firstprinciples mathematical modelling of building heat transfer processes. It has been tested using
ASHRAE Standard 140 and qualifies as a Dynamic Model in the CIBSE system of model
classification [3].
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Figure 2. Thermal simulation model of the office building in IES<VE>5.9 software environment [4].

2.1 Ventilation strategy
Natural ventilation is provided via openable windows. There are openable windows at both
high and low level within each story. The windows in the fully open positions provide a free
ventilation area of approximately 40% of the window area. The top level windows are
automated opening vents (AOVs) whereas the bottom windows only serve the occupants for
manual opening for local adjustment of their comfort levels.

2.2 Window operation
The operation was set to achieve thermal comfort via temperature sensors – in order to open
automated windows for night and day time cooling and also for heating
Setpoints for a weekday operation
− Heating (plant) :
heating on if Ti<20 °C
− Night cooling (natural):
windows open if Ti>18 °C
− Day cooling (natural):
windows open if Ti>22 °C

3 Instability of thermal simulation due to natural ventilation

Figure 3. Instability of thermal simulation for selected room, 16th February, in relation to improper natural
window cooling – oscillating unexpected heating load related to oscillating thermal loss (negative thermal gain
in graph) from ventilation, though the control temperature seems to be stable.
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The model of the building was firstly equipped with simple ON/OFF opening window
function and controlled by internal temperature. But this proved as highly unstable, causing
unreliable simulation and unrealistic results as inadequate amounts of cold external air enters
the occupied space and triggers the heating system (Figure 3.).
Number adjustments were made, including a smaller time step in the simulation. This
improved the simulation results, but multiplied the data-intensive simulation and its handling
– and the problem still persisted, especially in open plan offices. Then, a linear opening
function for windows rapidly improved the situation, and introducing inverted square opening
function completely resolved the obstacle, providing smooth simulation. Additional cubic and
quartic functions (3rd and 4th degree polynomial functions) were also tested, but with no
noticeable improvement (see Figure 4.).
For practical reasons according to IES<VE> simulation software it is easier to define this
square function Fsq(x) by using linear function Flin(x) (Figure 4. and Figure 5.), as this linear
(“ramp”) function can be easily set in the software:
(1)
Fsq(x) = (Flin(x))2
As an example for particular square function in Figure 4. (operation from 21 °C to 25 °C),
following relation can be alternatively used as absolute mathematical expression for general
purposes:
Fsq(x) = 0,0625x2 - 2,625x + 27,563
(2)
Example of a day profile using square function Fsq(x) is presented below (Figure 5.).

Figure 4. Examples of different opening functions tested for the thermal simulation, for operation from 21 to
25 ºC (ON/OFF setpoint = 21 ºC.

4 Example of particular Opening Functions for smooth operation of
automated windows
The degree of opening of the windows has to be managed closely to avoid excessive amounts
of ventilation to avoid sudden drops in the internal temperature. Example of the following
functions are the result of the simulations of the particular building, considering the specific
space, volume and window area.
Day cooling and ventilation for fresh air (upper Automated Opening Vents) (Figure 5.) –
windows start to open if Ti>22 °C, and they are fully open at Ti=25 °C
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= POW(gt(tdr,23.5,3),2)
The function in IES<VE>, this
particular example shows 22 – 25 ºC
interval for the control dry bulb
temperature “tdr” (mean value = 23.5,
band = 3), where “gt(tdr,23.5,3)” is
the linear opening function
Figure 5. Opening function for upper AOVs for day cooling and example of specific equation in IES<VE>
software.

Summary
The case model showed a high level of thermal simulation reliability, good energy
performance and identified the risks related to natural ventilation. In real situations these risks
are usually caused by occupants’ behaviour and also by Building Management System (BMS)
settings. Though occupants are able to learn how to manage the ventilation, the BMS needs to
have regular seasonal commissioning by experienced engineers for optimal performance and
comfort. It has been demonstrated that an oversimplified solution for AOV operation does not
work. The recommendations made following the evaluation of the simulation should
eliminate any problems of thermal comfort and energy consumption and, in addition, it should
also extend the operating life of the AOVs.
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ANALYSIS OF SUBJECTIVE RESPONSES FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
ACOUSTIC COMFORT EVALUATION IN DWELLINGS
Andrea Vargová

1 Introduction
The questionnaire which is accessible on a web site: http://www.papabuild.eu/questionnaire/,
consists of 3 sections. The first section contains general questions as follows: age, where
respondents lived before and live now, what they like and what they don´t like in a living
environment, what are the respondents' preferences when buying a house [2], whether
respondents are annoyed by neighbourhood noise (interior noise or exterior noise), etc. The
second section contains personal questions related to the following: work, hobbies (music,
physical activities, sport and habits), etc. The last part, other questions, describes a state of
mind of each respondent.

2 Partial analysis and discussion
Focusing on the histogram answers of the subjective noise-related questions, we will find out
the following facts. In analyzing responses to selected questions are given the first three
ranking with the highest percentage of respondents.
The most annoying source of noise which presents the 36.8 % of respondents, is the traffic
noise. The 35.1% of respondents identified as the most annoying noise from neighbours.
Finally, 25.9% of the respondents are more affected by the noise of technical equipment (see
Figure 1.).
How often do you hear your neighbours? It's a question that uses the 7-point scale. The 27 %
of respondents indicated point 2, which may correspond to the answer “almost never”.
Subsequently, 24.1 % of respondents marked point 3 with the equivalent of "occasionally"
and 13.2 % of respondents indicated point 4 what means “frequently” (see Figure 2.). These
respondents, they are annoyed from the neighbourhood noise, should have indicated in which
room of their apartment are they disturbed by noise from neighbours. The 42.4 % of
respondents are disturbed by neighbourhood noise in living room followed by a bedroom with
the 20% of respondents and children's room placed third with the 15% of respondents (see
Figure 3.). How much is it disturbing in a room? That can be identified on the 7-point scale.
The 29.8 % of respondents marked point 2 which means “low disturbance”, the 21.9% of
respondents do not consider the noise to be disturbing at all and the 17.9 % of respondents
perceive noise as a slightly disturbing factor (see Figure 4.).
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Figure 1. Histogram results presenting responses to the question: What bothers you most in the building where
you live?

Figure 2. Histogram results presenting responses to the question: How often do you hear your neighbours?
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Figure 3. Histogram results presenting responses to the question: Where (in which rooms) are you annoyed by
neighbourhood noise?

Figure 4. Histogram results presenting responses to the question: How much is it disturbing in a room?

Following questions are focusing more on perception of selected sources of noise. The
respondents rarely identify noise from aircraft and trains as disturbing in their environment. In
particular, it is influenced by the environment of living place near the airport or railway line,
which is more affected by noise. A subjective perception of traffic noise can be given on a 7point scale. The 17 % of respondents marked point 2 which presents “low disturbance” by
airplanes noise and the 9.3 % of respondents indicated the same point 2 as an answer to train
noise. The noise from cars has a more significant disturbing effect on respondents (see Figure
5.). The 28.7 % of respondents marked point 2, in other words, they consider a noise from
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cars a low disturbing factor, the 20.7 % of respondents indicated point 3 which is presenting a
slightly disturbing factor. The 17.8 % of respondents are not disturbed from a noise of means
of transports at all, what corresponds to point 1.

Figure 5. Histogram results presenting responses related to noise from outside, particularly cars.

When analyzing noise from neighbours, locating the noise source is important. Whether it is
noise coming from neighbours upstairs or e.g. neighbours next to us or below us (other
neighbors). The 13.6 % of respondents perceive noise from neighbours upstairs (walking,
children running) as low disturbing (point 2 indicated) and the 12.9 % of respondents consider
the same type of noise as slightly disturbing noise (point 3 indicated). The noise from
neighbours upstairs, which is the noise caused by talking, TV and music is not that
significant. The noise from other neighbours, particularly the noise caused by talking, seems
to be more disturbing. The 33.1 % of respondents consider the noise from other talking
neighbours a low disturbing (point 2 indicated) and the 12.4 % of respondents marked the
same type of noise as slightly disturbing noise (point 3 indicated).
Of course, respondents are more sensitive to noise when sleeping. The 24.7 % of respondents
perceive the noise when sleeping as low disturbing (point 2 indicated), the 18.4 % indicated
point 3, what means slightly disturbing noise and the 12.1 % of respondents consider the same
type of noise a moderately disturbing noise (point 5 indicated, see Figure 6.).

Figure 6. Histogram results presenting responses related to noise when sleeping.

3 Conclusion
Subsequently, the cases where the factor appears to affect histogram results will be manually
selected (e.g., the age of people would affect their perception of noise), and a detailed
statistical analysis will be conducted to confirm or reject the existence of a suspicious trend.
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Summary
Analysis of subjective responses from the perspective of acoustic comfort evaluation in
dwellings. The subjective perception of noise in apartment buildings examined by means of a
questionnaire is part of EU MC MC-RISE project “papabuild”, in the working package WP3.
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